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Crawler Crane

A02
Technical Test – Theory

1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of The Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues e

tc.
5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations?
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Crane operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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Crawler Crane

A02
Technical Test – Theory

9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning of work task for efficiency
etc.

10. State the functions or job role of the following personnel:
a) Appointed Person, b) Crane Supervisor, c) Slinger, d) Signaller
A

a) plan the lift
b) supervise the lift
c) attach and detach the load to the crane
d) guide the load and give directions to the crane operator

11. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a crawler crane?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets

FOPS criteria
12. The operator has to use a new model of crawler crane that they are unfamiliar with. What
do Regulations (i.e. LOLER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that

type
13. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

14. Give TWO examples of where The Work at Height Regulations may apply to crawler crane
operations.
A

Access/egress to the cab, access/egress to the engine compartment/winching area,
boom/jib maintenance, re-configuration, greasing

boom/jib components etc.
15. How can a qualification or card benefit a crane operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment pr

ospects, promotional prospects etc.
16. Name THREE ways that a crane operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements/lift plans, punctuality,
co-operation with other workers etc.

continued…
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Crawler Crane

A02
Technical Test – Theory

17. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

18. What is the difference between a contract lift and a ‘standard’ crane hire?
A

Contract lift – the crane company plans and supervises the lift. Crane hire – crane
and operator to work to customer’s instructions via lift plan

19. a) What is meant by the lifting capacity of the crane and b) who determines it?
A

a) The maximum lifting capacity of the crane for a PARTICULAR configuration and
b) The crane manufacturer

20. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the even of an overturn of the machine

21. What are the THREE actions or stages that a crane operator undertakes during pre-use
inspections?

Preparing for work

A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURERS’ requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks have been performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY

For questions 22 and 23 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
22. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for setting the track tension.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

23. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidat

24. What is the purpose of the hoisting limit switch (also known as the ‘chandelier’)?
A

To t the hook block contacting the jib pulley

25. A crawler crane has been delivered to site, assembled and configured for lifting. What
must be carried out before lifting starts and by whom?
A

The crane must be INSPECTED/EXAMINED before use by an AUTHORISED
competent person

26. Which parts of the crane is the radius (for lifting) measured from?
A

F

the centre of the slew ring to the central point of the hook (usually)

continued…
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A02
Technical Test – Theory

27. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

28. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

Preparing for work continued

29. What is the purpose of counterweight(s) on the crane?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the load for the configuration

30. a) How does the number of lines or falls of rope affect the lifting capacity for the crane and
b) how is hoist speed affected when the number of lines (or falls of rope) is reduced?
A

a) Increasing the lines can increase lifting capacity (for a PARTICULAR
CONFIGURATION), b) reducing lines increases hoist speed

31. When would a fly jib or lattice extension be fitted and used?
A

When extra height or re

ach is required
32. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

33. If both travel levers are pushed forwards when the track motors are in front of the cab, in
which direction would the machine move?

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

Rearwards

34. If the crane has to cross the public highway, the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of
licence and which classes should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age
allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and class H (tracked
endorsement) and b) 21 years of age

35. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling the crane
and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distanc

e must be MORE than the depth of the trench b) any less can cause a trench collapse
36. When MUST a banksman or signaller be used before moving a crane?
A

When the op

erator is unable to face the intended direction of travel i.e. reversing

continued…
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Travelling and manoeuvring
continued

37. Why must the seat belt be worn, even with the cab door closed?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

38. If asked to travel with a suspended load, name FIVE factors that must be taken into
account by the operator before moving
A

The crane is capable and within limits, travelling with a load is authorised at that site,
the travel route is clear of overhead hazards, the travel route ground is suitable, the
crane is configured correctly, environmental conditions i.e. wind, are suitable,
sufficient help is available, all actions meet lift plan criteria etc.

39. a) Which part of the crane applies loading or pressure to the ground and b) name TWO
ways that pressure can be reduced.
A

a) Tracks (or stabilisers if applicable) and b) reduce the overall crane weight,
increase the track surface area (with timber matting etc.)

40. If assisting in fitting a fly jib to the crane, why is it important that the manufacturers’
procedures are followed precisely?
A

To avoid any incidents, accidents and damage

41. If a load of 40 tonnes is lifted on 4 falls or lines of rope, what is the tension in each fall or
line?

Setting up for work

A

10 tonnes

42. Wind speeds can be variable throughout the working day. What action must be taken to
ensure safe working conditions are maintained?
A

Wind speeds must be constantly monitored

43. What is the main purpose of the Rated Capacity Indicator (RCI)?
A

A device that automatically provides the operator, within a specified tolerance,
warnings that the load is both approaching rated capacity and has exceeded the
rated capacity

44. When working in a confined area or space: a) what danger can be present with regards to
the counterweight of the machine, b) what is the recommended minimum distance and c)
what measures must be implemented if the gap is less?
A

a) The gap between the counterweight and a structure being reduced or contacted
the object/structure when slewing, b) at least 600 mm and c) ensure sufficient
clearance or block-off access routes

45. If setting up to lift loads in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to be
taken into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from overhead loads, machine movement,
noise, fumes etc.

continued…
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Crawler Crane

A02

Setting up for work continued

Technical Test – Theory
46. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on metal pylons when setting up the machine and b) explain why a distance
should be kept.
A

a) 15 metres PLUS the length of the jib and b) High voltage electricity can arc across
large gaps in certain conditions

47. On a busy construction site, how would the slinger/signaller be identified to the crane
operator?
A

Wearing special and unique coloured clothing

48. The number of falls has been changed on the hook block. How has this action affected the
RCI?
A

The RCI will need re-programming

49. The safe working load or working load limit (SWL/WLL) of a multi-leg chain sling only
applies in what TWO conditions or configuration?
A

When each leg is equally loaded and each leg is within 90 degrees of each other

50. Name TWO things that happen if the hoist rope is not vertical when lifting a load.
A

Load can drag/slide and an excess load can be placed on the jib and/or frame

51. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the crane to overturn.

Working tasks

A

Excessive load swing, soft ground, working on slopes, excessive load, insufficient
counterweight etc.

52. If radios are to be used during the lifting operations, what FIVE actions and checks must be
made by the crane operator before use?
A

They know how to USE the radio, the batteries will last for the operation and/or spare
batteries and supplied, the correct frequency is selected, the signal strength is
sufficient, allocation of a call sign for SENDER and RECEIVER, AGREEING special
codes between sender and re

ceiver
53. What makes up the total (or gross) weight of a load that is to be lifted?
A

Weight of the load itself, weight of the lifting accessories and weight of the hook
block

54. Using the lifting capacity diagram (Annex A): a) what is the maximum lifting capacity and b)
what is the lifting capacity in kg at 24 metre radius using a 32 metre boom/jib?
A

The Annex will be provided by the Tester at the Test

continued…
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55. How does the rope or line length affect loads swings?
A

The longer the rope/

line, the slower the load will swing
56. During the lifting operation, part of the task cannot be carried out as detailed in the lift plan.
a) What initially must happen to the lifting operation and b) who authorises any changes?
A

a) The operation MUST stop until the plan is amended and b) The appointed person
(lift planner)

57. If a heavy load is being slewed at high speed over at least 180 degrees, what TWO factors
must the operator and signaller take into account?
A

The length of time or distance needed to stop the slew and the expected load swing

58. If the hook block inadvertently (accidentally) lands, what course of action should be taken?
A

The hoist drum and pulleys MUST be checked for rope crossover and rope alignment
on the pulleys etc.

59. Name THREE ways in which wind speed can affect the lifting operation.

Working tasks continued

A

Cause load swing, can slow or increase the slew speed of the crane, can shut down
lifting operations

60. What effect can a swinging load have on a crane?
A

Can cause an

increase in radius and create INSTABILITY
61. If a load is slewed rather quickly, what TWO initial effects does it have on the load whilst
slewing?
A

The load centre

moves outwards (increases radius) and trails the jib/boom
62. If the words STOP NOW are given to the crane operator by radio during the lift, what action
must the operator take?
A

Stop IMMEDI

ATELY
63. Only two legs of an 8 tonne 4 legged chain sling are being used. What is the maximum load
that can be lifted?
A

4 tonnes

64. When slewing with a load, where should the operator be looking?
A

Ahead of the load

65. State the possible effect of lifting downhill on a slope.
A

Radius can in

crease causing possible instability

continued…
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Technical Test – Theory

Completing work

Working tasks continued

66. How does the deflection of the boom or jib affect lift?
A

The boom deflection ca

n cause an increase in the radius
67. Two cranes are working in the same vicinity that encroach the operating radius of each.
What actions would the lift plan or method statement normally specify?
A

Co-ordination of the two cranes via the crane supervisors or crane co-ordinator, and
possibly limits on slewing

68. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating

the machine
69. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress ro

ut

Shutdown

es from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet ground, steep ground etc.
70. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction
for travel onto trailer etc.

71. Why should the crane be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To min

imise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of The Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations?
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Crane operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the crane.
A

Efficient use, well maintained crane, correct disposal of waste, no spillage of fluids,
prior planning of work task for efficiency etc.

10. State the functions or job role of the following personnel:
a) Appointed Person, b) Crane Supervisor, c) Slinger, d) Signaller
A

a) plan the lift
b) supervise the lift
c) attach and detach the load to the crane
d) give directions to the crane operator

11. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a tower crane?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

In the operating cab where there is no danger from falling objects

12. The operator has to use a new model of tower crane that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. LOLER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training

on that type
13. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

14. What do The Work at Height Regulations require of tower crane operations.
A

Control measures in place to ensure operators are not at risk of falling

15. How can a qualification or card benefit a crane operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotion

nal prospects etc.
16. Name THREE ways that a crane operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements/lift plans, punctuality,
co-operation with other workers etc.

continued…
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17. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

18. What is the difference between a contract lift and a ‘standard’ crane hire?
A

Contract lift – the crane company plans and supervises the lift. Crane hire – crane
and operator to work to customer’s instructions via lift plan

19. What is meant by a floor climbing tower crane?
A

The crane is situated INSIDE a building (usually a lift shaft) and climbs as the
building gains height

20. a) What is meant by the lifting capacity of the crane and b) who determines it?
A

a) The maximum lifting capacity of the crane for a PARTICULAR configuration and b)
The crane manufacturer

21. What are the THREE actions or stages that a crane operator undertakes during pre-use
inspections?

Preparing for work

A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURER

S’ requirements (as a minimum), RECORD when checks have been performed and
REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY
22. a) Where must the load radius diagram be located and b) what information must it contain?
A

a) At the base of the crane and b) show SWL at the vari

ous radii and no of falls
23. Using the Operator’s Manual or other, state the procedure for changing the number of falls
on the hook block.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of

the manual must be quoted by the candidate verbally for the recording)
24. Using the Operator’s Manual or other, state the maximum wind speed the crane may be
operated in.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

25. What prevents the hook block from contacting the jib pulley?
A

Usually a cut-out switch unit at the top of the trolley or jib

26. A tower crane has been delivered to site, assembled and configured for lifting. What must
be carried out before lifting starts and by whom?
A

The crane must be INSPECTED/EXAMINED before use by an AUTHORISED
competent person

continued…
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27. Why are some tower cranes rail mounted?
A

Can travel to cover a wider area

28. Which parts of the crane is the radius (for lifting) measured from?
A

From the centre of the slew ring to the central point of the hook (usually)

29. a) In what environments are luffing units commonly used and b) why?
A

a) City/urban environments and b) can work on tight areas and may not oversail
other property etc.

30. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?

Preparing for work continued

A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, contractors, erection staff etc.

31. What is the purpose of counterweight(s) on the crane?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the load for the configuration

32. a) How does the number of lines or falls of rope affect the lifting capacity for the crane and
b) how is hoist speed affected when the number of lines (or falls of rope) is reduced?
A

a) Increasing the lines can increase lifting capacity (for a PARTICULAR
CONFIGURATION), b) reducing lines incr

eases hoist speed
33. What is meant by a 'cast in' base?
A

The tower crane is anchored to a large concrete block or foundation of the building

34. Name FIVE requirements that must be followed if accessing the end of the jib for
maintenance purposes.
A

Training and authorisation to access jib, type of harnessing, correct fitting of the
harness, are jib walkways provided, ret

rieval/recovery systems are in place etc.
35. If fitted, what is the purpose of the flags situated on the jib?
A

Indicates the radius of the crane

Setting up for work

36. Why should tools and spare components not be left lying on the decks or landings?
A

Items could fall over the side and drop below to ground level, possibly causing
injury or damage

37. If assisting in erecting a tower crane, why is it important that the manufacturer’s procedures
are followed precisely?
A

To avoid any incidents, accidents and damage

continued…
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38. If a load of 20 tonnes is lifted on 4 falls or lines of rope, what is the tension in each fall or
line?
A

5 tonnes

39. Wind speeds can be variable throughout the working day. What action must be taken to
ensure safe working conditions are maintained?
A

Wind speeds MUST be constantly monitored

Setting up for work continued

40. What is the main purpose of the Rated Capacity Indicator (RCI)?
A

A device that automatically provides the operator, within a specified tolerance,
warnings that the load is both approaching rated capacity and has exceeded the
rated capacity

41. If setting up to lift loads near a pedestrianised area, what main factor needs to be taken
into account?
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from overhead loads

42. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on metal pylons and b) explain why a distance should be kept.
A

a) 15 metres PLUS the length of the boom and b) High voltage electricity can arc
across large gaps in certain conditions

43. On a busy construction site, how would the slinger/signaller be identified to the crane
operator?
A

Wearing special and unique colou

red clothing
44. The number of falls has been changed on the hook block. How has this action affected the
RCI?
A

The RCI will need re-programming

45. The safe working load or working load limit (SWL/WLL) of a multi-leg chain sling only
applies in what TWO conditions or configuration?

Working tasks

A

When each leg is equally loaded and each leg is within 90 degrees of each other

46. Apart from lifting using the hook, what other type of work can tower cranes undertake?
A

None – tower cranes are designed

only for lifting vertical loads
47. What is jib deflection and when does it occur?
A

Jib sags or bends and occurs when heavy loads are being lifted

48. If radios are to be used during the lifting operations, what FIVE actions and checks must
be made by the crane operator before use?
A

They know how to USE the radio, the batteries will last for the operation and/or
spare batteries and supplied, the correct frequency is selected, the signal strength
is sufficient, allocation of a call sign for SE

NDER and RECEIVER, AGREEING special codes between sender and receiver

continued…
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Tower Crane

A04
Technical Test – Theory

49. Name TWO ways that wet weather can affect lifting operations.
A

Reduced visibility, change in load characteristics, communication difficulties, slinger
can take longer to attach loads etc.

50. What makes up the total (or gross) weight of a load that is to be lifted?
A

Weight of the load itself, weight of the lifting accessories and weight of the hook
block

51. Using the lifting capacity diagrams (Annex A and B):
Annex A using a 55 metre jib set-up – a) what is the lifting capacity on tonnes at 34 metres
radius and b) what radius can a load weighing 5.80 tonnes be placed at?
Annex B using a 45 metre jib set-up – c) what is the lifting capacity in tonnes at 27 metres
radius using double falls and d) using a single fall, how far can a load weighing 9.6 tonnes
be placed?
A

The Annex will be provided by the Tester at the Test

52. If a heavy load is being slewed at high speed over at least 180 degrees, what TWO factors
must the operator and signaller take into account?
A

The length of time or dista

Working tasks continued

nce needed to stop the slew and the expected load swing
53. What effect can a swinging load have on a crane?
A

Can cause an increase in radius and create INSTABILITY

54. During the lifting operation, part of the task cannot be carried out as detailed in the lift plan.
a) What initially must happen to the lifting operation and b) who authorises any changes?
A

a) The operation MUST stop until the plan is amended and b) The appointed person
(lift planner)

55. What problems can be created when operating the crane in high-speed drive?
A

Snatching of loads and excessive load swinging

56. Name THREE ways in which wind speed can affect the lifting operation.
A

Cause load swing, c

an slow or increase the slew speed of the crane, can shut down lifting operations
57. If a load is slewed rather quickly, what TWO initial effects does it have on the load whilst
slewing?
A

The load centre mov

es outwards (increases radius) and trails the jib/boom
58. When slewing with a load, where should the operator be looking?
A

Ahead of the load

59. If the words STOP NOW are given to the crane operator by radio during the lift, what action
must the operator take?
A

Stop IMMEDIATELY
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60. Only two legs of an 8 tonne 4 legged chain sling are being used. What is the maximum load
that can be lifted?
A

4 tonnes

Working tasks continue

61. If the hook block inadvertently (accidentally) lands, what course of action should be taken?
A

The hoist drum and pulleys MUST be checked for rope crossover and rope alignment
on the pulleys etc.

62. Two cranes are working in the same vicinity that encroach the operating radius of each.
What actions would the lift plan or method statement normally specify?
A

Co-ordination of the two cranes via the crane supervisors or crane co-ordinator, and
possibly limits on slewing

63. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Slew in the direction shown

64. At the end of the shift: a) in what position should luffing jibs be left in and b) why?
A

a) Minimum radius and b) ensures

free slewing in the wind

Shutdown

65. At the end of the shift: a) how should cab cleanliness be maintained and b) explain why?
A

a) Remove all materials, fluids and used daily refreshment items from the cab and b)
maintains hygiene and comfortab

le working conditions
66. a) At the end of the shift: what FOUR security measures should be applied and b) why?
A

a) Controls isolated, cab door closed and locked, landings locked (where applicable),
power at grou

nd level disconnected and access to the tower made secure and impassable, and b)
prevent unauthorised persons accessing the crane
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of the Health, Safety and Welfare at Work Act must employees
follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written war

ning, dismissal, prosecution
8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bi

o-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency etc.
10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a dragline?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets FOPS criteria

Roles and responsibilities continued

11. The operator has to use a new type of dragline that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted (by judicial bodies) for not complying
with legislation and regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. Give TWO examples of where The Work at Height Regulations may apply to dragline
operations.
A

Access/egress to the cab, access/egress to the engine compartment, boom/jib
maintenance, winch areas, boo

m/jib components etc.
14. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

Preparing for work

16. Where should the dragline’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. If the operator has to top-up the hydraulic oil, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness
of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area bef

ore removing and transfer oil into the tank using clean equipment

continued…
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For questions 18 and 19 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
18. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for setting track tension.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

19. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

20. A dragline has been delivered to site, assembled and configured for lifting. What must be
carried out before lifting starts and by whom?
A

must be INSPECTED/EXAMINED before use b

y an AUTHORISED competent person

Preparing for work continued

21. Which parts of the dragline is the radius measured from?
A

From the centre of the slew ring to the central point of the bucket (usually)

22. a) How does the number of lines or falls of rope affect the lifting capacity for the dragline
and b) how is hoist speed affected when the number of lines (or falls of rope) is reduced?
A

a) Increasing the lines can increase lifting capacity (for a PARTICULAR
CONFIGURATION) and b) reducing l

ines increases hoist speed
23. What function does a fairlead carry out?
A

To guide the drag rope onto the drum

24. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

25. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

26. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

27. What is the purpose of the counterweight of the machine?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the load for the configuration

continued…
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Technical Test – Theory
28. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the p

otential for causing severe burns
29. If both travel levers are pushed forwards when the track motors are in front of the cab, in
which direction would the machine move?

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

Rearwards

30. If the machine has to cross the public highway, including adjacent pavements and verges,
the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and which classes should the
operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence bearing class B and class H – tracked
endorsement and b) 21 years of age

31. When MUST a banksman/signaller be used before moving a dragline?
A

When the operator is unable to FACE the intended direction of travel i.e. reversing

32. Why must the seat belt be worn, even with the cab door closed?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

33. What information does the ‘dig-envelope’ (also known as ‘working range’) chart give?
(Candidates may be shown a copy of a chart)
A

The FULL digging potential/scope (depth and reach) of the machine for a particular
boom and dipper combination

34. If setting up to start new workings in a confined area, name TWO things that should be
taken into account.

Setting up for work

A

Spoil placing, loading vehicle access and egress, egress of the machine after
excavating, proximity hazards, able to excavate to required length/depth etc.

35. When working in a confined area or space: a) what danger can be present with regards to
the counterweight of the machine, b) what is the recommended minimum distance and c)
what measures must be implemented if the gap is less?
A

a) The gap between the counterweight and a structure being reduced or contacted
the object/structure when slewing, b) at least 600 mm and c) ensure sufficient
clearance or block-off access routes

36. Give TWO reasons why the operator should have an understanding of the type of spoil
being excavated.
A

It can affect the way it is excavated i.e. sticky materials and hard/compacted
materials require different bu

cket handling techniques compared to loose, dry materials
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37. How is the bucket adjusted for hard or soft digging?

Setting up for work continued

A

By altering the position of the drag coupler on the drag rope and/or changing the
cutting edge of the bucket

38. Before manually changing any bucket: a) where should the bucket be positioned (in
relation to the ground) before removing the final pin and b) why?
A

a) Resting on the ground so UNABLE TO FALL and b) could strike or trap any part of
the body

39. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when setting up the machine and b) explain why a
distance should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the length of the boom and b) High voltage electricity can arc
across large gaps in certain conditions

40. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the machine to tip over – forwards and/or sideways.
A

Lifting with too much outreach for the load, excessively sized bucket, working overside of the tracks/chassis and not along, too much high-density material in bucket,
soft ground, working on slopes, excavating (break-out force) using excessive
outreach, insufficient counterweight etc.

41. Why should different soils be segregated during excavating?
A

For re-use on or off-site

42. Give THREE reasons why an oversize bucket should not be used when excavating.
A

Longer time to excavate, increased amount of spoil to store/remove, more backfill
i.e. stone/concrete needed, machine

Working tasks

stability issues etc.
43. a) Why should the slewing direction be to the left wherever possible and b) explain why.
A

a) The operator normally has clearer view and b) the right side is obscured by the
boom etc.

44. Why must dragline operators not begin to load vehicles until the vehicle driver is in a safe
place?
A

The bucket of the machine for the load may contact the driver

45. Who should determine the maximum load that should be placed into the body of the dump
truck?
A

The dump truck operator

46. When would the free fall function be used?
A

When the bucket passes the hoist rope vertical position to extend the operating
range

continued…
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47. Give TWO reasons why, wherever possible, operators should excavate ground in layers.
A

Creates a cleaner cut, minimises overspill, more efficient bucket fill, reduces risk of
damaging unknown buried services etc.

Working tasks continued

48. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the tester)?
A

Slew in the direction shown

49. Explain a possible danger if the dragline is lifting a load on sloping ground, even though
the load chart indicates that the machine can lift that load?
A

The (load to machine) radius increases working downhill possibly causing the
machine to tip

50. If a load is slewed rather quickly, what TWO initial effects does it have on the load whilst
slewing?
A

The load centre moves outwards (increases radius) a

nd trails the jib/boom
51. When slewing with a load, where should the operator be looking?
A

Ahead of the load

52. Describe TWO actions to be taken for an open excavation at the end of a working day.

Completing work

A

Barriers and warning signs indicating an open area etc.

53. Many draglines have a turbo-charged engine. a) What is the normal procedure before
switching off the engine after working and b) what happens if the procedure is not
followed?
A

a) Idle the engine for a few minutes and b) turbocharger life is shortened

54. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

55. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.

Shutdown

A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

56. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards,

positioning on the trailer, machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine
for loading, direction for travel onto trailer etc.
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Shutdown continued

57. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the cab?
A

The machine and components i.e. boom/jib etc. are in the AGREED position (if not
already removed), hydraulic-operated components grounded and press

ure removed, cab door (where applicable) fully shut, windows (where applicable) shut
etc.
58. Why should a dragline be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.
A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting

Roles and responsibilities

g structure, restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste
disposal, smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.
4. What THREE main duties of The Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations?
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecut

ion
8. Boom concrete pump operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What
does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, pri

10. If required, in what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a boom
concrete pump?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to use a new type of vehicle that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. Give TWO examples of where The Work at Height Regulations may apply to boom
concrete pump operations.
A

Access/egress to the cab, access/egress to the boom and equipment area, boom
maintenance etc.

14. How can a qualification or card benefit a boom concrete pump operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a boom concrete pump operator can contribute in ensuring repeat
business with the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements/lift plans, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

16. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

Preparing for work

17. What are the THREE actions or stages that a boom concrete pump operator undertakes
during pre-use inspections?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURERS’ requirements (

have been performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATEL
18. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the tyres’ operating pressure.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

19. Using the Operator’s Manual, state TWO maintenance items to be carried out on the boom.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)
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20. Which parts of the boom concrete pump is the operating radius measured from?
A

From the centre of rotation of the boom to the discharge point (usually)

21. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

22. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

23. What is the purpose of stabilisers on the boom concrete pump?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the boom for the configuration

24. What is the purpose of the blanking piece?
A

Plate fitted at the end of the placement hose to prevent concrete falling out whilst the
hose is repositioned

Preparing for work continued

25. What are the main component parts of a concrete mix?
A

Cement, graded aggregate and water

26. What is the difference between: a) a placement hose and b) a delivery hose?
A

a) Placement hose is a FLEXIBLE hose at delivery point and b) delivery hose is
FLEXIBLE hose used within the pipeline

27. What FIVE types of information would a client need from pump hirer/owner before a hire?
A

Vehicle weight, size/stabiliser footprint

area, stabiliser loadings, boom length, boom height, pumping capacity, wind operating
speeds etc.
28. What checks should be made to the transmitter of a remote-controlled pump before work?
A

Battery power, transmitting range and control functions

29. a) What is meant by a knuckle-boom and b) what is an advantage of this type of
arrangement?
A

a) The boom has two or more articulating joints an

d b) can fold in on itself when not being used and takes up little space
30. What is the function, if fitted, of the mixer paddles?
A

Prevents the mix from separating

31. On a piston type pump, what is the purpose of the water bow?
A

Wash and cool the cylinders and kee

p the pistons lubricated
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Preparing for work
continued

32. Why must the thickness of steel pipelines be checked on a regular basis?
A

Pumping concrete wears the bores of the pipe and can create weak areas

33. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

34. Prior to travelling the machine on the public highway, describe THREE items to be taken
into account when planning a route.
A

Size of road, local weight restrictions, height restrictions, journey

hours), arrival time etc.

Travelling and manoeuvring

35. If the boom concrete pump vehicle is being travelled on the public highway, the Road
Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and which classes should the operator hold and
b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 21 years of age for
vehicles over 7.5 tonnes MAM (note: industry strongly recommends the holding of
class C)

36. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling the boom
concrete pump on site and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE (usually twice) than the depth of the trench
and b) any less can cause a trench collapse

37. On many construction sites, when MUST a banksman or signaller be used before moving a
boom concrete pump?
A

When reversing

38. Give THREE possible reasons why concrete pump vehicles should not stray off the
designated access routes.
A

Can damage underground services, ruin unspoilt ground, ruin ground prepared for
works, get stuck due to soft conditions, may stray onto designated routes for other
plant etc.

Setting up for work

39. a) Which part of the boom concrete pump applies loading or pressure to the ground and
b) how can that pressure be reduced?
A

a) Stabilisers and b) increasing the pad surface area (with timber matting/soleplates
etc.)

40. If setting up to pump concrete in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to
be taken into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from pumping, boom co

mponents, vehicle movement, noise, fumes etc.
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41. a) Who can authorise partial stabiliser extensions and b) what is the effect on lifting
capacity if partially extending the outriggers?
A

a) The manufacturers and b) reach of the boom is normally reduced

42. What is the purpose of pumping grout through the pipeline?
A

To lubricate the pipeline

43. When setting up to work, what should be taken into account for the mixer vehicles?
A

Access, positioning, ground conditions, ma

noeuvring room and egress
44. On what basis are pipelines and couplers selected?
A. The anticipated pressure in the pipeline

Setting up for work continued

45. Name THREE possible underground hazards which may affect the stability of the vehicle
when in operation.
A

Manhole/other type covers, utility ducts/pipes, un-compacted terrain, near open
excavations, etc.

46. If using a boom concrete pump from a fixed position operating station, what should be
ensured for the safety of the operator?
A

The operator is clear of ALL boom movements

47. What checks should be made to the couplers?
A

Coupler, rubber seals and securing pin must be in good condition. Bolts for bolted
couplers must be capable of being fully tightened

48. Before the start for work: a) how should signallers be identified and b) what should be
agreed between the pump operator and a signaller?
A

a) By unique clothing and b) signals and/or instructions

49. If setting up to work near a bank, what is the recommended minimum distance between
the stabilisers and the top of the bank?
A

In summary: height of the slope plus the width of the slope (top to bottom) times
two and edge of the

pad to edge of the slope. The largest distance applies. (Note – formal calculations are
contained from many sources including CIRIA publication C702)
50. What can occur if the placement hose is longer than specified?
A

Excessive end whip and overloading of the boom
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51. What is the purpose of using axle locks?
A

Maintains stability of pump by locking the axles to the chassis

52. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden pylons when setting up the machine and b) explain why a
distance should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the length of the boom and b) High voltage electricity can arc
across large gaps in certain conditions

53. Give THREE reasons that may cause the boom concrete pump to overturn.
A

Excessive boom swing, soft ground, working on slopes, insufficient stabilisers
support, stabilisers not fully out etc.

54. If radios are to be used during the lifting operations, what FIVE actions and checks must be
made by the boom concrete pump operator before use?
A

They know how to USE the radio, the batteries will last for the operation and/or spare
batteries and supplied, the correct frequency is selected, the signal strength is
sufficient, allocation of a call sign for SENDER and

RECEIVER, AGREEING special codes between sender and receiver

Working tasks

55. During the pumping operation, part of the task cannot be carried out as detailed in the
method statement. a) What initially must happen to the operation and b) who authorises
any changes?
A

a) The operation MUST stop until the statement is amended and b) The supervisor

56. Describe at least TWO causes of blockages that may occur within the pipeline.
A

Segregation of the mix, obstructions and low pumping pressure

57. During pumping, if the operator (using a remote control) needs to leave the pump, what
needs to be ensured?
A

That a competent person monitors the minimum level of the receiving hopper

58. a) What is considered as the danger zone around the placement hose and b) what is
regarded as the safe minimum?
A

a) The area the hose can strike out and b) twice the length of the delivery hose over
the diameter

59. Name TWO ways in which wind speed can affect the pumping operation.
A

Can slow or increase the slew speed of the boom, can shut down pumping
operations
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Working tasks continued

60. If the words STOP NOW are given to the boom concrete pump operator by radio during the
lift, what action must the operator take?
A

61. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Slew in the direction shown

62. A boom concrete pump is working in the same vicinity that encroaches the operating radius
of a crane. What actions would need to be taken?
A

Completing
work

Stop IMMEDIATELY

Co-ordination of the two units via a crane supervisor or co-ordinator, and possibly
limits on slewing

63. Before leaving the vehicle for a rest break, after parking and switching off the vehicle, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The vehicle must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

64. Name THREE places where the machine should NOT be parked after completion of the
pumping operation.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

65. When is it acceptable to use compressed air to clean out pipelines?
A

Only when conventional methods are not suitable e.g. fast-setting concrete, hot
weather etc.

Shutdown

66. Before cleaning a pipeline with compressed air, what must be removed from the line itself?
A

Flexible hoses

67. What is the maximum allowable air pressure to clean out the pipes?
A

7 bar

68. Where must waste from the cleaning process be deposited?
A

At a place where no contamination of ground or nearby water courses can occur

69. Before rejoining the public highway after completing work, what check must be made to the
stabilisers?
A

The pads are fully retracted (and closed if applicable), the stabilisers fully retracted
(and folded back if

locked in the retracted position
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Technical Test – Theory

1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.
A

In no particular order of importance: Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting

Roles and responsibilities

g structure, restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste
disposal, smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.
4. What THREE duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the empl

oyer, c) not intentionally or recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.
5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels sanctions that can be applied to plant operators who
do not comply with, or follow legislation and regulations?
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecu

tion
8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

10. In what situation does a hard hat not need to be worn when operating a forward tipping
dumper?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab/structure that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to use a new type of dumper i.e. swivel skip that they are unfamiliar with.
What do Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on

that type
12. What are the possible outcomes of being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. What is a dumper operator’s main purpose or requirement?
A

To transport materials from and to locations EFFICIENTLY and SAFELY

14. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

16. Where should the dumper’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?

Preparing for work

A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. When would the skip safety strut or support be used?
A

When carrying out any work under or near a raised skip

18. If the operator has to top-up the hydraulic oil, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness
of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area before removing and transfer oil into the tank
using clean equipment

continued…
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19. What is a possible consequence of using a tyre with a deep cut in the sidewall?
A

Sharp stones or other debris could enter the cut and cause failure of the sidewall,
leading to rapid deflation and possible loss of control

20. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

For questions 21 and 22 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
21. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for tyres’ operating pressure. For tracked
machines, what specific checks must be made to the track belt?
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

22. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.

Preparing for work continued

A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

23. On articulated dumpers, steering is achieved by actuating a hydraulic ram which is
controlled by turning the steering wheel. a) How does the engine supply the oil flow and b)
what happens to the steering when the engine stops?
A

a) Via an engine-driven p

ump and b) there is no or very limited steering
24. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

25. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners,

maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.
26. A dumper is classified by a manufacturer as a 6 tonne dumper. What does this mean?
A

The MAXIMUM carrying ca

pacity of the dumper, by weight
27. Most site dumpers have the engine at the rear. State the main reason for this.
A

Provides a COUNTERWEIGHT eff

ect to the load (in the skip)
28. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressur

ised and removing the cap can allow hot water to escape uncontrollably with the
potential for causing severe burns

continued…
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29. Most forward tipping dumpers have an articulated chassis that swivels or pivots in the
centre. One pivot plane or angle (looking from the top) provides the steering (articulation):
what is the function of the other pivot plane or angle i.e. looking from the front (oscillation)?
A

Allows the wheels to follow the terrain on uneven ground and provides TRACTION

30. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the dumper to tip over sideways during travel.
A

a) Provide TRACTION/GRIP for moving, steering and braking in soft mud and b) Can
have a reduction of traction, steering and bra

king
31. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a
dumper and b) explain why?
A

a) The minimum distance to be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

32. Why must the seat belt be worn at all times?

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

In the event of a roll over (as is reasonably practical), keeps the main body of the
operator within the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not
being flung around the cab

33. If the machine is being travelled or working on the public highway, including adjacent
pavements and verges, the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and which
class should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 18 years of age for
vehicles between 3.5–7.5 tonnes and 21 years of age for vehicles exceeding 7.5
tonnes MAM

34. When travelling on wet clay, what effect does this have on the dumper?
A

Tyre grip is REDUCED which may cause L

OSS of control
35. Manufacturers must give recommendations on how to travel a dumper up and down
inclines. If this information is not known first hand, what is the general rule about travelling
up and down slopes?
A

The HEAVIEST part of the machine is kept UPHILL

36. How is it possible that dumpers, even when travelling on gentle gradients, are not
overloaded and not being driven at excessive speed, can still tip over?
A

A CULMINATION of events by introducing extra factors such as turning uphill and at
speed can cause overturning

37. a) Name THREE purposes of the raised lugs on tyres and b) what can happen to a dumper
if the lugs are severely worn?
A

Turning incorrectly on slopes, excessive speed on turning, travelling across an
incline, deep potholes etc.

continued…
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38. If setting up to work in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to be taken
into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from work, ma

chine movement, noise, fumes etc.
39. Whenever possible, who should decide the positioning of the dumper when being loaded?
A

The excavator operator

40. The operator is asked to tip material into a new trench. State FIVE different requirements
that must be considered or implemented before tipping commences.

Setting up for work

A

Trench edge collapse/shoring requirements, checking for surrounding hazards,
authorisation to tip/permit to work (where required), trench clear of people,
access/egress routes and supporting ground, physic

al stop to prevent driving into the trench etc.
41. Give TWO reasons for using a swivel skip dumper over a conventional forward tipping skip.
A

Discharging materials into trenches on the move for backfilling purposes, having
insufficient manoeuvring room (in a confined area) to

use forward tipping mode
42. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to a loaded dumper?
A

Sunk and stuck machine, tip-over

sideways etc.
43. Give TWO reasons why the dumper operator should have an understanding of the type of
spoil being transported.
A

It can affect the way it is transported i.e. fluid or semi-fluid materials, a denser
material may overload the tyres before full, the load may stick to the skip when
tipping, the load (semi-fluid or light soils) may spill during transporting/turning, it
may need to be tipped at a different location etc.

44. When working in a confined area or space what danger can be present with an articulated
dumper with regards to steering?

Working tasks

A

Steering the pivoting part of the

r into obstructions etc.
45. Name: a) TWO precautions and b) TWO operating procedures that should be taken when
discharging loads on the move.
A

a) The travel route is clear of hazards and the ground is level and b) Tip slowly and
evenly, selecting the correct travel speed

continued…
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46. When working in a confined area or space, name THREE hazards that can occur.
A

Fumes, noise, limited visibility, proximity hazards, excessive mano

euvring etc.
47. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when tipping loads and b) explain why a distance should
be kept?
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the tipping height and length of the skip and b) High voltage
electricity can arc across large gaps in certain conditions

48. Why do high tip dumpers need particular care when tipping?
A

The high centre of gravity can cause the ma

chine to tip over if not on level ground
49. Who should determine the maximum load that should be placed into the skip of the
dumper?

Working tasks continued

A

The dumper operator

50. State TWO requirements of using a stop block or earth bank (berm) at a trench discharging
point.
A

To indicate the stopping point and to pre

vent the machine overrunning into the trench (as far as is reasonably practical)
51. When forward tipping a load, the centre of gravity of the machine changes. a) What effect
does this have on the dumper and b) state TWO actions to avoid accidents?
A

a) Weight is transferred to the front and b) tip SLOWLY and on level ground
(WHEREVER POSSIBLE)

52. If a load has to be tipped on a slope, what may happen if the load is tipped downhill?
A

Weight transfer can cause the machine t

o tip forward
53. Operators should lower the skip fully before driving away. Give TWO possible
consequences if this is not carried out.
A

The machine could tip over sideways es

pecially on uneven ground and the raised body could strike overhead objects
54. Name THREE actions to be taken before transporting wide loads.
A

The load to be secured and stable,

continued…
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Working tasks continued

55. Name THREE problems that could occur if the skip is overloaded with a dense material.
A

Forward visibility can be reduced, tyres/axle loadings exceeded, skip unable to tip,
machine tipping when discharging

56. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Emergency stop

Completing work

57. Larger dumpers use a turbo-charged engine. a) What is the normal procedure before
switching off the engine after working and b) what happens if the procedure is not followed?
A

a) Idle the engine for a few minutes an

d b) turbocharger life is shortened
58. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

59. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the dumper
should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from

, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet ground, steep ground etc.

Shutdown

60. Why should a dumper be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in th

e fuel system
61. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading,

condition of the machine for loading, direction for travel onto trailer etc.
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.
A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs

Roles and responsibilities

and signals, site layout, waste disposal, smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc
4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning,

, prosecution
8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a 180 excavator?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to fit and use a new bucket using a quick-hitch coupler that they are
unfamiliar with. What do Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the
operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted (by judicial bodies) for not complying
with legislation and regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine,

13. Give TWO examples of where The Work at Height Regulations may apply to 180
excavator operations.
A

Access/egress to the cab,

s/egress to the engine compartment, boom maintenance, greasing boom/dipper
14. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying

method statements, punctuality, co-operation with other workers etc.

Preparing for work

16. Where should the excavator’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. If the operator has to top-up the hydraulic oil, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness
of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area before removing and transfer oil into the tank
using clean equipment
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For questions 18 and 19 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
18. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the tyres’ operating pressure.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

19. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

Preparing for work continued

20. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

21. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

22. What is a possible consequence of using a tyre with a deep cut in the sidewall?
A

Sharp stones or other debris could enter the cut and cause failure of the sidewall,
leading to rapid deflation and possible loss of control

23. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

24. Mini 180 excavators may be equipped with a (front) clamshell bucket. Name FOUR
possible functions (excluding the forks).
A

Digging, scraping, dozing, grading, backfilling, stripping etc.

25. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is

Travelling and manoeuvring

26. a) Name THREE purposes of the raised lugs on tyres and b) what can happen to an
excavator if the lugs are severely worn?
A

a) Provide TRACTION/GRIP for moving, steering and braking in soft mud and b)
Can have a reduction o

f traction, steering and braking
27. If the excavator is being travelled or working on the public highway, including adjacent
pavements and verges, the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and which
classes should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 18 years of age for
vehicles having a MAM between 3.5 and 7.5
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Travelling and manoeuvring continued

28. An operator has been asked to transport a load in the front bucket down a small section of
the public highway, for which The Road Traffic Act applies. What effect does this have on
operations?
A

The load becomes carriage of goods, for which the excavator can become an LGV
which appropriate registration, taxing and licensing conditions apply

29. When travelling, why should the rear boom be locked?
A

Hydraulic pressure may diminish causing the boom to drop

30. Why must the seat belt be worn, even with the cab door closed?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

31. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a loaded
front bucket and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

32. What information does the ‘dig-envelope’ (also known as ‘working range’) chart give?
(Candidates may be shown a copy of a chart)
A

The FULL digging potential/scope (depth and reach) of the machine for a
PARTICULAR BOOM AND DIPPER COMBINATION

33. Explain ALL visual checks that must be carried out on all types of quick-hitch bucket
attaching systems before use.

Setting up for work

A

No visible DAMAGE to the coupler, attachment, hoses and other components. All
components available and FITTED CORRECTLY. Any locking system ACTIVE/IN

. Locking pin (if used) in the CORRECT hole etc. (Other answers will depend on coupler
type)
34. On a semi-automatic quick-hitch bucket attaching system: a) what is the purpose of the safety
pin and b) what checks MUST be made to the pin before use?
A

a) To prevent the latching system from unclasping the attachment and b) in the
correct place, in the FULLY LOCKED position, SECURED by linchpin/clip etc. (Other
answers will depend on coupler type)

35. Cable avoidance tools (CATs) can detect a variety of buried services. What type of material
do they have limitations in locating?
A

Plastic (piping)

36. Describe ONE physical method of checking that a bucket is fully secured to the quick-hitch
coupler prior to work.
A

Rotate the bucket throughout the full working range several times or place the
bucket lightly on the ground and try to unhook the coupler from the bucket through
machine movement etc. (Other methods may exist which can be accepted by the
Tester)
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37. On stabiliser-equipped machines, what must be checked before the stabilisers are
lowered?
A

That the ground is firm to support the overall weight of the machine and load, or
packed and supported accordingly

38. If setting up to excavate in a confined area, name TWO things that should be taken into
account before starting.
A

Spoil placing, egress of the machine after excavating, proximity hazards, able to
excavate to required length/depth etc.

39. What is regarded as the most productive position for a dumper to be in when being loaded
with a 180 excavator working from a stockpile?
A

45 degrees to where the excavator is entering the stockpile

40. Name TWO types of equipment used to ensure that excavation levels, measurements and
positions are to the required specification.

Setting up for work continued

A

Travellers and boning rods, laser levelling devices or GPS/boom height sensor
devices etc.

41. What particular and specific hazards can affect the stability of the machine when working
on old industrial (Brownfield) sites?
A

Old workings, soft ground due to contamination etc.

42. If setting up to work in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to be taken
into account.
A

PHYSICAL segregation of pedestrians from work, machine movements, noise, fumes
etc.

43. The operator is asked to excavate a new trench. State FIVE different requirements that must
be considered or implemented before work commences.
A

Shoring requirements, checking for underground services and hazards,
authorisation to work/permit to work, proximity hazards, access to method
statement, spoil location, trench specification and location, access/egress routes for
the machine, starting and finishing points of t

44. Before manually changing any bucket: a) where should the bucket be positioned (in relation
to the ground) before removing the final pin and b) why?
A

a) Resting on the ground so UNABLE TO FALL and b) could strike or trap any part of
the body

45. With regards to lifting accessories, irrespective of who supplied the accessories, what
THREE factors should be ensured before the accessories are used?
A

The accessories are serviceable, certificated, are correct for the load, and able to
support the load

46. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when setting up the machine to excavate and b) explain
why a distance should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the length of the boom and b) High voltage electricity can arc
across large gaps in certain conditions
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47. If a trench has a depth of 1.0 metre: a) what is the minimum distance to maintain from the
edge of the trench when placing spoil and b) explain why.
A

a) at least 1.0 metre (recommendations suggest at least 1.5 metres) and b) lesser
distance may cause trench collapse

48. Why should different soils be segregated during excavating?
A

For re-use on or off-site

49. Give THREE reasons why an oversize bucket should not be used when excavating
trenches to specification.
A

Longer time to excavate, increased amount of spoil to store/remove, more backfill
i.e. stone/concrete needed, machine stability issues etc.

50. If fitted, describe ONE application when the hand throttle can safely be used.
A

During static work or when manoeuvring slowly under controlled work conditions

51. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the excavator to tip over sideways.

Working tasks

A

Soft ground, travelling along slopes, turning on slopes, uneven loads in the bucket,
travelling too fast on corners, severe uneven ground, soft tyres (on one side),
driving with the bucket at height etc.

52. Why must excavator operators not begin to load vehicles until the forward tipping dumper
driver is clear of their machine?
A

The bucket of the machine for the load may contact the driver

53. What makes up the total (or gross) weight of a load that is to be lifted’?
A

Weight of the load itself, weight of the lifting accessories and weight of the bucket
and/or quick hitch coupler (if not already accounted for in the l

54. What factors determine the shoring requirements of a trench?
A

Soil type, trench depth, working in trenches, weather etc.

55. Give TWO reasons why, wherever possible, operators should excavate ground in layers.
A

Creates a cleaner cut, minimises overspill, more efficient bucket fill, reduces risk of
damaging unknown buried services etc.

56. If a yellow coloured marker tape is unearthed during excavating, which two types of
services could this indicate?
A

Gas and electricity

57. What is the nearest distance allowed to gas pipes when excavating with the machine?
A

0.5 metres

continued…
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58. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Slew in the direction shown

59. The operator is asked to tip material into a trench. State FIVE different requirements that
must be considered or implemented before tipping commences.
A

Trench edge collapse/shoring requirements, checking for surrounding hazards,
authorisation to tip/permit to work (where required), trench clear of people,
access/egress routes and supporting ground,

physical stop to prevent rolling into the trench etc.

Working tasks continued

60. If loading a dumper, who should determine the maximum load that should be placed into
the body?
A

The truck operator

61. Explain a possible danger if the excavator is lifting a load on sloping ground, even though
the load chart indicates that the machine can lift that load.
A

The (load to machine) radius increases working downhill possibly causing the
machine to tip

62. Before lowering into or moving a pipe into a trench, what trench-related checks must be
made?
A

That all workers are out and CLEAR of the trench

63. If a load is lifted using the backhoe unit that is inline with the machine, when slewing the
load fully to the left or right, the machine can become unstable. Explain why.
A

The width of the machine – stabiliser to stabiliser is narrower than the wheel base
(and counter-effect of the front loader)

64. If the excavator is carrying out deep excavating work using the full working range, what
hazard may occur?
A

It is possible to excavate beneath the machine

Completing work

65. Describe TWO actions to be taken for an open trench at the end of a working day.
A

Barriers and warning signs indicating an o

pen trench etc.
66. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine
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67. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft

ground, wet ground, steep ground etc.
68. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.

Shutdown

A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration

n for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for travel onto trailer etc.
69. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the cab?
A

The machine and components are in the AGREED position, hydraulic-operated
components grounded and pressure removed, cab door (where applicable) fully
shut, windows (where

) shut etc.
70. Why should an excavator be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system

71. After shutting down the engine, why should the hydraulic operating levers be cycled?
A

To ensure that hydraulic pressure has been dispelled so that boom and loader are
fully grounded
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal,

8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a 180 excavator?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to fit and use a new bucket using a quick-hitch coupler that they are
unfamiliar with. What do Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the
operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted (by judicial bodies) for not complying
with legislation and regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. Give TWO examples of where The Work at Height Regulations may apply to 180 excavator
operations.
A

Access/egress to the cab, access/egress to the engine compartment, boom
maintenance, greasing boom/dipper components etc.

14. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

Preparing for work

16. Where should the excavator’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. If the operator has to top-up the hydraulic oil, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness
of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area

before removing and transfer oil into the tank using clean equipment

continued…
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For questions 18 and 19 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
18. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the tyres’ operating pressure.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

19. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

20. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?

Preparing for work continued

A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

21. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

22. What is a possible consequence of using a tyre with a deep cut in the sidewall?
A

Sharp stones or other debris could enter the cut and cause failure of the sidewall,
leading to rapid deflation and possible loss of control

23. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

24. Name FOUR possible functions of a multi-purpose clamshell bucket (excluding the forks).
A

Digging, scraping, dozing, grading, backfilling, grabbing, stripping etc.

25. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

Travelling and manoeuvring

26. a) Name THREE purposes of the raised lugs on tyres and b) what can happen to an
excavator if the lugs are severely worn?
A

a) Provide TRACTION/GRIP for moving, steering and braking in soft mud and b) Can
have a reduction of traction, steering and braking

27. If the excavator is being travelled or working on the public highway, including adjacent
pavements and verges, the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and which
classes should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 18 years of age for
vehicles having a MAM up to 7.5 tonnes and 21 years of age over 7.5 tonnes MAM

continued…
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28. An operator has been asked to transport a load in the front bucket down a small section of
the public highway, for which The Road Traffic Act applies. What effect does this have on
operations?

Travelling and manoeuvring continued

A

The load becomes carriage of goods, for which the excavator can become an LGV
which appropriate registration, taxing and licensing conditions apply

29. When travelling, why should the rear boom and extending dipper (if fitted) be locked?
A

Hydraulic pressure may diminish causing the boom and dipper to drop

30. Why must the seat belt be worn, even with the cab door closed?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

31. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a loaded
front bucket and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

32. a) When should 4-wheel drive not be selected and b) explain why?
A

a) On hard surfaces and b) excessive tyre wear can take place

33. Explain ALL visual checks that must be carried out on all types of quick-hitch bucket
attaching systems before use.

Setting up for work

A

No visible DAMAGE to the coupler, attachment, hoses and other components. All
components available and FITTED CORRECTLY. Any locking system /IN PLACE.
Locking pin (if used) in the CORRECT hole etc. (Other answers will depend on
coupler type)

34. On a semi-automatic quick-hitch bucket attaching system: a) what is the purpose of the safety
pin and b) what checks MUST be made to the pin before use?
A

a) To prevent the latching system from unclasping the attachment and b) in the
correct place, in the FULLY LOCKED position, SECURED by linchpin/clip etc. (Other
answers will depend on coupler type)

35. Cable avoidance tools (CATs) can detect a variety of buried services. What type of material
do they have limitations in locating?
A

Plastic (piping)

36. Describe ONE physical method of checking that a bucket is fully secured to the quick-hitch
coupler prior to work.
A

Rotate the bucket throughout the full working range several times or place the
bucket lightly on the ground and try to unhook the coupler from the bucket through
machine movement etc. (Other methods may exist which can be accepted by the
Tester)

continued…
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37. On stabiliser-equipped machines, what must be checked before the stabilisers are
lowered?
A

That the ground is firm to support the overall weight of the machine and load, or
packed and supported accordingly

38. If setting up to excavate in a confined area, name TWO things that should be taken into
account before starting.
A

Spoil placing, egress of the machine after excavating, proximity hazards, able to
excavate to required length/depth etc.

39. What is regarded as the most productive position for the dump truck or tipper to be in when
being loaded with a 180 excavator working from a stockpile?
A

45 degrees to where the excavator is entering the stockpile

40. Name TWO types of equipment used to ensure that excavation levels, measurements and
positions are to the required specification.

Setting up for work continued

A

Travellers and boning rods, laser levelling devices or GPS/boom height sensor
devices etc.

41. What particular and specific hazards can affect the stability of the machine when working
on old industrial (Brownfield) sites?
A

Old workings, soft ground due to contamination etc.

42. If setting up to work in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to be taken
into account.
A

PHYSICAL segregation of pedestrians from work, machine movements, noise, fumes
etc.

43. The operator is asked to excavate a new trench. State FIVE different requirements that must
be considered or implemented before work commences.
A

Shoring requirements, checking for underground services and hazards,
authorisation to work/permit to work, proximity hazards, access to method
statement, spoil location, trench specification and location, access/egress routes for
the machine, starting and finishing points of the trench etc.

44. Before manually changing any bucket: a) where should the bucket be positioned (in relation
to the ground) before removing the final pin and b) why?
A

a) Resting on the ground so UNABLE TO FALL and b) could strike or trap any part of
the body

45. With regards to lifting accessories, irrespective of who supplied the accessories, what
THREE factors should be ensured before the accessories are used?
A

The accessories are serviceable, certificated, are correct for the load, and able to
support the load

continued…
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46. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when setting up the machine and b) explain why a
distance should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the length of the boom and b) High voltage electricity can arc
across large gaps in certain conditions

47. If a trench has a depth of 2.0 metres: a) what is the minimum distance to maintain from the
edge of the trench when placing spoil and b) explain why.
A

a) at least 2.0 metres and b) lesser distance may cause trench collapse

48. Why should different soils be segregated during excavating?
A

For re-use on or off-site

49. Give THREE reasons why an oversize bucket should not be used when excavating
trenches to specification.
A

Longer time to excavate, increased amount of spoil to store/remove, more backfill
i.e. stone/concrete needed, machine stability issues etc.

50. If fitted, describe ONE application when the hand throttle can safely be used.
A

During static work or when manoeuvring slowly under controlled work conditions

51. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the excavator to tip over sideways.

Working tasks

A

Soft ground, travelling along slopes, turning on slopes, uneven loads in the bucket,
travelling too fast on corners, severe uneven ground, soft tyres (on one side), driving
with the bucket at height etc.

52. Why must excavator operators not begin to load vehicles until the forward tipping dumper
driver is clear of their machine?
A

The bucket of the machine for the load may contact the driver

53. What makes up the total (or gross) weight of a load that is to be lifted’?
A

Weight of the load itself, weight of the lifting accessories and weight of the bucket
and/or quick hitch coupler (if not already accounted for in the lifting capacity chart)

54. What factors determine the shoring requirements of a trench?
A

Soil type, trench depth, working in trenches, weather etc.

55. Give TWO reasons why, wherever possible, operators should excavate ground in layers.
A

Creates a cleaner cut, minimises overspill, more efficient bucket fill, reduces risk of
damaging unknown buried services etc.

56. If a yellow coloured marker tape is unearthed during excavating, which two types of
services could this indicate?
A

Gas and electricity
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57. What is the nearest distance allowed to gas pipes when excavating with the machine?
A

0.5 metres

58. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Slew in the direction shown

59. The operator is asked to tip material into a trench. State FIVE different requirements that
must be considered or implemented before tipping commences.
A

Trench edge collapse/shoring requirements, checking for surrounding hazards,
authorisation to tip/permit to work (where required), trench clear of people,
access/egress routes and supporting ground, physical stop to prevent rolling into
the trench etc.

Working tasks continued

60. If loading a tipper vehicle, who should determine the maximum load that should be placed
into the body?
A

The truck operator

61. Explain a possible danger if the excavator is lifting a load on sloping ground, even though
the load chart indicates that the machine can lift that load.
A

The (load to machine) radius increases working downhill possibly causing the
machine to tip

62. If using the forks to lift loads, what machine-related information is needed?
A

Lifting capacity and load centre of the forks

63. Before lowering into or moving a pipe into a trench, what trench-related checks must be
made?
A

That all workers are out and CLEAR of the trench

64. If a load is lifted using the backhoe unit that is inline with the machine, when slewing the
load fully to the left or right, the machine can become unstable. Explain why.
A

The width of the machine – stabiliser to stabiliser is narrower than the wheel base
(and counter-effect of the front loader)

65. If the excavator is carrying out deep excavating work using the full working range, what
hazard may occur?
A

It is possible to excavate beneath the machine
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Completing work

66. Describe TWO actions to be taken for an open trench at the end of a working day.
A

Barriers and warning signs indicating an open trench etc.

67. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

68. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

69. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.

Shutdown

A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

70. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the cab?
A

The machine and components are in the AGREED position, hydraulic-operated
components grounded and pressure removed, cab door (where applicable) fully
shut, windows (where applicable) shut etc.

71. Why should an excavator be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system

72. After shutting down the engine, why should the hydraulic operating levers be cycled?
A

To ensure that hydraulic pressure has been dispelled so that boom and loader are
fully grounded
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of The Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) Take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) Not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Forklift operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

Roles and responsibilities continued

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a forklift?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab or structure that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to use a new type of forklift that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

14. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

15. a) What is meant by the lifting capacity of the forklift and b) who determines it?
A

a) The maximum lifting capacity for a given load centre and b) the

Preparing for work

manufacturer
16. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. Forklift operations fall within the scope of the Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment
Regulations (LOLER) 1998. Name TWO requirements of the act with regards to lifting.
A

Lifts must be properly PLANNED and properly SUPERVISED

continued…
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18. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

19. What are the THREE actions or stages that a forklift operator undertakes during pre-use
inspections?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURER’S requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks have been performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATEL

Y
For questions 20 and 21 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
20. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for the tyre pressures.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

Preparing for work continued

21. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

22. State FOUR checks that should be made to the forks.
A

The end stops are in place, lugs secure, forks are crack-free, have not exceeded
wear limit, they are straight, latch pins are complete and functional etc.

23. Explain THREE checks that should be made to the mast lift chains.
A

Are at correct/even tension, condition of the links/plates, wear limit checked, are
securely anchored, are lubricated etc.

24. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

25. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

26. What is the purpose of the counterweight of the machine?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the load DEPENDING on the mast

ht
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27. What is a possible consequence of using a tyre with a deep cut in the sidewall?
A

Sharp stones or other debris could enter the cut and cause failure of the sidewall,
leading to rapid deflation and possible loss of control

28. Compared to a duplex (double) mast: a) why would a triplex mast be fitted/used and b)
what disadvantage does the mast have over the duplex?

Preparing for work continued

A

a) Can have higher reach and b) carrying capacity is reduced

29. As a lifting machine, the forklift must be thoroughly examined. a) What is the purpose of the
examination and b) who would carry out the examination?
A

a) To ensure the forklift is free from structural defects and problems NOT part of the
daily or weekly checks and b) by an AUTHORISED, competent person

30. Before manually changing any attachment: a) where should the attachment be positioned
(in relation to the ground) and b) why?
A

a) Resting on the ground so UNABLE TO FALL b) could strike or trap any part of the
body

31. What THREE items must be printed on a forklift's rating plate?
A

The rated capacity, the load centre and the maximum stacking/operating height

32. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

33. a) Name THREE purposes of the raised lugs on tyres and b) what can happen to a forklift if
the lugs are severely worn?

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

a) Provide TRACTION/GRIP for moving, steering and braking in soft mud and b) can
have a reduction of traction, steering and braking

34. If the forklift is being travelled or working on the public highway, including adjacent
pavement and verges, the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and which
classes should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 21 years of age

35. Name THREE conditions that mirrors must be in, on the machine.
A

Fitted, unbroken, clean and adjusted correctly

continued…
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36. Name SIX possible proximity hazards that may be encountered on site when travelling with
a load.
A

Uneven terrain, holes, slopes/ramps, overhead obstructions, visibility, personnel,
ground conditions etc.

37. Why must the seat belt be worn, even with the cab door closed?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

38. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a forklift
and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

39. A manufacturer must give recommendations on how to travel a forklift up and down
inclines. If this information is not known first hand, what is the general rule about travelling
up and down slopes?

Travelling and manoeuvring continued

A

The HEAVIEST part of the machine is kept UPHILL

40. When working in a confined area or space, name THREE dangers that can be present.
A

Fumes, noise, visibility, manoeuvring room, overhead and all proximity hazards

41. How is it possible that forklifts can still tip over, even when travelling on gentle gradients,
are not overloaded and not being driven at excessive speed?
A

A CULMINATION of events by introducing extra factors such as turning uphill and at
speed can cause overturning

42. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to a loaded forklift?
A

Machine can sink and get stuck, tip-over sideways etc.

43. An operator has to travel a forklift on the public highway, for which The Road Traffic Act
applies. List SIX requirements that must be followed
A

The machine be taxed, insured, tyres must be free from damage and have sufficient
tread, all fitted lights must work, forks must be removed, no load must be carried,
operator hold the relevant licence etc.

44. Before travelling with a physically large load, name FIVE factors that must be taken into
account by the operator before moving.
A

The forklift is capable and within limits, operation is allowed at that site, the travel
route is clear of overhead and width hazards, the travel route ground is suitable, the
forklift is configured correctly and the load stable, environmental conditions i.e. wind
is suitable, sufficient help is available, all actions meet lift plan criteria etc.

45. When working in a confined area or space: a) what danger can be present with regards to
the counterweight or rear of the machine, b) what is the recommended minimum distance
and c) what measures must be implemented if the gap is less
A

a) The gap between the counterweight/rear and a structure being reduced or
contacted the object/structure when turning, b) at least 600 mm and c) ensure
sufficient clearance or block-off access routes
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46. a) What is meant by the load centre and b) why must it be known for each lift?
A

a) The point of balance of the load and b) determines whether the load can be lifted
for a given height and reach by the machine

47. If the load centre of the load is longer (increased) than stipulated for the model of forklift,
what effect does it have on the lifting capacity of the machine?
A

Carrying capacity MUST be reduced

48. Before picking up a load, why should the forks be equally spaced or distanced on the
carriage?
A

To ensure the load is fully supported

49. Which parts of the forklift is the load centre usually measured from?
A

The heel of the forks

Setting up for work

50. Name FOUR factors to consider and know before picking up a load.
A

Load size, weight, condition/stability, load centre, where it is to be transported, travel
route condition, landing condition etc.

51. If setting up to lift and move loads in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need
to be taken into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from vehicle movement, noise, fumes etc.

52. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when tipping loads and b) explain why a distance should
be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the height and reach of the mast/forks and b) High voltage
electricity can arc across large gaps in certain conditions

53. Name TWO factors that determine the weight of a load.
A

Size and density

54. What are FOUR safety checks that should be made before loading or unloading a suitable
vehicle?

Working tasks

A

The vehicle's brakes are on or the wheels chocked, vehicle bed clear for access,
suitable manoeuvring area for the forklift, position of vehicle driver, no proximity
hazards etc.

55. Give THREE reasons why it is important that a forklift is not leaning sideways before
attempting to lift or place a load.
A

The forks may not enter cleanly (into a pallet), machine could tip, load could slide off
etc.
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56. When placing onto or lifting a load from a loading out tower: a) why must the forklift’s
handbrake be on and the transmission in neutral and b) what would be the consequences if
this was not done?
A

a) To ensure no UNINTENTIONAL movement of the machine and b) machine could
move forward pushing load or tower away, cause instability of the machine, load
could drop etc.

57. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the forklift to tip over sideways.
A

Soft ground, travelling along slopes, picking up loads at height whilst on uneven
ground, travelling too fast on corners, severe uneven ground, soft tyres, driving with
loads at height etc.

58. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the machine to tip forwards.
A

Load centre excessive, load too heavy, travelling up/down slopes, potholes/uneven
ground, travelling with load at height etc.

59. Before loading an uncoupled trailer, what THREE precautions must be taken?

Working tasks continued

A

The trailer brakes are applied, the wheels are chocked, the loads are initially placed
over the rear axle etc.

60. An operator has been asked to transport a load down a small section of the public highway,
for which The Road Traffic Act applies. What effect does this have on forklift operations?
A

The load becomes carriage of goods, for which the forklift can become a load
carrying vehicle for which appropriate registration, taxing and licensing conditions
apply

61. What should be known about the loading out tower before placing loads?
A

Should be adequate, stable and suitable and the SWL is clearly marked

62. Name FOUR ways that wet weather can affect forklift operations.
A

Increase load density/weight, soften supporting ground, reduce visibility, reduce
grip/traction etc.

63. If placing a variety of loads onto a rigid, flatbed transporter, where should the heaviest
loads be placed?
A

Over the rear axle(s)

64. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Lower

65. State the possible effect of lifting downhill on a slope.
A

Load centre/centre of gravity can increase causing possible instability

66. After placing a load, who is responsible for ensuring the load is safe?
A

The forklift operator
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67. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

68. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.

Shutdown

A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

69. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

70. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the cab?
A

The machine and components i.e. boom and forks etc., are in the AGREED position,
hydraulic-operated components grounded and pressure removed, cab door fully
shut, windows shut etc.

71. Why should the forklift be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of The Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) Take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) Not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied to plant operators
who do not comply with, or follow legislation and regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Forklift operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

Roles and responsibilities continued

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a forklift?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab or structure that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to use a new type of forklift that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

14. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

15. a) What is meant by the lifting capacity of the forklift and b) who determines it?

Preparing for work

A

a) The maximum lifting capacity for a given load centre and b) the manufacturer

16. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. Forklift operations fall within the scope of the Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment
Regulations (LOLER) 1998. Name TWO requirements of the act with regards to lifting.
A

Lifts must be properly PLANNED and properly SUPERVISED

continued…
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18. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

19. What are the THREE actions or stages that a forklift operator undertakes during pre-use
inspections?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURER’S requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks have been performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY

20. State FOUR checks that should be made to the forks.
A

The end stops are in place, lugs secure, forks are crack free, have not exceeded wear
limit, they are straight, latch pins are complete and functional et

c.
For questions 21 and 22 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
21. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the procedure for greasing the mast components.

Preparing for work continued

A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

22. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

23. Explain THREE checks that should be made to the mast lift chains.
A

Are at correct/even tension, condition of the links/plates, wear limit checked, are
securely anchored, are lubricated etc.

24. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

25. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

26. What is a possible consequence of using a pneumatic tyre with a deep cut in the sidewall?
A

Sharp stones or other debris could enter the cut and cause failure of the sidewall,
leading to rapid deflation and possible loss of control

27. Compared to a duplex (double) mast: a) why would a triplex mast be fitted/used and b) what
disadvantage does the mast have over the duplex?
A

a) Can have higher reach and b) carrying capacity is reduced
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Preparing for work continued

28. As a lifting machine, the forklift must be thoroughly examined. a) What is the purpose of the
examination and b) who would carry out the examination?
A

a) To ensure the forklift is free from structural defects and problems NOT part of the
daily or weekly checks and b) by an AUTHORISED, competent person

29. What THREE items must be printed on a forklift's rating plate?
A

The rated capacity, the load centre and the maximum stacking/operating height

30. On an IC engine forklift, during work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if
someone tries to remove the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

31. If the forklift is being travelled or working on the public highway, the Road Traffic Act
applies. a) What type of licence and which classes should the operator hold and b) what is
the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 18 years of age for
machines up to 7.5 tonnes MAM and 21 years of age for machines over 7.5 tonnes
MAM

32. Name THREE conditions that mirrors must be in, on the machine.
A

Fitted, unbroken, clean and adjusted correctly

Travelling and manoeuvring

33. Name SIX possible proximity hazards that may be encountered on site when travelling with
a load.
A

Uneven terrain, holes, slopes/ramps, overhead obstructions, visibility, personnel,
ground conditions etc.

34. Why must the seat belt be worn, even though a ROPS frame is fitted?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
from the seat

35. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a forklift
and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

36. A manufacturer must give recommendations on how to travel a forklift up and down slopes.
If this information is not known first hand, what is the general rule about travelling up and
down slopes?
A

The HEAVIEST part of the machine is kept UPHILL
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37. What is the best method of driving the forklift across humps, drainage gullies etc?
A

Slowly, and if possible diagonally

38. When working in a confined area or space, name THREE dangers that can be present.
A

Fumes, noise, visibility, manoeuvring room, overhead and all proximity hazards

Travelling and manoeuvring continued

39. How is it possible that forklifts can still tip over, even when travelling on gentle gradients,
are not overloaded and not being driven at excessive speed?
A

A CULMINATION of events by introducing extra factors such as turning uphill and at
speed can cause overturning

40. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to a loaded forklift?
A

Machine can sink and get stuck, tip-over sideways etc.

41. Before travelling with a physically large load, name FIVE factors that must be taken into
account by the operator before moving.
A

The forklift is capable and within limits, operation is allowed at that site, the travel
route is clear of overhead and width hazards, the travel route ground is suitable, the
forklift is configured correctly and the load stable, environmental conditions i.e. wind
is suitable, sufficient help is available, all actions meet lift plan criteria etc.

42. When working in a confined area or space: a) what danger can be present with regards to
the counterweight or rear of the machine, b) what is the recommended minimum distance
and c) what measures must be implemented if the gap is less?
A

a) The gap between the counterweight/rear and a structure being reduced or
contacted the object/structure when turning, b) at least 600 mm and c) ensure
sufficient clearance or block-off access routes

43. a) What is meant by the load centre and b) why must it be known for each lift?

Setting up for work

A

a) The point of balance of the load and b) determines whether the load can be lifted
for a given height and reach by the machine

44. If the load centre of the load is longer (increased) than stipulated for the model of forklift,
what effect does it have on the lifting capacity of the machine?
A

Carrying capacity MUST be reduced

45. Before picking up a load, why should the forks be equally spaced or distanced on the
carriage?
A

To ensure the load is fully supported

46. Which parts of the forklift is the load centre usually measured from?
A

The heel of the forks
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47. Name FOUR factors to consider and know before picking up a load.
A

Load size, weight, condition/stability, load centre, where it is to be transported, travel
route condition, landing condition etc.

48. Before travelling with a load, where should the load be positioned?

Setting up for work continued

A

Fully back, forks low or placed on the deck

49. If setting up to lift and move loads in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need
to be taken into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from vehicle movement, noise, fumes etc.

50. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden pylons when tipping loads and b) explain why a distance should
be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the height and reach of the mast/forks and b) High voltage
electricity can arc across large gaps in certain conditions

51. Name TWO factors that determine the weight of a load.
A

Size and density

52. What are FOUR safety checks that should be made before loading or unloading a suitable
vehicle?
A

The vehicle's brakes are on or the wheels chocked, vehicle bed clear for access,
suitable manoeuvring area for the forklift, position of vehicle driver, no proximity
hazards etc.

53. Give THREE reasons why it is important that a forklift is not leaning before attempting to lift
or place a load.
A

The forks may not enter cleanly (into a pallet), machine could tip, load could slide off
etc.

Working tasks

54. When placing onto or lifting a load from a loading out tower or rack: a) why must the
forklift’s handbrake be on and the transmission in neutral and b) what would be the
consequences if this was not done?
A

a) To ensure no UNINTENTIONAL movement of the machine and b) machine could
move forward pushing load or tower/rack away, cause instability of the machine,
load could drop etc.

55. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the forklift to tip over.
A

Soft ground, travelling along slopes, picking up loads at height whilst on uneven
ground, travelling too fast on corners, severe uneven ground, soft tyres, driving with
loads at height etc.

56. Before loading an uncoupled trailer, what THREE precautions must be taken?
A

The trailer brakes are applied, the wheels are chocked, the loads are initially placed
over the rear axle etc.
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57. An operator has been asked to transport a load down a small section of the public highway,
for which The Road Traffic Act applies. What effect does this have on forklift operations?
A

The load becomes carriage of goods, for which the forklift can become a load
carrying vehicle for which appropriate registration, taxing and licensing conditions
apply

58. What should be known about the loading out tower or racking before placing loads?
A

Should be adequate, stable and suitable and the SWL clearly marked

Working tasks continued

59. Name FOUR ways that wet weather can affect forklift operations.
A

Increase load density/weight, soften supporting ground, reduce visibility, reduce
grip/traction etc.

60. If placing a variety of loads onto a rigid, flatbed transporter, where should the heaviest
loads be placed?
A

Over the rear axle(s)

61. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Lower slowly

62. State the possible effect of lifting downhill on a slope.
A

Load centre/centre of gravity can increase causing possible instability

63. After placing a load, who is responsible for ensuring the load is safe?
A

The forklift operator

64. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

65. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.

Shutdown

A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

66. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

67. Why should the diesel-engined forklift be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of The Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) Take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) Not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied to plant operators
who do not comply with, or follow legislation and regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Forklift operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a forklift?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab or structure that meets FOPS

a
11. The operator has to use a new type of forklift that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

14. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

15. a) What is meant by the lifting or rated capacity of the forklift and b) who determines it?

Preparing for work

A

a) The maximum lifting capacity for a given load centre and b) the manufacturer

16. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. Forklift operations fall within the scope of the Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment
Regulations (LOLER) 1998. Name TWO requirements of the act with regards to lifting.
A

Lifts must be properly PLANNED and properly SUPERVISED
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18. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

19. What are the THREE actions or stages that a forklift operator undertakes during pre-use
inspections?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURER’S requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks have been performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATEL

Y

20. State FOUR checks that should be made to the forks.

Preparing for work continued

A

The end stops are in place, lugs secure, forks are crack free, have not exceeded
wear limit, they are straight, latch pins are complete and functional etc.

21. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the procedure for greasing the mast components.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

22. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

23. Explain THREE checks that should be made to the mast lift chains.
A

Are at correct/even tension, condition of the links/plates, wear limit checked, are
securely anchored, are lubricated etc.

24. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

25. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

26. What is the purpose of the counterweight of the machine?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the load DEPENDING on the mast

t
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27. What is a possible consequence of using a pneumatic tyre with a deep cut in the sidewall?
A

Sharp stones or other debris could enter the cut and cause failure of the sidewall,
leading to rapid deflation and possible loss of control

28. Compared to a duplex (double) mast: a) why would a triplex mast be fitted/used and b)
what disadvantage does the mast have over the duplex?
A

a) Can have higher reach and b) carrying capacity is reduced

29. a) What THREE checks would be made specifically to the batteries and b) what specific
PPE would be worn?

Preparing for work continued

A

a) Terminal connections, fluid levels, security condition and venting and b) suitable
goggles, gloves and apron that are resistant to electrolyte fluid

30. As a lifting machine, the forklift must be thoroughly examined. a) What is the purpose of the
examination and b) who would carry out the examination?
A

a) To ensure the forklift is free from structural defects and problems NOT part of the
daily or weekly checks and b) by an AUTHORISED, competent person

31. Before manually changing any attachment: a) where should the attachment be positioned
(in relation to the ground) and b) why?
A

a) Resting on the ground so UNABLE TO FALL b) could strike or trap any part of the
body

32. What THREE items must be printed on a forklift's rating plate?
A

The rated capacity, the load centre and the maximum stacking/operating heigh

t
33. If changing an LPG cylinder, state THREE specific precautions to be observed.
A

Suitable PPE (e.g. goggles and gloves), flow valve fully shut, no naked flames,
manual handling of the cylinder etc.

34. On an IC engine forklift, during work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if
someone tries to remove the radiator or expansion tank cap.

Travelling and
manoeuvring

A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

35. If the forklift is being travelled or working on the public highway, the Road Traffic Act
applies. a) What type of licence and which classes should the operator hold and b) what is
the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 18 years of age for
machines up to 7.5 tonnes MAM and 21 years of age for machines over 7.5 tonnes
MAM

continued…
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36. Name THREE conditions that mirrors must be in, on the machine.
A

Fitted, unbroken, clean and adjusted correctly

37. Why must the seat belt be worn, even though a ROPS frame is fitted?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
from the seat

38. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a forklift
and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

39. A manufacturer must give recommendations on how to travel a forklift up and down slopes.
If this information is not known first hand, what is the general rule about travelling up and
down slopes?

Travelling and manoeuvring continued

A

The HEAVIEST part of the machine is kept UPHILL

40. What is the best method of driving the forklift across humps, drainage gullies etc?
A

Slowly, and if possible diagonally

41. When working in a confined area or space, name THREE dangers that can be present.
A

Fumes, noise, visibility, manoeuvring room, overhead and all proximity hazards

42. How is it possible that forklifts can still tip over, even when travelling on gentle gradients,
are not overloaded and not being driven at excessive speed?
A

A CULMINATION of events by introducing extra factors such as turning uphill and at
speed can cause overturning

43. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to a loaded forklift?
A

Machine can sink and get stuck, tip-over sideways etc.

44. Before travelling with a physically large load, name FIVE factors that must be taken into
account by the operator before moving.
A

The forklift is capable and within limits, operation is allowed at that site, the travel
route is clear of overhead and width hazards, the travel route ground is suitable, the
forklift is configured correctly and the load stable, environmental conditions i.e. wind
is suitable, sufficient help is available, all actions meet lift plan criteria etc.

45. When working in a confined area or space: a) what danger can be present with regards to
the counterweight or rear of the machine, b) what is the recommended minimum distance
and c) what measures must be implemented if the gap is less?
A

a) The gap between the counterweight/rear and a structure being reduced or
contacted the object/structure when turning, b) at least 600 mm and c) ensure
sufficient clearance or block-off access routes
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46. a) What is meant by the load centre and b) why must it be known for each lift?
A

a) The point of balance of the load and b) determines whether the load can be lifted
for a given height and reach by the machine

47. If the load centre of the load is longer (increased) than stipulated for the model of forklift,
what effect does it have on the lifting capacity of the machine?
A

Carrying capacity MUST be reduced

48. Before picking up a load, why should the forks be equally spaced or distanced on the
carriage?
A

To ensure the load is fully supported

49. Which parts of the forklift is the load centre usually measured from?
A

The heel of the forks

50. Name FOUR factors to consider and know before picking up a load.

Setting up for work

A

Load size, weight, condition/stability, load centre, where it is to be transported, travel
route condition, landing condition etc.

51. If fitting an attachment (e.g. a drum clamp), why would a forklift need to be de-rated?
A

The rated capacity must be reduced to take into account the weight of the
attachment

52. If setting up to lift and move loads in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need
to be taken into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from vehicle movement, noise, fumes etc.

53. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden pylons when tipping loads and b) explain why a distance should
be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the height and reach of the mast/forks and b) High voltage
electricity can arc across large gaps in certain conditions

54. Name TWO factors that determine the weight of a load.
A

Size and density

55. What are FOUR safety checks that should be made before loading or unloading a suitable
vehicle?

Working tasks

A

The vehicle's brakes are on or the wheels chocked, vehicle bed clear for access,
suitable manoeuvring area for the forklift, position of vehicle driver, no proximity
hazards etc.

56. Give THREE reasons why it is important that a forklift is not leaning sideways before
attempting to lift or place a load.
A

The forks may not enter cleanly (into a pallet), machine could tip, load could slide off
etc.

continued…
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57. When placing onto or lifting a load from a loading out tower or rack: a) why must the
forklift’s handbrake be on and the transmission in neutral and b) what would be the
consequences if this was not done?
A

a) To ensure no UNINTENTIONAL movement of the machine and b) machine could
move forward pushing load or tower/rack away, cause instability of the machine,
load could drop etc.

58. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the forklift to tip over sideways.
A

Soft ground, travelling along slopes, picking up loads at height whilst on uneven
ground, travelling too fast on corners, severe uneven ground, soft tyres, driving with
loads at height etc.

59. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the machine to tip forwards.
A

Load centre excessive, load too heavy, travelling up/down slopes, potholes/uneven
ground, travelling with load at height etc.

Working tasks continued

60. Before loading an uncoupled trailer, what THREE precautions must be taken?
A

The trailer brakes are applied, the wheels are chocked, the loads are initially placed
over the rear axle etc.

61. An operator has been asked to transport a load down a small section of the public highway,
for which The Road Traffic Act applies. What effect does this have on forklift operations?
A

The load becomes carriage of goods, for which the forklift can become a load
carrying vehicle for which appropriate registration, taxing and licensing conditions
apply

62. What should be known about the loading out tower or racking before placing loads?
A

Should be adequate, stable and suitable and the SWL clearly marked

63. Name FOUR ways that wet weather can affect forklift operations.
A

Increase load density/weight, soften supporting ground, reduce visibility, reduce
grip/traction etc.

64. If placing a variety of loads onto a rigid, flatbed transporter, where should the heaviest
loads be placed?
A

Over the rear axle(s)

65. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Lower

66. State the possible effect of lifting downhill on a slope.
A

Load centre/centre of gravity can increase causing possible instability
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67. After placing a load, who is responsible for ensuring the load is safe?
A

The forklift operator

68. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

69. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.

Shutdown

A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

70. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

71. Why should diesel-engined forklifts be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buries services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels sanctions that can be applied to plant operators who
do not comply with, or follow legislation and regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Forklift operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning to work task for efficiency
etc.

Roles and responsibilities continued

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a tele-handler?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to use a new type of tele-handler that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

14. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements/lift plans, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

15. a) What is meant by the lifting or rated capacity of the tele-handler and b) who determines
it?
A

a) The maximum lifting capacity for a given load centre and b) The manufacturer

Preparing for work

16. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. Forklift operations fall within the scope of the Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment
Regulations (LOLER) 1998. Name TWO requirement of the act with regards to lifting.
A

Lifts must be properly PLANNED and properly SUPERVISED

18. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

continued…
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19. What are the THREE actions or stages that a tele-handler operator undertakes during preuse inspections?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURERS’ requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks have been performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY

For questions 20 and 21 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
20. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for the tyre pressures.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

21. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

22. State the purpose of the check valve(s) located on the boom cylinder rams.
A

To prevent the boom lowering UNINTENTIONALLY e.g. when the engine stops or a
pipe bursts

Preparing for work continued

23. State FOUR checks that should be made to the forks.
A

The end stops are in place, lugs are secure, forks are crack free, have not exceeded
wear limit, they are straight, latch pins are complete and functional et

c.
24. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

25. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

26. What is the purpose of counterweight on the machine?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the load DEPENDING on boom height and
reach

27. As a lifting machine, the tele-handler must be thoroughly examined. a) What is the purpose
of the examination and b) who would carry out the examination?
A

a) To ensure the forklift is free from structural defects and problems NOT part of the
daily or weekly checks and b) by an AUTHORISED, competent person

28. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe

burns
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29. a) Name THREE purposes of the raised lugs on tyres and b) what can happen to a telehandler if the lugs are severely worn?
A

a) Provide TRACTION/GRIP for moving, steering and braking in soft mud and b) Can
have a reduction of traction, steering and braking

30. If the tele-handler is being travelled or working on the public highway, including adjacent
pavement and verges, the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and which
classes should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 18 years of age for
machines between 3.5 and 7.5 tonnes MAM and 21 years of age over 7.5 tonnes MAM

31. Name THREE conditions that the mirrors on the machine must be in.
A

Fitted, unbroken, clean and adjusted correctly

32. Why must the seat belt be worn, even with the cab door closed?

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

33. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a telehandler and b) explain why?
A

a) The minimum distance is MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less can
cause a trench collapse

34. What would happen if the steering mode of ‘crab steer’ is selected and the steering wheel
rotated clockwise?
A

The tele-handler would travel sideways to the right but the operator remains facing
forwards

35. How is it possible that forklifts can still tip over, even when travelling on gentle gradients,
are not overloaded and not being driven at excessive speed?
A

A CULMINATION of events by introducing extra factors such as turning uphill and at
speed can cause overturning

36. When working in a confined area or space, name THREE dangers that can be present.
A

Fumes, noise, visibility, manoeuvring room, overhead and all proximity hazards

37. Name SIX possible proximity hazards that may be encountered on site when travelling with
a load.
A

Uneven terrain, holes, slopes/ramps, overhead obstructions, visibility, personnel,
ground conditions etc.

38. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to a loaded forklift?
A

Sunk and stuck machine, tip-over sideways etc.

continued…
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39. An operator has to travel a tele-handler on the public highway, for which the road traffic act
applies. List SIX requirements that must be followed.

Travelling and manoeuvring continued

A

The machine must be taxed, insured, tyres must be free from damage and have
sufficient tread, all fitted lights must work, forks must be removed, no load must be
carried, operator hold the relevant licence etc.

40. When working in a confined area or space: a) what danger can be present with regards to
the counterweight of the machine, b) what is the recommended minimum distance and c)
what measures must be implemented if the gap is less?
A

a) The gap between the counterweight and a structure being reduced or contacted
the object/structure when turning, b) at least 600 mm and c) ensure sufficient
clearance or block-off access routes

41. Before travelling with a physically large load, name FIVE factors that must be taken into
account by the operator before moving.
A

The forklift is capable and within limits, operation is allowed at that site, the travel
route is clear of overhead and width hazards, the travel route ground is suitable, the
forklift is configured correctly and the load stable, environmental conditions (i.e.
wind) are suitable, sufficient help is available, all actions meet lift plan criteria etc.

42. On stabiliser-equipped machines, what must be checked before the stabilisers are
lowered?
A

That the ground is firm to support the overall weight or packed accordingly

43. a) What is meant by the load centre and b) why must it be known for each lift?
A

a) The point of balance of the load and b) determines whether the load can be lifted
for a given height and reach by the machine

Setting up for work

44. If the load centre of the load is longer (increased) than stipulated for the model of telehandler, what effect does it have on the lifting capacity of the machine?
A

Carrying capacity MUST be reduced

45. Which part of the forklift is the load centre usually measured from?
A

The heel of the forks

46. Explain ALL visual checks that must be carried out on all types of quick-hitch bucket
attaching systems before use.
A

No visible damage to the coupler, attachment, hoses and other components. All
components available and fitted correctly. Any locking system active/in place.
Locking pin (if used) in the correct hole etc. (Other answers will depend on coupler
type)

47. On a semi-automatic quick-hitch bucket attaching system: a) what is the purpose of the safety
pin and b) what checks MUST be made to the pin before use?
A

a) To prevent the latching system from unclasping the attachment and b) in the
correct place, in the fully locked position, secured by linchpin/clip etc. (Other
answers will depend on coupler type)
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48. Name FOUR factors to consider and know before picking up a load.
A

Load size, weight, condition/stability, load centre, where to be transported, travel
route condition, landing condition etc.

49. Before picking up a load, why should the forks be equally spaced or distanced on the
carriage?
A

To ensure the load is fully supported

50. What is the main purpose of the Rated Capacity Indicator (RCI) or load moment indictor?

Setting up for work continued

A

A device that provides the operator, within a specified tolerance, warnings that the
load is both approaching rated capacity and has exceeded the rated capacity

51. If setting up to lift and move loads in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need
to be taken into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from vehicle movement, noise, fumes etc.

52. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden pylons when setting up the machine and b) explain why a
distance should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the length of the boom and forks and b) High voltage electricity
can arc across large gaps in certain conditions

53. Name TWO factors that determine the weight of a load.
A

Size and density

54. Describe ONE physical method of checking that the attachment is fully secured to the
coupler prior to work.
A

Rotate the implement throughout the full working range several times or place the
implement lightly on the ground and try to unhook the coupler from the attachment
through machine movement etc. (Other methods may exist which can be accepted
by the Tester)

55. Give THREE reasons why it is important that a tele-handler is not leaning sideways before
attempting to lift or place a load.

Working tasks

A

The forks may not enter cleanly (into a pallet), machine could tip, load could slide off
etc.

56. When placing onto or lifting a load from a loading out tower: a) why must the tele-handler’s
handbrake be on and the transmission in neutral and b) what would be the consequences if
this was not done?
A

a) To ensure no UNINTENTIONAL movement of the machine and b) machine could
move forward pushing load or tower away, cause instability of the machine, load
could drop etc.

57. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the tele-handler to tip over sideways.
A

Soft ground, travelling along slopes, picking up loads at height whilst on uneven
ground, travelling too fast on corners, severe uneven ground, soft tyres, driving with
loads at height, uneven load etc.

continued…
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58. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the machine to tip forwards.
A

Too much reach for the load, load too heavy, not using stabilisers (if fitted),
travelling up/down slopes etc.

59. Before loading an uncoupled trailer, what THREE precautions must be taken?
A

The trailer brakes are applied, the wheels are chocked, the loads are initially placed
over the rear axle etc.

60. An operator has been asked to transport a load down a small section of the public highway,
for which the Road Traffic Act applies. What effect does this have on forklift operations?
A

The load becomes carriage of goods, for which the tele-handler can become a load
carrying vehicle for which appropriate registration, taxing and licensing conditions
apply

Working tasks continued

61. Name FOUR ways that wet weather can affect tele-handler operations.
A

Increase load density/weight, soften supporting ground, reduce visibility, reduce
grip/traction etc.

62. Using the lifting capacity diagram (Annex A): a) what is the maximum lifting capacity at
maximum height, b) what is the lifting capacity with the boom angle at 45 degrees and a
boom extension of 2.5 metres and c) what is the furthest distance (measured from the front
tyres) available to place a 1.3 tonnes load at a height of 4 metres?
A

The Annex will be provided by the Tester at the Test

63. If placing a variety of loads onto a rigid, flatbed transporter, where should the heaviest
loads be placed?
A

Over the rear axle(s)

64. How can high wind speeds affect tele-handler operations?
A

Can create instability at high reaches and possibly shut down lifting operations

65. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Lower slowly

66. State the possible effect of lifting downhill on a slope.

Completing
work

A

Load centre/centre of gravity can increase causing possible instability

67. After placing a load, who is responsible for ensuring the load is safe?
A

The tele-handler operator
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68. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

69. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

Shutdown

70. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

71. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the cab?
A

The machine and components i.e. boom and forks etc. are in the AGREED position,
hydraulic-operated components grounded and pressure removed, cab door fully
shut, windows shut etc.

72. Why should the tele-handler be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied to plant operators
who do not comply with, or follow legislation and regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Reach truck operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this
mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

Roles and responsibilities continued

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a reach truck?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab or structure that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to use a new type of reach truck that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

14. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

15. a) What is meant by the lifting capacity of the reach truck and b) who determines it?
A

a) The maximum lifting capacity for a given load centre and b) the

er

Preparing for work

16. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. Reach truck operations fall within the scope of the Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment
Regulations (LOLER) 1998. Name TWO requirements of the act with regards to lifting.
A

Lifts must be properly PLANNED and properly SUPERVISED

18. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine
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19. What are the THREE actions or stages that a reach truck operator undertakes during preuse inspections?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURER’S requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks have been performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY

20. State FOUR checks that should be made to the forks.
A

The end stops are in place, lugs secure, forks are crack-free, have not exceeded
wear limit, they are straight, latch pins are complete and functional etc.

For questions 21 and 22 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
21. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the procedure for greasing the mast components.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

22. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.

Preparing for work continued

A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

23. Explain THREE checks that should be made to the mast lift chains.
A

Are at correct/even tension, condition of the links/plates, wear limit checked, are
securely anchored, are lubricated etc.

24. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

25. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

26. What is the purpose of the counterweight of the machine?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the load for the configuration

27. What is a possible consequence of using a pneumatic tyre with a deep cut in the sidewall?
A

Sharp stones or other debris could enter the cut and cause failure of the sidewall,
leading to rapid deflation and possible loss of control

28. Compared to a duplex (double) mast: a) why would a triplex mast be fitted/used and b)
what disadvantage does the mast have over the duplex?
A

a) Can have higher reach and b) carrying capacity is reduced
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Reach Truck

A18
Technical Test – Theory

29. a) What THREE checks would be made specifically to the batteries and b) what specific
PPE would be worn?
A

a) Terminal connections, fluid levels, security condition and venting and b) suitable
goggles, gloves and apron that are resistant to electrolyte fluid

Preparing for work continued

30. As a lifting machine, the reach truck must be thoroughly examined. a) What is the purpose
of the examination and b) who would carry out the examination?
A

a) To ensure the reach truck is free from structural defects and problems NOT part of
the daily or weekly checks and b) by an AUTHORISED, competent person

31. What THREE items must be printed on a reach truck's rating plate?
A

The rated capacity, the load centre and the maximum stacking/operating height

32. If changing an LPG cylinder, state THREE specific precautions to be observed.
A

Suitable PPE (e.g. goggles and gloves), flow valve fully shut, no naked flames,
manual handling of the cylinder etc.

33. On an IC engined reach truck, during work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the
danger if someone tries to remove the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

34. If the reach truck is being travelled or working on the public highway, including adjacent
pavements and verges, the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and which
classes should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 18 years of age for
machines up to 7.5 tonnes MAM and 21 years of age for machines over 7.5 tonnes
MAM

35. Name THREE conditions that mirrors must be in, on the machine.
A

Fitted, unbroken, clean and adjusted correctly

36. Name SIX possible proximity hazards that may be encountered when travelling with a load.
A

Uneven terrain, holes, slopes/ramps, overhead obstructions, visibility, personnel,
ground conditions etc.

37. Why must the seat belt be worn, even though a ROPS frame is fitted?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around
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38. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a reach
truck and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

39. A manufacturer must give recommendations on how to travel a reach truck up and down
inclines. If this information is not known first hand, what is the general rule about travelling
up and down slopes?
A

The HEAVIEST part of the machine is kept UPHILL

40. What is the best method of driving the reach truck across humps, drainage gullies etc?

Travelling and manoeuvring continued

A

Slowly, and if possible diagonally

41. When working in a confined area or space, name THREE dangers that can be present.
A

Fumes, noise, visibility, manoeuvring room, overhead and all proximity hazards

42. How is it possible that reach trucks can still tip over, even when travelling on gentle
gradients, are not overloaded and not being driven at excessive speed?
A

A CULMINATION of events by introducing extra factors such as turning uphill and at
speed can cause overturning

43. Before travelling with a physically large load, name FIVE factors that must be taken into
account by the operator before moving.
A

The reach truck is capable and within limits, operation is allowed at that site, the
travel route is clear of overhead and width hazards, the travel route ground is
suitable, the reach truck is configured correctly and the load stable, environmental
conditions i.e. wind is suitable, sufficient help is available, all actions meet lift plan
criteria etc.

44. When working in a confined area or space: a) what danger can be present with regards to the
counterweight of the machine, b) what is the recommended minimum distance and c) what
measures must be implemented if the gap is less?
A

a) The gap between the counterweight and a structure being reduced or contacted
the object/structure when slewing, b) at least 600 mm and c) ensure sufficient
clearance or block-off access routes

45. a) What is meant by the load centre and b) why must it be known for each lift?

Setting up for work

A

a) The point of balance of the load and b) determines whether the load can be lifted
for a given height and reach by the machine

46. If the load centre of the load is longer (increased) than stipulated for the model of reach
truck, what effect does it have on the lifting capacity of the machine?
A

Carrying capacity MUST be reduced

47. Before picking up a load, why should the forks be equally spaced or distanced on the
carriage?
A

To ensure the load is fully supported
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48. Which parts of the reach truck is the load centre usually measured from?
A

The heel of the forks

49. Name FOUR factors to consider and know before picking up a load.
A

Load size, weight, condition/stability, load centre, where it is to be transported, travel
route condition, landing condition etc.

50. Before travelling with a load, where should the load be positioned?

Setting up for work continued

A

Fully back, forks low or placed on the deck

51. If setting up to lift and move loads in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need
to be taken into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from vehicle movement, noise, fumes etc

.
52. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden pylons when setting up the machine to lift and b) explain why a
distance should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the height of the mast/forks and b) High voltage electricity can arc
across large gaps in certain conditions

53. Name TWO factors that determine the weight of a load.
A

Size and density

54. What are FOUR safety checks that should be made before loading or unloading a suitable
vehicle?
A

The vehicle's brakes are on or the wheels chocked, vehicle bed clear for access,
suitable manoeuvring area for the reach truck, position of vehicle driver, no
proximity hazards etc.

55. Give THREE reasons why it is important that a reach truck is not leaning sideways before
attempting to lift or place a load.

Working tasks

A

The forks may not enter cleanly (into a pallet), machine could tip, load could slide off
etc.

56. When placing onto or lifting a load from a loading out tower or rack: a) why must the reach
truck’s handbrake be on and the transmission in neutral and b) what would be the
consequences if this was not done?
A

a) To ensure no UNINTENTIONAL movement of the machine and b) machine could
move forward pushing load or tower/rack away, cause instability of the machine,
load could drop etc.

57. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the reach truck to tip over sideways.
A

Soft ground, travelling along slopes, picking up loads at height whilst on uneven
ground, travelling too fast on corners, severe uneven ground, soft tyres, driving with
loads at height, offset load etc.
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58. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the machine to tip forwards.
A

Load centre excessive, load too heavy, fork carriage still extended, travelling
up/down slopes, potholes/uneven ground, travelling with load at height etc.

59. Before loading an uncoupled trailer, what THREE precautions must be taken?

Working tasks continued

A

The trailer brakes are applied, the wheels are chocked, the loads are initially placed
over the rear axle etc.

60. An operator has been asked to transport a load down a small section of the public highway,
for which The Road Traffic Act applies. What effect does this have on reach truck
operations?
A

The load becomes carriage of goods, for which the reach truck can become a load
carrying vehicle for which appropriate registration, taxing and licensing conditions
apply

61. What should be known about the loading out tower or racking before placing loads?
A

Should be adequate, stable and suitable and the SWL is clearly marked

62. If placing a variety of loads onto a rigid, flatbed transporter, where should the heaviest
loads be placed?
A

Over the rear axle(s)

63. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Lower

64. State the possible effect of lifting downhill on a slope.

Completing
work

A

Load centre/centre of gravity can increase causing possible instability

65. After placing a load, who is responsible for ensuring the load is safe?
A

The reach truck operator

66. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?

Shutdown

A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

67. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.
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Shutdown continued

68. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip and incline,
overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer, machine
configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for travel
onto trailer etc.

69. Why should diesel-engined reach trucks be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

Roles and responsibilities continued

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a grader?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to use a new type of grader that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted (by judicial bodies) for not complying
with legislation and regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

14. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

15. Where should the grader’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

Preparing for work

16. If the operator has to top-up the hydraulic oil, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness
of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area before removing and transfer oil into the tank
using clean equipment

For questions 17 and 18 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
17. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for the tyres’ operating pressure.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

18. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)
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19. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

20. Explain the difference between a mouldboard side-shift and a circle side-shift.
A

The mouldboard side-shift only moves the mouldboard from left to right. The circle
side-shift moves both circle and mouldboard from side to side

21. If fitted, how are the scarifier tines in the block retained in position?
A

The tines are held in place by the notched back of the tine and steel wedges

Preparing for work continued

22. If fitted, what typical applications would a front dozer blade be used for?
A

Moving aggregate and spoil piles, rock clearance, small tree-stump removal etc.

23. How does front wheel drive help work efficiency?
A

By minimising wheel spin

24. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

25. If fitted, what would a front-mounted scarifier normally be used for?
A

Break-up light compacted top and sub-base materials, asphalt etc.

26. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

27. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

Travelling and manoeuvring

28. On an articulated grader, what precaution should be taken when turning left or right?
A

Ensure the mouldboard does not foul the rear wheels, ensure no one is inside the
turning circle, do not accelerate in the turn. On completion of the turn ensure the
rear wheels are in the correct in-line position

29. a) What should be avoided when travelling if the mouldboard is being carried in the banking
position and b) why?
A

a) Sharp steering and braking and b) there is a high and off-set centre of gravity
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Travelling and manoeuvring continued

30. How can a tight turning circle be achieved?
A

By articulating the frame, steering the front wheels and angling/oscillating the front
wheels

31. When MUST a banksman/signaller be used before moving a grader?
A

When the operator is unable to FACE the intended direction of travel i.e. reversing

32. Why must the seat belt be worn, even with the cab door closed?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

33. Give TWO reasons that may cause the grader to tip over sideways.
A

Soft ground or working on slopes etc.

34. Cable avoidance tools (CATs) can detect a variety of buried services. What type of material
do they have limitations in locating?
A

Plastic (piping)

35. If setting up to grade in a confined area, name TWO things that should be taken into
account before starting.
A

Spoil placing, egress of the machine after grading, proximity hazards, able to grade
to required length/depth etc.

36. What particular and specific hazards can affect the stability of the machine when working
on old industrial (Brownfield) sites?

Setting up for work

A

Old workings, soft ground due to contamination etc.

37. If setting up to work near a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to be taken
into account.
A

PHYSICAL segregation of pedestrians from work, machine movements, noise, fumes
etc.

38. Name TWO types of equipment used to ensure that grading levels, measurements and
positions are to the required specification.
A

Travellers and boning rods, laser levelling devices or GPS/blade height sensor
devices

39. Describe the procedure to be followed if the blade attachment has to be removed.
A

Lower the blade to the ground. Support the side arms. Remove side arm pins.
Remove top securing pin. Reverse machine away

40. What THREE things should be checked out before carrying out embankment work?
A

Authorisation to work, required specifications, angle of slope and machine capability
to work at the required angle, access and egress routes etc.
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41. Before manually changing the blade, why should the blade be positioned resting on the
ground before removing the final pin?
A

Could strike or trap any part of the body

42. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when setting up the machine and b) explain why a
distance should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres and b) High voltage electricity can arc across large gaps in certain
conditions

43. If a trench has a depth of 2.0 metres: a) what is the minimum distance to maintain from the
edge of the trench and b) explain why.
A

a) At least 2.0 metres and b) lesser distance may cause trench collapse

44. If a yellow coloured marker tape is unearthed during grading, which two types of services
could this indicate?
A

Gas and electricity

Working tasks

45. What is the nearest distance allowed to gas pipes when grading with the machine?
A

0.5 metres

46. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the tester)?
A

Stop

47. Describe THREE reasons for using the crab steer mode.
A

Side casting heavy loads, bank battering, tight cornering, manoeuvring around
obstacles, reversing along formation, ditching etc.

48. If operating the machine on a ‘formation’ trim, name THREE possible hazards.
A

Proximity hazards with other equipment, hazards with formation structures, working
too close to an edge, hazards with site personnel, reversing along the alignment etc.

49. How can tyre marks be avoided when finishing a surface?
A

By off-setting the steering ensuring that the rear wheels are outside of the
mouldboard (ghost grading)

50. Why would a fast working speed be selected if spreading light materials?
A

Feathers out and blends materials on the surface

51. On graders fitted with leaning wheels, how can the effect of side-thrust acting on the front
be counteracted when a large volume of material is being side-cast?
A

The wheels are leant towards the side-cast side
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Working tasks
continued

52. What problem may occur if the wearing plates on the blade are at the maximum wear limit?
A

53. What does float control of the blade allow?
A

Completing
work

Wearing of the blade frame (non-wearing parts) could occur

Allows the blade (at certain angles) to follow ground contours

54. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

55. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

56. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.

Shutdown

A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

57. Many graders have a turbo-charged engine. a) What is the normal procedure before
switching off the engine after working and b) what happens if the procedure is not followed?
A

a) Idle the engine for a few minutes and b) turbocharger life is shortened

58. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the cab?
A

The machine and components i.e. blade etc. are in the AGREED position, hydraulicoperated components grounded and pressure removed, cab door (where applicable)
fully shut, windows (where applicable) shut etc.

59. Why should a grader be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.
A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

Roles and responsibilities

4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Dedicated hoist operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does
this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have a SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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Roles and responsibilities continued

Technical Test – Theory
9.

The operator has to use a new type of hoist that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?

A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

10. What are the possible outcomes of being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

11. How can a qualification or card benefit a hoist operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

12. Name THREE ways that a hoist operator can contribute to ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements/lift plans, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

13. Where should the user’s manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

14. What are the THREE actions that a hoist operator undertakes during pre-use inspections?

Preparing for work

A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURERS’ requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY

For question 15 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test MUST be
available for reference by the candidate
15. Using the Operator’s Manual, find the page that deals with emergency lowering procedures.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

16. a) Why must all movement controls be clearly marked as to direction or mode and b) what
consequences could occur if controls were not clearly marked?
A

a) The operator can intentionally select the desired direction and b) incidents of
accidents may occur if wrong modes are selected etc.

17. The Safe Working Load (SWL) signifies exactly what?
A

The TOTAL allowable weight allowed to be raised by the cage

continued…
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18. When placing loads to and from the cage, why should gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin cuts and abrasions and aid grip

19. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, erectors, maintenance staff etc.

20. As a machine for the lifting of persons, the hoist must be thoroughly examined. a) What is
the purpose of the examination and b) who would carry out the examination?
A

a) To ensure the hoist is free from structural defects and problems where not part of
the daily or weekly checks and b) by an AUTHORISED, competent person

21. On hoists using a chassis, what checks should be made to the stabilisers?
A

Locked in position, ground is still firm and any packing still in place

22. What is meant by an inclined hoist?

Preparing for work continued

A

The mast is angled (from side on only)

23. What is the difference between a mechanical interlock gate and an electric interlock gate?
A

Mechanical gates only open when the cage is at the landing – electric gates cut off
drive to the cage if not shut

24. On rope operated types, why is it important to keep turns of rope on the hoist drum?
A

Weight goes onto wire rope end which could cause failure and if the lower cut-out
failed. The wire rope could start to raise the cage when lower selected

25. When checking a (fall protection) harness, name FIVE possible defects that may be found.
A

Cuts to the lanyard, abrasions, loose stitching, chemical attack i.e. paint, damaged
karabiners, damaged hooks, knotted lanyards, hardening of lanyard fibres, partially
deployed energy absorber etc.

26. How many ties should be used when fixing the mast to a structure?
A

At least one per mast

27. What is meant by the hoistway?
A

The route of the cage on the mast

28. After installation but before work: a) what must happen and b) by whom?
A

The hoist must be INSPECTED/EXAMINED before use by an AUTHORISED
competent person

continued…
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29. If a fault is found during pre-use checks: a) who should the fault be reported to and b)
when?
A

a) The Appointed Person and b) immediately

Preparing for work continued

30. What is the difference between a transport platform and a passenger/goods combined
type?
A

Transport platforms have a semi-enclosed platform with a roof whilst
passenger/goods types have a fully enclosed cage

31. What could possibly cause the mast to go out of alignment?
A

Movement within the base or loose ties

32. What are the main requirements of a passenger-carrying type hoist over a goods type?
A

FOPS, full size gates, interlocking device to prevent cage movement when open,
interlocking device to ensure gates only open at landing place, automatic over-run
device to ensure cage stops at lowest or highest point of travel etc.

33. What checks should be made to the mast ties?
A

There is no unintentional movement on them

34. If siting a chassis or frame for a hoist, what checks must be made to the ground type?
A

That the ground is firm and COMPACTED to support the overall weight or load
bearing of the stabilisers or wheels and are packed/supported accordingly

35. What THREE pieces of information must be displayed on the gates of a goods carrying
hoist?

Setting up for work

A

The SWL, ‘Goods only’, ‘passengers not permitted’ and ‘Keep gates closed’

36. When setting up for work, what should be in place should machine failure happen?
A

A rescue plan which is known by all involved in the operation

37. If the hoist is located in an area of moving vehicles, what systems should be implemented?
A

Signs, lighting, physical barriers, re-routing of vehicle traffic, substantial enclosure
around base of the hoist workings etc.

38. If operating a hoist in a pedestrianised area, state TWO factors that need to be taken into
account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from loading and unloading movements, area
below cage cordoned off, security of access after work
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Setting up for work continued

39. If the operator is unable to see the full length of the hoistway, what action should be taken?
A

A communication system must be implemented

40. What must you take into account when calculating the safe working load of the cage?
A

The MANUFACTURERS’ maximum rated capacity plus the WEIGHT or number of
personnel and WEIGHT of any tools/equipment

41. Before taking passengers up in a hoist, what should be ensured about the individual or
individuals?
A

They are comfortable being at height

42. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when setting up the hoist and b) explain why a distance
should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres from the nearest part of the cage and b) High voltage electricity can arc
across large gaps in certain conditions

43. Name TWO factors that determine the weight of a load.
A

Size and density

44. When raising the cage, what ongoing checks need to be made?

Working tasks

A

The cage will not snag or contact parts of a structure, and that the cage and mast
remain stable

45. a) What is the danger of carrying scaffolding in unmodified cages and b) what is required in
the cage to carry scaffolding?
A

a) Tubes can strike part of the hoistway during travel and b) racks, clamps and
aperture in the cage roof

46. When working in a confined area or space with a diesel powered hoist, what TWO dangers
can be present?
A

Fumes and noise

47. Name THREE ways that inclement, wet weather can affect hoist operations.
A

Increase load density/weight, soften supporting ground, reduce hoistway visibility,
cage floor and landings slippery, high winds etc.

48. How can high wind speeds affect hoist operations?
A

Can create instability at high reaches and possibly shut down accessing operation

s
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49. When loading materials into the cage, what THREE things must be taken into account?
A

Materials are secure, evenly distributed, total load is within capacity of hoist etc.

50. After loading the cage with passengers, the operator selects a motion but the motor doesn’t
start. Name FOUR possible problems.
A

Lading gates not fully shut or locked, overloaded, roof hatch door open/ajar, at the
limit of operation (i.e. end of travel), safety overrun device engaged, power failure et

c
51. What is the function of the over-run devices?

Working tasks continued

A

Prevents the cage travelling past the safe stopping points at the ends of the masts

52. On hoist with two-speed motors: a) what should the operator do when approaching the
desired landing and b) why?
A

a) Select low or slow speed in good time and b) minimises stresses on the cage, and
smoother ride for passengers (they’ll leave him a bigger tip)

53. If a thunderstorm is expected or occurs, what procedure should happen?
A

The hoist should be put out-of-service until the storm passes

54. On ride-on types, if the hoist drive motor stops between landings, what is the course of
action?
A

Use the manual system to travel to the next available landing and cease operations

55. In simple terms, on rack and pinion types, how do emergency lowering systems work?
A

By manually and GRADUALLY releasing the brake or brakes on the drive motor(s)

56. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Emergency stop

Shutdown

57. Before leaving the cage for a rest break, what action must be carried out?
A

The hoist must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from operating the
cage

58. After shutdown, the cage floor should be cleaned. What other part of the cage should be
cleaned (if required)?
A

The roof of the cage
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.
A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

Roles and responsibilities

4. What THREE main duties of The Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) Take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) Not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a loading shovel?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to fit and use a new bucket using a quick-hitch coupler that they are
unfamiliar with. What do Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the
operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted (by judicial bodies) for not complying
with legislation and regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. Give TWO examples of where The Work at Height Regulations 1995 may apply to loading
shovel operations.
A

Access/egress to the cab, access/egress to the engine compartment, maintenance,
greasing components etc.

14. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

16. Where should the loading shovel’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?

Preparing for work

A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. If the operator has to top-up the hydraulic oil, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness
of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area before removing and transfer oil into the tank
using clean equipment

18. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine
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For questions 19 and 20 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
19. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for the tyres’ operating pressure.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

20. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

Preparing for work continued

21. Many loading shovels have 'limited-slip' axles. How can this help production?
A

By minimising wheel-spin and be more efficient in loading and travelling

22. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

23. How are loading shovel bucket sizes calculated?
A

By volume (in cubic metres)

24. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

25. What is the purpose of the counterweight of the machine?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the front loader

26. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

27. Most loading shovels have an articulated chassis that swivels or pivots in the centre. One
pivot plane or angle (looking from the top) provides the steering (articulation), what is the
function of the other pivot plane or angle i.e. looking from the front (oscillation)?
A

Allows the wheels to follow the terrain on uneven ground and provides TRACTIO

N
28. a) Give ONE advantage and b) TWO disadvantages of rear mounted cameras.
A

a) Provides visibility directly behind the machine to areas not covered by the mirrors
and b) only covers a LIMITED area, can be ‘blinded’ by sunlight, prone to damage,
camera lens susceptible to dirt/dust etc.
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29. An operator has been asked to carry some material down a small section of the public
highway, for which the Road Traffic act applies. What are the implications for the operator
and machine?
A

The load becomes carriage of goods, for which the loading shovel can become a
load carrying vehicle and appropriate registration, taxing and licensing conditions
apply

30. If the loading shovel is being travelled or working on the public highway, including adjacent
pavement and verges, The Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and which
classes should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 18 for vehicles
having a MAM up to 7.5 tonnes and 21 years of age over 7.5 tonnes MAM

31. Name THREE conditions that mirrors must be in, on the machine.
A

Fitted, unbroken, clean and adjusted correctly

Travelling and manoeuvring continued

32. Why must the seat belt be worn, even with the cab door closed?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

33. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to a loaded loading shovel?
A

Slows the speed of the machine, difficult to drive through, can sink and machine can
get stuck, tip-over sideways etc.

34. a) Name THREE purposes of the raised lugs on tyres and b) what can happen to a loading
shovel if the lugs are severely worn?
A

a) Provide TRACTION/GRIP for moving, steering and braking in soft mud and b) Can
have a reduction of traction, steering and braking

35. When travelling on wet clay or rock, what effect does this have on the loading shovel?
A

Tyre grip is REDUCED which may cause LOSS of control

36. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a loaded
loading shovel and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

37. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the loading shovel to tip over sideways.
A

Soft ground, travelling along slopes, turning on slopes, uneven loads in the bucket,
travelling too fast on corners, severe uneven ground, soft tyres (on one side), driving
with the bucket at height etc.
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38. Whenever possible, who should decide the positioning of the dump truck when being
loaded?
A

The loading shovel operator

39. Explain ALL visual checks that must be carried out on all types of quick-hitch bucket
attaching systems before use.
A

No visible damage to the coupler, attachment, hoses and other components. All
components available and fitted correctly. Any locking system active/in place.
Locking pin (if used) in the correct hole etc. (Other answers will depend on coupler
type)

40. On a semi-automatic quick-hitch bucket attaching system: a) what is the purpose of the
safety pin and b) what checks MUST be made to the pin before use?
A

a) to prevent the latching system from unclasping the attachment and b) in the
correct place, in the fully locked position, secured by linchpin/clip etc. (Other
answers will depend on coupler type)

41. Give THREE possible reasons why loading shovels should not stray off the designated
travel routes.

Setting up for work

A

Can damage underground services, ruin unspoilt ground, ruin ground prepared for
works, get stuck due to soft conditions, may stray onto designated routes for other
plant, may increase the journey time between loading and discharging points etc.

42. Describe ONE physical method of checking that the attachment is fully secured to the
coupler prior to work.
A

Rotate the implement throughout the full working range several times or place the
implement lightly on the ground and try to unhook the coupler from the attachment
through machine movement etc. (Other methods may exist which can be accepted
by the Tester)

43. If setting up to work in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to be taken
into account?
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from work, machine movement, noise, fumes
etc.

44. What is regarded as the most productive position for the dump truck to be in when being
loaded by a wheeled loading shovel working from a stockpile?
A

45 degrees to where the loading shovel is entering the stockpile

45. Before manually changing any bucket: a) where should the bucket be positioned (in relation
to the ground) before removing the final pin and b) why?
A

a) Resting on the ground so UNABLE TO FALL and b) could strike or trap any part of
the body
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Setting up for work
continued

Technical Test – Theory
46. Give TWO reasons why the loading shovel operator should have an understanding of the
type of material being loaded.
A

It can affect the way it is transported i.e. fluid or semi-fluid materials, a denser
material may overload the tyres before full, the load may stick to the body when
tipping, the load (semi-fluid or light soils) may spill during transporting/turning, it
may need to be tipped at a different location etc.

47. When working in a confined area or space: a) what danger can be present with regards to
the counterweight of the machine, b) what is the recommended minimum distance and c)
what measures must be implemented if the gap is less?
A

a) The gap between the counterweight and a structure being reduced or contacted
the object/structure when turning, b) at least 600 mm and c) ensure sufficient
clearance or block-off access routes

48. The operator is asked to tip material into a trench. State FIVE different requirements that
must be considered or implemented before tipping commences.
A

Trench edge collapse/shoring requirements, checking for surrounding hazards,
authorisation to work/permit to work (where required), trench clear of people,
access/egress routes and supporting ground, physical stop to prevent rolling into
the trench etc.

Working tasks

49. Why should different materials be segregated during extracting?
A

For different applications and grading purposes etc.

50. Who should determine the maximum load that should be placed into the body of the dump
truck?
A

The dump truck operator

51. If a load has to be tipped on a slope, what may happen if the load is tipped downhill and
why?
A

Weight transfer can cause the machine to tip forwards due to the movement of the
centre of gravity

52. When working in a confined area or space, name THREE hazards that can occur.
A

Fumes, noise, limited visibility, proximity hazards, excessive manoeuvring etc.

53. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when tipping loads and b) explain why a distance should
be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the height and reach of the bucket and b) High voltage electricity
can arc across large gaps in certain conditions
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54. State TWO requirements of using a stop block or earth bank (berm) at a trench discharging
point.
Working tasks continued

A

To indicate the stopping point and to prevent (as far as is reasonably practical) the
machine overrunning into the trench

55. When constructing a ramp to load a crusher, name THREE considerations to take into
account.
A

Ramp is consolidated, firm, wide enough and incline not too steep

56. Smaller loading shovels may be equipped with a clamshell bucket. Name TWO functions of
this type of bucket.
A

Grade, scrape, spread, doze, grab etc.

Completing work

57. Many loading shovels have a turbo-charged engine. a) What is the normal procedure
before switching off the engine after working and b) what happens if the procedure is not
followed?
A

a) Idle the engine for a few minutes and b) turbocharger life is shortened

58. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

59. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

60. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.

Shutdown

A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

61. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the cab?
A

The machine and components (e.g. bucket) are in the AGREED position, bucket
grounded and pressure removed, cab door (where applicable) fully shut, windows
(where applicable) shut etc.

62. Why should a loading shovel be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.
A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

Roles and responsibilities

4. What THREE main duties of The Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) Take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) Not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a loading shovel?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets FOPS criteria

Roles and responsibilities continued

11. The operator has to use a new type of tracked loader that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted (by judicial bodies) for not complying
with legislation and regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. Give TWO examples of where The Work at Height Regulations 1995 may apply to loading
shovel operations.
A

Access/egress to the cab, access/egress to the engine compartment, maintenance,
greasing components etc.

14. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

16. Where should the loading shovel’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?

Preparing for work

A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. If the operator has to top-up the hydraulic oil, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness
of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area before removing and transfer oil into the tank
using clean equipment

18. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine
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Technical Test – Theory

For questions 19 and 20 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
19. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for setting track tension.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

20. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

21. a) What are the functions of ‘grousers’ or ‘cleats’ as found on track pads and b) what is the
result if excessively worn?
A

a) Provide traction/grip and b) track slip will occur resulting in inefficient working

Preparing for work continued

22. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

23. How are loading shovel bucket sizes calculated?
A

By volume (in cubic metres)

24. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

25. a) What are the purposes of the track guards and b) where would it/they be located?
A

a) Keep track in line with rollers and sprocket, and minimise debris ingress between
rollers and track chain and b) lower part of the track frame

26. Why are most tracked loading shovels rear-engined?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the front loader

27. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe bur

ns
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Technical Test – Theory

28. a) Give ONE advantage and b) TWO disadvantages of rear mounted cameras.
A

a) Provides visibility directly behind the machine to areas not covered by the mirrors
and b) only covers a LIMITED area, can be ‘blinded’ by sunlight, prone to damage,
camera lens susceptible to dirt/dust etc.

29. Name THREE conditions that mirrors must be in, on the machine.

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

30. Why must the seat belt be worn, even with the cab door closed?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

31. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to a loaded tracked shovel?
A

Slows the speed of the machine, difficult to drive through, can sink and machine can
get stuck, tip-over sideways etc.

32. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a loaded
loading shovel and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

33. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the loading shovel to tip over sideways.
A

Soft ground, travelling along slopes, turning on slopes, uneven loads in the bucket,
severe uneven ground, travelling with the bucket at height etc.

34. Whenever possible, who should decide the positioning of the dump truck when being
loaded?
A

The loading shovel operator

Setting up for work

35. Name TWO types of equipment that are used to ensure that excavation levels,
measurements and positions are to the required specification.
A

Travellers and boning rods, laser levelling devices or GPS/blade height sensor
devices etc.

36. Give THREE possible reasons why loading shovels should not stray off the designated
travel routes.
A

Can damage underground services, ruin unspoilt ground, ruin ground prepared for
works, get stuck due to soft conditions, may stray onto designated routes for other
plant etc.

37. If setting up to work near a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to be taken
into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from work, machine movement, noise, fumes
etc.
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Setting up for work continued

38. What is regarded as the most productive position for the dump truck to be in when being
loaded by a loading shovel working from a stockpile?
A

45 degrees to where the loading shovel is entering the stockpile

39. Before manually changing any bucket: a) where should the bucket be positioned (in relation
to the ground) before removing the final pin and b) why?
A

a) Resting on the ground so UNABLE TO FALL and b) could strike or trap any part of
the body

40. Give TWO reasons why the loading shovel operator should have an understanding of the
type of material being loaded.
A

It can affect the way it is transported i.e. a denser material may overload the machine
before full, the load may stick to the body when tipping, the load (semi-fluid or light
soils) may spill during transporting/turning etc.

41. When working in a confined area or space: a) what danger can be present with regards to
the counterweight of the machine, b) what is the recommended minimum distance and c)
what measures must be implemented if the gap is less?
A

a) The gap between the counterweight and a structure being reduced or contacted
the object/structure when turning, b) at least 600 mm and c) ensure sufficient
clearance or block-off access routes

42. If fitted, describe ONE application when the hand throttle can safely be used.
A

When manoeuvring slowly under controlled work conditions

43. The operator is asked to tip material into a trench. State FIVE different requirements that
must be considered or implemented before tipping commences.

Working tasks

A

Trench edge collapse/shoring requirements, checking for surrounding hazards,
authorisation to work/permit to work (where required), trench clear of people,
access/egress routes and supporting ground, physical stop to prevent rolling into
the trench etc.

44. Why should different materials be segregated during excavating?
A

For different applications and grading purposes etc.

45. Who should determine the maximum load that should be placed into the body of the dump
truck?
A

The dump truck operator

46. What factors determine the shoring requirements of a trench?
A

Soil type, trench depth, working in trenches, weather etc.

47. If a load has to be tipped on a slope, what may happen if the load is tipped downhill and
why?
A

Weight transfer can cause the machine to tip forwards due to the movement of the
centre of gravity

continued…
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Technical Test – Theory

48. When working in a confined area or space, name THREE hazards that can occur.
A

Fumes, noise, limited visibility, proximity hazards, excessive manoeuvring etc.

49. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when tipping loads and b) explain why a distance should
be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the height and reach of the bucket and b) High voltage electricity
can arc across large gaps in certain conditions

50. State TWO requirements of using a stop block or earth bank (berm) at a trench discharging
point.
A

To indicate the stopping point and to prevent (as far as is reasonably practical) the
machine overrunning into the trench

Working tasks continued

51. When constructing a ramp to load a crusher, name THREE considerations to take into
account.
A

Ramp is consolidated, firm, wide enough and incline not too steep

52. Give TWO reasons why, wherever possible, operators should excavate ground in layers.
A

Creates a cleaner cut, minimise overspill, more efficient blade fill, reduces risk of
damaging unknown buried services etc.

53. Why is it poor practice to reverse the loader at high speed?
A

Excessive wear of the sprockets chain and idlers may occur

54. a) What effect on loader operations does making too deep a cut have when filling the
bucket and b) what effect does making too shallow a cut have?
A

a) Produces track slippage and inefficient working and b) load insufficient material
for the capability of the machine

55. When backfilling trenches by pushing spoil toward the trench, why should the bucket start
to be emptied / raised before reaching the trench?
A

Creates a firm base at the edge of the trench and minimises overrunning

56. Tracked loading shovels are normally equipped with a clamshell bucket. Name FOUR
functions of this type of bucket.
A

Grade, scrape, spread, doze, grab etc.

Completing work

57. Describe TWO actions to be taken for an open trench at the end of a working day.
A

Barriers and warning signs indicating an open trench etc.

58. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine
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Technical Test – Theory

59. How can tracks be prevented from becoming frozen to the ground during cold weather?
A

By cleaning the tracks at the end of the day and parking on dry ground

60. Many loading shovels have a turbo-charged engine. A) What is the normal procedure
before switching off the engine after working and b) what happens if the procedure is not
followed?
A

a) Idle the engine for a few minutes and b) turbocharger life is shortened

Shutdown

61. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. A) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

62. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the cab?
A

The machine and components (e.g. bucket) are in the AGREED position, bucket
grounded and pressure removed, cab door (where applicable) fully shut, windows
(where applicable) shut etc.

63. Why should a loading shovel be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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A23
Technical Test – Theory

1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.
A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

Roles and responsibilities

4. What THREE main duties of The Health adn Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) Take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) Not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a skid steer?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to fit and use a new attachment using a quick-hitch coupler that they are
unfamiliar with. What do Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the
operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted (by judicial bodies) for not complying
with legislation and regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

14. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

15. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?

Preparing for work

A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

16. Name THREE attachments that are available for a skid steer.
A

Clamshell bucket, back-hoe, auger, brush, forks etc.

17. If the operator has to top-up the hydraulic oil, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness
of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area before removing and transfer oil into the tank
using clean equipment
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Technical Test – Theory
Mark

For questions 18 and 19 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
18. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for the tyres’ operating pressure.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

19. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

20. Describe briefly how a (wheeled) skid steer ‘steers’ or changes direction.
A

Through hydraulic motors, wheels on one side speed up or slow down causing a
change in direction

Preparing for work continued

21. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

22. How are skid steer bucket sizes calculated?
A

By volume (in cubic metres)

23. On pneumatic tyre equipped machines, what is a possible consequence of using a tyre with
a deep cut in the sidewall?
A

Sharp stones or other debris could enter the cut and cause failure of the sidewall,
leading to rapid deflation and possible loss of control

24. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical), in the event of an overturn of the machine

25. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

26. What is the purpose of the counterweight of the machine?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the front loader

27. Skid steers may be equipped with a clamshell bucket. Name TWO functions of this type of
bucket.
A

Grade, scrape, spread, doze, grab etc.
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Preparing for work
continued

Technical Test – Theory
28. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

29. Why should a skid steer not be travelled if there is no attachment/bucket fitted to the loader
arms?
A

Excessive weight to the rear can make the machine unstable

30. How can a skid steer turn around within its own area?
A

Forward and reverse are applied simultaneously on each drive

31. An operator has been asked to carry some material down a small section of the public
highway, for which the Road Traffic act applies. What are the implications for the operator
and machine?

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

The load becomes carriage of goods, for which the skid steer could become a load
carrying vehicle and appropriate registration, taxing and licensing conditions apply

32. If the skid steer is being travelled or working on the public highway, including adjacent
pavement and verges, The Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and which
classes should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 18 years of age for
vehicles between 3.5 and 7.5 tonnes MAM and 21 years of age over 7.5 tonnes MAM

33. Name THREE conditions that mirrors must be in, on the machine.
A

Fitted, unbroken, clean and adjusted correctly

34. Why must the seat belt be worn, even within the confines of the cab?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

35. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to a loaded skid steer?
A

Slows the speed of the machine, difficult to drive through, can sink and machine can
get stuck, tip-over sideways etc.

36. a) Name THREE purposes of the raised lugs on tyres and b) what can happen to a skid
steer if the lugs are severely worn?
A

a) Provide TRACTION/GRIP for moving, steering and braking in soft mud and b) Can
have a reduction of traction, steering and braking
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Travelling and manoeuvring continued

37. When travelling on wet clay or rock, what effect does this have on the skid steer?
A

Tyre grip is REDUCED which may cause LOSS of control

38. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a loaded
skid steer and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

39. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the skid steer to tip over sideways.
A

Soft ground, travelling along slopes, turning on slopes, uneven loads in the bucket,
travelling too fast on corners, severe uneven ground, soft tyres (on one side), driving
with the bucket at height etc.

40. Whenever possible, who should decide the positioning of the vehicle to be loaded?
A

The skid steer operator

41. Explain ALL visual checks that must be carried out on all types of quick-hitch bucket
attaching systems before use.
A

No visible damage to the coupler, attachment, hoses and other components. All
components available and fitted correctly. Any locking system active/in place.
Locking pin (if used) in the correct hole etc. (Other answers will depend on coupler
type)

Setting up for work

42. On a semi-automatic quick-hitch bucket attaching system: a) what is the purpose of the
safety pin and b) what checks MUST be made to the pin before use?
A

a) To prevent the latching system from unclasping the attachment and b) in the
correct place, in the fully locked position, secured by linchpin/clip etc. (Other
answers will depend on coupler type)

43. Describe ONE physical method of checking that the attachment is fully secured to the
coupler prior to work.
A

Rotate the implement throughout the full working range several times or place the
implement lightly on the ground and try to unhook the coupler from the attachment
through machine movement etc. (Other methods may exist which can be accepted
by the Tester)

44. If setting up to work in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to be taken
into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from work, machine movement, noise, fumes
etc.

45. What is regarded as the most productive position for the vehicle to be loaded to be in when
being loaded by a skid steer working from a stockpile?
A

45 degrees to where the skid steer is entering the stockpile
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Setting up for work continued

46. Before manually changing any bucket: a) where should the bucket be positioned (in relation
to the ground) before removing the final pin and b) why?
A

a) Resting on the ground so UNABLE TO FALL and b) could strike or trap any part of
the body

47. Give TWO reasons why the skid steer operator should have an understanding of the type
of material being loaded.
A

It can affect the way it is transported i.e. fluid or semi-fluid materials, a denser
material may overload the tyres before full, the load may stick to the body when
tipping, the load (semi-fluid or light soils) may spill during transporting/turning, it
may need to be tipped at a different location etc.

48. When working in a confined area or space: a) what danger can be present with regards to
the rear of the machine, b) what is the recommended minimum distance and c) what
measures must be implemented if the gap is less?
A

a) The gap between the rear and a structure being reduced or contacted the
object/structure when turning, b) at least 600 mm and c) ensure sufficient clearance
or block-off access routes

49. The operator is asked to tip material into a trench. State FIVE different requirements that
must be considered or implemented before tipping commences.
A

Trench edge collapse/shoring requirements, checking for surrounding hazards,
authorisation to work/permit to work (where required), trench clear of people,
access/egress routes and supporting ground, physical stop to prevent rolling into
the trench etc.

Working tasks

50. Why should different materials be segregated during extracting?
A

For different applications and grading purposes etc.

51. Who should determine the maximum load that should be placed into a load transporting
vehicle?
A

The load transporter operator

52. On non-self levelling buckets, what problem can occur if a fully loaded bucket is raised to
full height?
A

The bucket can tip over backwards emptying the buckets contents on the cab

53. If a load has to be tipped on a slope, what may happen if the load is tipped downhill and
why?
A

Weight transfer can cause the skid steer to tip forwards due to the movement of the
centre of gravity

54. When working in a confined area or space, name THREE hazards that can occur.
A

Fumes, noise, limited visibility, proximity hazards, excessive manoeuvring etc.
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Working tasks continued

55. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when tipping loads and b) explain why a distance should
be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the height and reach of the bucket and b) High voltage electricity
can arc across large gaps in certain conditions

56. State TWO requirements of using a stop block or earth bank (berm) at a trench discharging
point.
A

To indicate the stopping point and to prevent (as far as is reasonably practical) the
machine overrunning into the trench

57. When constructing a ramp to load a small crusher, name THREE considerations to take
into account.
A

Ramp is consolidated, firm, wide enough and incline not too steep

Completing work

58. If access or egress to/from the cab has to be via the front of the machine, state two
precautions to be observed before exiting the machine.
A

Loader arms must be lowered to ground, the engine switched off and the park brake
applied

59. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

60. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

61. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.

Shutdown

A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

62. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the cab?
A

The machine and components (e.g. bucket) are in the AGREED position, bucket
grounded and pressure removed, cab door (where applicable) fully shut, windows
(where applicable) shut etc.

63. Why should a skid steer be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a scraper?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets FOPS criteria

Roles and responsibilities continued

11. The operator has to use a new model of scraper that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted (by judicial bodies) for not complying
with legislation and regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. Give TWO examples of where The Work at Height Regulations may apply to scraper
operations.
A

Access/egress to the cab, access/egress to the engine compartment, maintenance,
greasing components etc.

14. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

16. Where should the scraper’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?

Preparing for work

A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. If the operator has to top-up the hydraulic oil, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness
of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area before removing and transfer oil into the tank
using clean equipment
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Technical Test – Theory

For questions 18 and 19 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
18. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for the tyres’ operating pressure.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

19. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

20. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

21. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?

Preparing for work continued

A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

22. Before entering the bowl area, what should be ensured?
A

That the apron is LOCKED/SECURED in the up position

23. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

24. On scrapers, steering is achieved by actuating hydraulic rams which are controlled by
turning the steering wheel. a) How does the engine supply the oil flow and b) what happens
to the steering when the engine stops?
A

a) Via an engine-driven pump and b) there is no, or very limited, steering

25. What is the purpose of the apron?
A

To close off and maintain material within the bowl.

26. On start up, the air pressure on the machine is low. What actions must the operator carry
out before work and during work?
A

Ensure air pressure is full BEFORE starting work and check pressure CONSTANTLY
during work

27. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

continued…
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28. Many scrapers have differential locking systems. How can this help production?
A

By minimising wheel-spin and being more efficient in loading and travelling

29. a) Give ONE advantage and b) TWO disadvantages of rear mounted cameras.
A

a) Provides visibility directly behind the machine to areas not covered by the mirrors
and b) only covers a LIMITED area, can be ‘blinded’ by sunlight, prone to damage,
camera lens susceptible to dirt/dust etc.

30. An operator has been asked to carry some material down a small section of the public
highway, for which the Road Traffic act applies. What are the implications for the operator
and machine?
A

The load becomes carriage of goods, for which the scraper can become a load
carrying vehicle and appropriate registration, taxing and licensing conditions apply

Travelling and manoeuvring

31. If the machine is being travelled or working on the public highway, the Road Traffic Act
applies. a) What type of licence and which classes should the operator hold and b) what is
the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence bearing class B and b) 21 years of age

32. Give THREE possible reasons why scrapers should not stray off the designated haul
routes.
A

Can damage underground services, ruin unspoilt ground, ruin ground prepared for
works, get stuck due to soft conditions, may stray onto designated routes for other
plant, may increase the journey time between loading and discharging points etc.

33. a) State the purpose of a retarder and b) the possible consequences of not using it when
required.
A

a) Device to provide a PARTIAL braking effect on STEEP slopes and b) if not used,
normal brakes have to be used to provide braking, which can lose grip on steep
slopes leading to loss of control

34. Name THREE conditions that mirrors must be in, on the machine.
A

Fitted, unbroken, clean and adjusted correctly

35. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to a loaded scraper?
A

Slows the speed of the machine, difficult to drive through, can sink and machine can
get stuck, may tip-over sideways etc.

36. a) Name THREE purposes of the raised lugs on tyres and b) what can happen to the
scraper if the lugs are severely worn?
A

a) Provide TRACTION/GRIP for moving, steering and braking in soft mud and b) Can
have a reduction of traction, steering and braking

continued…
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37. When travelling on wet clay or rock, what effect does this have on the scraper?
A

Tyre grip is REDUCED which may cause LOSS of control

38. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a
scraper and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

Travelling and manoeuvring continued

39. When MUST a banksman/signaller be used before moving a scraper?
A

When the operator is unable to FACE the intended direction of travel i.e. reversing

40. Why must the seat belt be worn, even with the cab door closed?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

41. Give THREE reasons that may cause the machine to roll over.
A

Soft ground, working on slopes, too near edges/excavations, travelling and turning
too fast etc.

42. Explain the difference between: a) struck and b) heaped capacities.
A

a) Struck – material level with bowl (true volume of bowl) and b) heaped – maximum
amount without spillage

43. How are scrapers rated?
A

By the bowl capacity (usually the struck capacity)

44. Give an advantage of an auger or elevator type scraper over a conventional scraper.
A

Auger types self load and do not require tandem engines or dozer assistance

45. Give TWO reasons why the scraper operator should have an understanding of the type of
material being loaded.

Setting up for work

A

It can affect the way it is loaded, transported and ejected i.e. fluid or semi-fluid
materials, a denser material may overload the tyres before full, the load may stick to
the bowl when loading or ejecting, semi-fluid or light soils) may spill during tra

46. If setting up to excavate in a confined area, name TWO things that should be taken into
account before starting.
A

Spoil placing, egress of the machine after excavating, proximity hazards, able to
excavate to required length/depth etc.

47. What particular and specific hazards can affect the stability of the machine when working
on old industrial (Brownfield) sites?
A

Old workings, soft ground due to contamination etc.

continued…
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48. Which two points on a site represent the haul distance?

Setting up for work continued

A

Cut area and fill area

49. The operator is asked to excavate a new area. State FIVE different requirements that must
be considered or implemented before work commences.
A

Any shoring/supporting requirements, checking for underground services and
hazards, authorisation to work/permit to work, proximity hazards, access to method
statement, spoil location, excavation specification and location, access/egress
routes for the machine, starting and finishing points of the excavation etc.

50. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when setting up the machine and b) explain why a
distance should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres and b) High voltage electricity can arc across large gaps in certain
conditions

51. Why should different soils be segregated during excavating?
A

For re-use on or off-site

52. Describe TWO actions to be taken if the scraper becomes ‘bogged’ down on the fill.
A

Dump the load and reverse out of the area

53. To assist in ejecting sticky material from the scraper bowl, describe the actions that may be
taken.

Working tasks

A

Open apron fully, slow down and work the ejector back and forth a small amount
each time

54. On a twin-engined scraper, how should the engines speed be set whilst driving around a
corner?
A

Front engine should be on full power and rear engine set at 3/4 power

55. Explain the difference between: a) a ‘stockpile’ and b) a ‘borrow pit’.
A

a) Stockpile – man-made pile of loose graded material normally for re-use and b) a
borrow pit is a naturally consolidated and ungraded area for extracting for fill
material

56. What is ‘pump loading’?
A

Allows the bowl to be filled quickly when no dozer is available

57. Describe one use of a concave cut.
A

Minimises the chance of the scraper from falling of an embankment during work
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58. What factors determine the shoring/supporting requirements of a trench?
A

Soil type, trench depth, working in trenches, weather etc.

59. Give TWO reasons why operators should excavate ground in layers.
Working tasks continued

A

Creates a cleaner cut, minimises overspill, more efficient bucket fill, reduces risk of
damaging unknown buried services etc.

60. If a yellow coloured marker tape is unearthed during excavating, which two types of
services could this indicate?
A

Gas and electricity

61. What is the nearest distance allowed to gas pipes when excavating with the machine?
A

0.5 metres

62. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the tester)?
A

Emergency stop

Completing work

63. Describe one action to be taken to protect the formation in inclement weather.
A

Leave a suitable depth capping layer or keep clear of machinery movements

64. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

65. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.

Shutdown

A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

66. Many scrapers have a turbo-charged engine. a) What is the normal procedure before
switching off the engine after working and b) what happens if the procedure is not followed?
A

a) Idle the engine for a few minutes and b) turbocharger life is shortened

67. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.
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Shutdown continued

68. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the cab?
A

The machine and components are in the AGREED position, hydraulic-operated
components grounded and pressure removed, cab door (where applicable) fully
shut, windows (where applicable) shut etc.

69. Why should a scraper be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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Technical Test – Theory

1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Dedicated MEWP operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does
this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have a SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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A25

Technical Test – Theory

9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, engine use kept to a minimum, well maintained machine, correct
disposal of waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning to work task for
efficiency etc.

10. What determines whether a (fall protection) harness can be worn when operating a MEWP
scissor and the type?
A

Determined by a formal risk assessment

11. When can a MEWP work (raise the platform) on sloping ground?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

Types with self-levelling chassis that are PURPOSELY designed for sloping ground

12. The operator has to use a new type of MEWP that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

13. What are the possible outcomes of being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

14. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. What is the difference between: a) a work restraint system and b) a fall arrest system?
A

a) Work restraint – stops a person falling from the platform in the first place and b) fall
arrest – stops a person after falling

16. Name THREE ways that a MEWP operator can contribute to ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements/lift plans, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

17. a) What is meant by the working height of the MEWP and b) who determines it?
A

a) The physical maximum height able to be reached by an operator and b) The
manufacturer

Preparing for work

18. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

19. What are the THREE actions that a MEWP operator undertakes during pre-use inspections?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURERS’ requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY

continued…
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Mark
For questions 20 to 21 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate

20. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for the tyre pressures or battery checks
procedure.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

21. Using the Operator’s Manual, state any cold-starting procedures for the machine. For
electric units only, state the battery function checks that need to be made.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

22. State the purpose of the check valve(s) located on the scissor cylinder ram (or rams).

Preparing for work continued

A

To prevent the scissor lowering UNINTENTIONALLY i.e. when the engine/power unit
stops or a pipe bursts.

23. When or why would foam filled tyres be specified for platform operations?
A

When there is a risk of puncturing a tyre

24. What is meant by a bi-fuel MEWP?
A

There is a combination of an electric and internal combustion (diesel or gas/LPG)
engine

25. If a scissor is equipped with extending decks, what does this allow?
A

allows a greater working are by extending the platform area

26. How do stabilisers increase the potential stability of a MEWP scissor?
A

By increasing the footprint area over and above that of the wheels

27. a) Why must all travel and platform controls be clearly marked as to function and direction
or mode and b) what consequences could occur if controls were not clearly marked?
A

a) The operator can intentionally select the desired mode or direction and b)
incidents of accidents may occur if wrong modes are selected etc.

28. The Safe Working Load (SWL) signifies what?
A

The TOTAL allowable weight allowed to be raised by the platform
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29. When checking fluid levels, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

30. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

31. When checking a (fall protection) harness, name FIVE possible defects that may be found.

Preparing for work continued

A

Cuts to the lanyard, abrasions, loose stitching, chemical attack i.e. paint, damaged
karabiners, damaged hooks, knotted lanyards, hardening of lanyard fibres, partially
deployed energy absorber etc

32. What is the purpose any counterweights of the machine?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the platform and load

33. If the wearing of a safety harness or belt is required: a) where must it be attached to and b)
where should the harness not be attached to?
A

a) Harness must be attached to the point provided by the machine manufacturer and
b) it should never be attached to any object or structure outside the work platform

34. As a machine for the lifting of persons, the MEWP must be thoroughly examined. a) What
is the purpose of the examination and b) who would carry out the examination?
A

a) To ensure the MEWP is free from structural defects and problems where not part
of the daily or weekly checks and b) by an AUTHORISED, competent person

35. On IC engines, during work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone
tries to remove the radiator or expansion tank cap.

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

36. If a self-propelled scissor is being travelled or working on the public highway, including
adjacent pavement and verges, the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and
which classes should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 18 years of age
(unless the vehicle exceeds 7.5 tonnes MAM then 21 years of age)

37. If travelling near an open trench which has a depth of 2.0 metres, what is the minimum
distance to maintain?
A

At least 2.0 metres
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Technical Test – Theory

38. What would happen if the steering axle is to the rear of the direction for travel?
A

The steering is reversed

39. Before climbing or descending a slope, what FOUR factors should be checked?
A

Machine suitability, chassis clearance, type of terrain, ground support, traction,
hazards on the route, direction of travel, not travelling across etc.

40. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the MEWP to tip over.
A

Soft ground, travelling along slopes, travelling up and down slopes, not using
stabilisers, severe uneven ground, soft tyres, driving with platform at height etc.

41. When siting the MEWP for work, what checks must be made to the ground type?
A

That the ground is firm, COMPACTED and can support the overall weight or load
bearing of the stabilisers or wheels and are packed/supported accordingly

42. If using a MEWP in an area where there are moving vehicles, state THREE precautions to
be taken
A

Area is cordoned off, barriers and signing in place, diversions if required, no
encroachment of ANY PART of the MEWP into traffic lanes etc.

43. Apart from ground conditions, list FIVE checks that must be taken into account when siting
the MEWP.

Setting up for work

A

Segregation of other vehicles, segregation of people, wind speeds, overhead wires,
structural protruding hazards etc.

44. When setting up for work, what should be in place should machine failure happen?
A

A rescue plan which is known by all involved in the operation

45. If setting up to lift in a pedestrianised area, state TWO factors that need to be taken into
account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from MEWP movement, work area below
platform cordoned off (dropped materials) noise, fumes etc.

46. If setting up to work near a steep slope, apart from ground support: a) what could be a
danger and b) what actions should be taken?
A

a) Possible machine movement and b) retaining barrier system or operate in-line
with the edge of the slope

47. What must you take into account when calculating the safe working load of the platform of
a MEWP?
A

The MANUFACTURERS’ maximum rated capacity plus the WEIGHT or number of
personnel and WEIGHT of any tools/equipment
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48. Before taking passengers up in a MEWP, what should be ensured about the individual or
individuals?

Setting up for work continued

A

They are comfortable being at height

49. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when setting up the MEWP and b) explain why a distance
should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres and b) High voltage electricity can arc across large gaps in certain
conditions

50. Name TWO factors that determine the weight of a load.
A

Size and density

51. If setting up to work near a bank, what is the recommended distance between the
stabilisers or wheels and the top of the bank?
A

In summary, the greater of the following: either height of slope plus the width of
slope (top to bottom) times 2 OR width of pad/spreader or wheel x 4 (note – formal
calculations are contained from many sources including CIRIA publication C703 and
IPAF etc.)

52. Give TWO reasons why is it important that a MEWP is not leaning sideways before
attempting to raise the platform.
A

The platform SHOULD not be able to raise, and tipping could occur if the platform
did raise

53. When raising the platform or travelling with a raised platform, what ongoing checks need to
be made?

Working tasks

A

The platform will not snag or contact parts of a structure and that the machine
remains stable

54. When working in a confined area or space with a diesel powered machine, name THREE
dangers that can be present?
A

Fumes, noise, visibility, manoeuvring room, overhead and all proximity hazards

55. Name FOUR ways that wet weather affect MEWP operations.
A

Increase load density/weight, soften supporting ground, reduce visibility, reduce
grip/traction etc.

56. If raising the platform up to a ceiling of a structure, why must extra care be taken when
nearing the ceiling?
A

Personnel in the platform could be crushed if the platform raise mode is not halted in
time
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Working tasks continued

57. How can high wind speeds affect MEWP operations?
A

Can create instability at high reaches and possibly shut down accessing operations

58. As a platform is raised higher, what also rises that can cause instability?
A

The machine’s centre of gravity

59. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Turn in the direction shown

60. Before leaving the platform for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine,
what final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

61. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the MEWP
should NOT be parked.

Shutdown

A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

62. The operator has been asked to drive a self-propelled MEWP onto a transporter/trailer. a)
Who is responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered
by the operator before loading commences
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

63. Why should a diesel MEWP be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c)

not intentionally or recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.
5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Dedicated MEWP operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does
this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have a SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, engine use kept to a minimum, well maintained machine, correct
disposal of waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning to work task for
efficiency etc.

10. What determines the type of harness that can be worn when operating a MEWP boom?
A

Determined by a formal risk assessment

11. When can a MEWP work (raise the platform) on sloping ground?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

Types with self-levelling chassis that are PURPOSELY designed for sloping ground

12. The operator has to use a new type of MEWP that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

13. What are the possible outcomes of being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

14. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute to ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements/lift plans, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

16. a) What is meant by the working range of the MEWP and b) who determines it?
A

a) The maximum working height and/or reach and b) The manufacturer

17. What is the difference between: a) a work restraint system and b) a fall arrest system?

Preparing for
work

A

a) Work restraint – stops a person falling from the platform in the first place and b)
fall arrest – stops a person after falling

18. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

continued…
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Technical Test – Theory
19. a) What is the difference between outreach and radius of a MEWP boom and b) why would
an operator need to know the difference?
A

a) Outreach – measured distance from the edge of the chassis to the furthest point of
the platform. Radius – measured distance from the slew centre of rotation to the
centre of the platform and b) when measuring the potential reach of the platform, the
chassis length may need to be included in the calculation

20. What are the THREE actions that a MEWP operator undertakes during pre-use
inspections?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURERS’ requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY
For questions 21 to 22 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate

Preparing for work

21. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for the tyre pressures. For tracked types,
state checks that must be made to the track belts.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

22. Using the Operator’s Manual, state any cold-starting procedures for the machine. For
electric units only, state the battery function checks that need to be made.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

23. State the purpose of the check valve(s) located on the boom cylinder ram (or rams), circuit.
A

To prevent the boom lowering UNINTENTIONALLY i.e. when the engine/power unit
stops or a pipe bursts.

24. When or why would foam filled tyres be specified for platform operations?
A

When there is a risk of puncturing a tyre

25. What is meant by a bi-fuel MEWP?
A

There is a combination of an electric and internal combustion (diesel or gas/LPG)
engine

26. How do stabilisers increase the potential stability of a MEWP boom?
A

By increasing the footprint area over and above that of the wheels (or tracks)

continued…
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27. a) Why must all travel and platform controls be clearly marked as to function and direction
or mode and b) what consequences could occur if controls were not clearly marked?
A

a) The operator can intentionally select the desired mode or direction and b)
incidents of accidents may occur if wrong modes are selected etc.

28. The Safe Working Load (SWL) means exactly what?
A

The TOTAL allowable weight allowed to be raised by the platform

29. When checking fluid levels, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

30. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?

Preparing for work continued

A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

31. What THREE types of information may be found on the operating envelope chart of a
MEWP boom?
A

The machine’s SWL, the working radius, working height, working reach and the
boom configuration

32. What is the purpose of the counterweights of the machine?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the platform and load

33. If required to wearing a safety harness or belt: a) where must it be attached to and b) where
should the harness not be attached to?
A

a) Harness must be attached to the point provided by the machine manufacturer and
b) it should never be attached to any object or structure outside the work platform

34. As a machine for the lifting of persons, the MEWP must be thoroughly examined. a) What
is the purpose of the examination and b) who would carry out the examination?
A

a) to ensure the MEWP is free from structural defects and problems where not part of
the daily or weekly checks and b) by an AUTHORISED, competent person

35. On IC engines, during work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone
tries to remove the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns
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36. If a self-propelled MEWP is being travelled or working on the public highway, including
adjacent pavement and verges, the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and
which classes should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 21 years of age

37. If travelling near an open trench which has a depth of 2.0 metres, what is the minimum
distance to maintain?

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

At least 2.0 metres

38. What would happen if the steering axle is to the rear of the direction for travel?
A

The steering is reversed

39. On vehicle mounted MEWPs, what main precaution should be taken before travelling on
the public highway?
A

The clearance height and width of the vehicle (which should be marked in the cab)

40. An operator has to travel a MEWP along a stretch of the public highway, for which the road
traffic act applies. List SIX requirements that must be followed.
A

The machine be taxed, insured, tyres must be free from damage and have sufficient
tread, (any) fitted lights must work, no load must be carried in the platform, operator
hold the relevant licence etc.

41. Before climbing or descending a slope, what FOUR factors should be checked?
A

Machine suitability, chassis clearance, type of terrain, ground support, traction,
hazards on the route, direction of travel, not travelling across etc.

42. When setting up for work, what should be in place should machine failure happen?
A

A rescue plan which is known by all involved in the operation

Setting up for work

43. If setting up to work near a steep slope, apart from ground support: a) what could be a
danger and b) what actions should be taken?
A

a) Possible machine movement and b) retaining barrier system or operate in-line
with the edge of the slope

44. When siting the MEWP for work, what checks must be made to the ground type?
A

Firm, COMPACTED ground that can support the weight or load-bearing of the
stabilisers/wheels and packed/supported accordingly

45. If using a MEWP in an area where there are moving vehicles, state THREE precautions to
be taken
A

Area is cordoned off, barriers and signing in place, diversions if required, no
encroachment of ANY PART of the MEWP into traffic lanes etc.

continued…
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46. Apart from ground conditions, list FIVE checks that must be taken into account when siting
the MEWP.
A

Segregation of other vehicles, segregation of people, wind speeds, overhead wires,
structural protruding hazards etc.

47. If setting up to lift in a pedestrianised area, state TWO factors that need to be taken into
account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from MEWP movement, work area below
platform cordoned off (dropped materials) noise, fumes etc.

48. What must you take into account when calculating the safe working load of the platform of
a MEWP?
Setting up for work continued

A

The MANUFACTURERS’ maximum rated capacity plus the WEIGHT or number of
personnel and WEIGHT of any tools/equipment

49. Before taking passengers up in a MEWP, what should be ensured about the individual or
individuals?
A

They are comfortable being at height

50. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when setting up the MEWP and b) explain why a distance
should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the length of the boom and platform and b) High voltage electricity
can arc across large gaps in certain conditions

51. Name TWO factors that determine the weight of a load.
A

Size and density

52. If setting up to work near a bank, what is the recommended distance between the
stabilisers or wheels and the top of the bank?
A

In summary, the greater of the following: either height of slope plus the width of
slope (top to bottom) times 2 OR width of pad/spreader or wheel x 4 (note – formal
calculations are contained from many sources including CIRIA publication C703 and
IPAF etc.)

53. Give TWO reasons why is it important that a MEWP is not leaning sideways before
attempting to raise the platform.

Working tasks

A

The platform SHOULD not be able to raise, and tipping could occur if the platform
did raise

54. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the MEWP to tip over sideways.
A

Soft ground, travelling along slopes, travelling too fast on corners, severe uneven
ground, soft tyres, driving with platform at height etc.

55. Give THREE reasons that may cause the machine to tip forwards.
A

Too much reach for the platform load, not using stabilisers (if fitted), travelling
up/down slopes etc.

continued…
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56. When working in a confined area or space with a diesel powered machine, name THREE
dangers that can be present?
A

Fumes, noise, visibility, manoeuvring room, overhead and all proximity hazards

Working tasks continued

57. Name FOUR ways that wet weather affect MEWP operations.
A

Increase load density/weight, soften supporting ground, reduce visibility, reduce
grip/traction etc.

58. If raising the platform up to a ceiling of a structure, why must extra care be taken when
nearing the ceiling?
A

Personnel in the platform could be crushed if the platform raise mode is not halted in
time

59. How can high wind speeds affect MEWP operations?
A

Can create instability at high reaches and possibly shut down accessing operations

60. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the tester)?
A

Slew in the direction shown

61. Before leaving the cab or platform for a rest break, after parking and switching off the
machine, what final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

62. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the MEWP
should NOT be parked.

Shutdown

A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

63. The operator has been asked to drive a self-propelled MEWP onto a transporter/trailer. a)
Who is responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered
by the operator before loading commences
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

64. Why should a diesel MEWP be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.
A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

Roles and responsibilities

4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Dedicated mast climber operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What
does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the mast climber) could have a SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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Technical Test – Theory

9.

What determines the type of (fall protection) harness that can be worn when operating a
mast climber?

A

Determined by a formal risk assessment

10. What is the difference between a: a) work restraint system and b) fall arrest system?
A

a) Work restraint – stops a person falling from the platform in the first place and b)
fall arrest – stops a person after falling

Roles and responsibilities continued

11. When can a mast climber work on sloping ground?
A

Where the base/chassis allows the mast to be VERTICAL

12. The operator has to use a new type of mast climber that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

13. What are the possible outcomes of being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

14. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute to ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements/lift plans, punctuality,
co-operation with other workers etc.

16. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?

Preparing for work

A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. What are the THREE actions that a mast climber operator undertakes during pre-use
inspections?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURERS’ requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY
For question 18 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate

18. Using the Operator’s Manual, find the page that deals with emergency lowering
procedures.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

continued…
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19. a) Why must all movement controls be clearly marked as to direction or mode and b) what
consequences could occur if controls were not clearly marked?
A

a) The operator can intentionally select the desired mode or direction and b)
incidents of accidents may occur if wrong modes are selected etc.

20. The Safe Working Load (SWL) signifies what?
A

The TOTAL allowable weight allowed to be raised by the platform

21. When placing loads to and from the platform, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin cuts and abrasions and aid grip

22. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, erectors, maintenance staff etc.

Preparing for work continued

23. As a machine for the lifting of persons, the mast climber must be thoroughly examined. a)
What is the purpose of the examination and b) who would carry out the examination?
A

a) To ensure the mast climber is free from structural defects and problems where not
part of the daily or weekly checks and b) by an AUTHORISED, competent person

24. On mast climbers using a chassis, what checks should be made to the stabilisers?
A

Locked in position, ground is still firm and any packing still in place

25. What is the function of the electric interlock on the gate?
A

Cuts off drive to the platform if not shut and locked properly

26. When checking a (fall protection) harness, name FIVE possible defects that may be found.
A

Cuts to the lanyard, abrasions, loose stitching, chemical attack i.e. paint, damaged
karabiners, damaged hooks, knotted lanyards, hardening of lanyard fibres, partially
deployed energy absorber etc

27. How many ties should be used when fixing the mast to a structure?
A

At least one per mast

28. After installation but before work: a) what must happen and b) by whom?
A

The mast climber must be INSPECTED/EXAMINED before use by an AUTHORISED
competent person

29. If a fault is found during pre-use checks: a) who should the fault be reported to and b)
when?
A

a) The Appointed Person and b) immediately

continued…
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30. What could possibly cause the mast to go out of alignment?
A

Movement within the base or loose ties

31. What checks should be made to the mast ties?
A

There is no unintentional movement on them

32. If siting a chassis or frame base for a mast climber, what checks must be made to the
ground type?
A

That the ground is firm and COMPACTED, able to support the overall weight or load
bearing of the stabilisers or wheels and are packed/supported accordingly

33. What information must be displayed on the platform?
A

The SWL of the platform

34. When setting up for work, what should be in place should machine failure happen?
A

A rescue plan which is known by all involved in the operation

35. If the mast climber is located in an area of moving vehicles, what systems should be
implemented?

Setting up for work

A

Signs, lighting, physical barriers, re-routing of vehicle traffic, substantial enclosure
around base of the mast climber workings etc.

36. If operating a mast climber in a pedestrianised area, state TWO factors that need to be
taken into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from loading and unloading movement, area
below platform cordoned off (dropped equipment), security of access after work

37. What must you take into account when calculating the safe working load of the platform?
A

The MANUFACTURERS’ maximum rated capacity plus the WEIGHT or number of
personnel and WEIGHT of any tools/equipment

38. Before taking passengers up in a mast climber, what should be ensured about the
individual or individuals?
A

They are comfortable being at height

39. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when setting up a mast climber and b) explain why a
distance should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres from the nearest part of the platform and b) High voltage electricity can
arc across large gaps in certain conditions

40. Name TWO factors that determine the weight of a load.
A

Size and density
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41. Give TWO reasons why is it important that a mast climber is not leaning sideways before
attempting to raise the platform.
A

The platform SHOULD not be able to raise, and tipping could occur if the platform
did raise

42. If fitted: a) what can be placed on the platform extensions and b) when?
A

a) Only personnel (not loads) and b) ONLY when the platform has stopped

43. At what height can personnel access and egress the platform?
A

ONLY at the lowest height

44. On dual masted climbers, why should there be at least two personnel on board?
A

To each operate the emergency lowering system if needed

45. When raising the platform, what ongoing checks need to be made?

Working tasks

A

The platform will not snag or contact parts of a structure, and that the platform and
mast remains stable

46. When working in a confined area or space with a diesel powered mast climber, what TWO
dangers can be present?
A

Fumes and noise

47. Name THREE ways that inclement, wet weather can affect mast climber operations.
A

Increase load density/weight, soften supporting ground, reduce mast climber
visibility, platform floor and landings slippery, high winds etc.

48. If raising the platform up to a ceiling of a structure, why must extra care be taken when
nearing the ceiling?
A

Personnel in the platform could be crushed if the platform raise mode is not halted in
time

49. How can high wind speeds affect mast climber operations?
A

Can create instability at high reaches and possibly shut down operations

50. When loading materials onto the platform, what THREE things must be taken into account?
A

Materials are secure, evenly distributed, total load is within capacity of mast climber
etc.

51. After loading the platform, the operator selects a motion but the motor doesn’t start. Name
THREE possible problems.
A

Gates not fully shut or locked, overloaded, at the limit of operation (i.e. end of travel),
safety overrun device engaged, power failure etc.

continued…
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52. What is the function of the over-run device?
A

Prevents the platform travelling past the safe stopping points at the ends of the
masts

Working tasks continued

53. What is the procedure if a thunderstorm is expected or occurs?
A

The mast climber should be put out-of-service until the storm passes

54. If the platform drive motor(s) stops whilst travelling, what is the course of action?
A

Use the manual system to travel to lower to ground level and then cease operations

55. In simple terms, on rack and pinion types, how do emergency lowering systems work?
A

By manually and GRADUALLY releasing the brake or brakes on the drive motor(s)

56. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Emergency stop

Shutdown

57. Before leaving the platform for a rest break, what action must be carried out?
A

The mast climber must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the platform

58. After shutdown, why should the platform floor be cleaned?
A

Minimises slips and trips on the following day’s work
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.
A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting

, restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.
Roles and responsibilities

4. What THREE main duties of The Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations?
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Rig operators can be regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the rig) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the rig.

A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning of work task for efficiency
etc.

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a piling rig?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

Only following a risk assessment of operations

11. The operator has to use a new model of rig that they are unfamiliar with. What do Regulations
(i.e. LOLER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. Give ONE example of where The Work at Height Regulations 1995 may apply to tripod
operations.
A

Rigging and de-rigging the tripod

14. How can a qualification or card benefit a rig operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a rig operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with the
client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements/lift plans, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

16. Where should the User’s Manual be kept and why?

Preparing for work

A

At a place (preferably with the rig) where the operator can have EASY/UNHINDERED
ACCESS to the manual

17. What are the THREE actions or stages that a rig operator undertakes during pre-use
inspections?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURERS’ requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks have been performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY
For question 18 the User’s Manual for the rig being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate

18. Using the User’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the IC engine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

continued…
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19. When a tripod rig has been assembled and configured for work: a) what must be carried
out before work starts and b) by whom?
A

a) The rig must be INSPECTED/EXAMINED before use, and b) by an AUTHORISED
competent person

20. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

Preparing for work continued

21. Name THREE ways that the winch may be driven.
A

Diesel engine, electric motor and air motor

22. Where would you find the dolly on a percussive driven hammer?
A

In between the ram weight and the anvil

23. a) In what sort of environments are tripod rigs normally used and b) why?
A

a) City centres, next to roads and railways, island sites (bridge piers etc) areas of
limited headroom and b) the rig is built up form many components parts but remains
small and compact and creates minimal vibration

24. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the User’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff etc.

25. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

26. What particular and specific hazards can affect the stability of the rig when working on old
industrial (Brownfield) sites?
A

Old workings, soft ground due to contamination etc.

Setting up for work

27. What checks and procedures need to be made before a ‘permit to dig’ can be issued?
A

Underground hazards identified, removed or exposed and marked, and that there is
principal contractor’s approval

28. If setting up to work in a pedestrianised area, what factors should be taken into account?
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from work, noise etc.

29. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden pylons when setting up the rig and b) explain why a distance
should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS and b) High voltage electricity can arc across large gaps in certain
conditions
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30. What is meant by ‘toeing in’ when referring to the piling activity?
A

The pile just enters the ground to check vertical and horizontal level

31. Name TWO purposes of the driving shoe fitted to the tip of the pile or driving tube.
A

(Generally) to aid penetration, in the case of a driver tube to prevent blockages and
to provide a suitable pile base

32. What is meant by the term ‘refusal’?
A

The point at which the pile will move no further without damage to it or the hammer

33. What is meant by the term ‘raking angle’?

Working tasks

A

Angle of an inclined pile and expresses as a ratio to the horizontal

34. What is a ‘driven cast in-situ’ pile?
A

A pile installed by driving a permanent or temporary casing and filling the hole with
plain or reinforced concrete

35. During the piling operation, part of the task cannot be carried out as detailed in the lift plan.
a) What initially must happen to the lifting operation and b) who authorises any changes?
A

a) The operation MUST stop until the statement is amended and b) The operations or
contract manager

36. How can the noise level of the hammering operation be reduced on: a) pre-cast types and
b) cast in-situ types?
A

a) Plastic packing or timber and b) plastic-packed dolly

37. Why are driven piles generally used on contaminated sites?
A

No spoil is produced reducing chances to expose contaminated material

38. What is meant by ‘open hole’ piling?

Shutdown

Completing
work

A

In certain soils, a liner is not needed

39. Before leaving the rig for a rest break, after switching off the power unit, what final action
must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/operating the rig

40. Why should the diesel engine of the rig be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel

system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) Take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied to plant operators
who do not comply with, or follow legislation and regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

Roles and responsibilities continued

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a ride-on roller?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab/structure that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to use a new type of ride-on roller that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

14. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

15. Where should the ride-on roller’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

16. If the operator has to fill the fuel tank, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness of the
system.
Preparing for work

A

Clean the filler/access cap and area before removing and transfer fuel into the tank
using clean equipment

For questions 17 and 18 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
17. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the procedure for positioning and adjusting the scraper
bars. For tyred machine, state the tyres’ operating pressure.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

18. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

continued…
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19. On articulated ride-on rollers, steering is achieved by actuating a hydraulic ram (or rams)
which is controlled by turning the steering wheel. a) How does the engine supply the oil
flow and b) what happens to the steering when the engine stops?
A

a) Via an engine-driven pump and b) there is no, or very limited steering

Preparing for work continued

20. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

21. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

22. What is the purpose of a ROPS cab or frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

23. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

24. On articulated ride-on rollers, the two halves of the chassis can oscillate (or twist). What is
the purpose of this?
A

Allows the (or each) roller to follow the terrain on uneven ground to provide
COMPACTION

25. The roller has to be travelled up a slope. What should be checked before starting?

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

The gradient of the slope is within the rollers limits, there are no obstacles on the
slopes and the surface will provide grip to the drums etc.

26. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to a ride-on roller?
A

Slows the speed of the roller, difficult to drive through, machine can sink and can get
stuck, tip-over sideways etc.

27. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a ride-on
roller and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance to be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

28. If the machine is being travelled or working on the public highway, including adjacent
pavements and verges, the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and which
class should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing classes B and G and b) 21 years of
age, except 17 years of age for rollers with metal, hard rollers and weigh less than
11.69 tonnes

continued…
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Travelling and manoeuvring continued

29. If travelling on wet soils, what effect does this have on the ride-on roller?
A

Grip is REDUCED which may cause loss of control

30. Why must the seat belt be worn at all times, even though a ROPS frame is fitted?
A

In the event of a roll over (as is reasonably practical), keeps the main body of the
operator within the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not
being flung around

31. Give THREE possible reasons why ride-on rollers should not stray off the designated travel
routes.
A

Can damage underground services, ruin unspoilt ground, ruin ground prepared for
works, get stuck due to soft conditions, may stray onto designated routes for other
plant etc.

32. If setting up to work in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to be taken
into account.

Setting up for work

A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from work, machine movement, noise, fumes
etc.

33. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles and b) explain why a distance should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres and b) High voltage electricity can arc across large gaps in certain
conditions

34. Before starting work, name SIX checks that should be made to the compacting area.
A

Checking for underground services and hazards, authorisation to work/permit to
work, proximity hazards, segregation of non-workers, access to method statement,
compaction specification, and location, access/egress routes for the machine,
starting and finishing points of the runs etc.

Working tasks

35. When working in a confined area or space, what danger can be present with an articulated
ride-on roller with regards to steering?
A

Steering the pivoting part of the ride-on roller into obstructions etc.

36. When working in a confined area or space, name THREE hazards that can occur.
A

Fumes, noise, limited visibility, proximity hazards, excessive manoeuvring etc.

37. What are the TWO aims of compaction?
A

To remove AIR voids (empty spaces) and minimise settlement

continued…
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38. What is meant by deadweight rolling?
A

The weight of the machine alone provides the compaction

39. Why should the vibration system not be engaged whilst the roller is stationary on soft
ground?
A

Can cause localised compaction and cause the roller to sink

40. What is generally accepted as a rolling pass?
A

Compacting one direction and returning in the same path back to the start point

41. Where should the first pass be made if rolling a cross-fall or camber?
A

On the low side

42. When would a low frequency amplitude (or vibration) generally be used?
A

Thin layers and granular bases

Working tasks continued

43. By how many times is a vibratory pass more effective than a deadweight pass?
A

Usually 3 times

44. Name FOUR factors that determine the number of rolling passes.
A

Machine weight, drum width, type of drum, type of material, thickness of material,
amplitude setting, moisture content etc.

45. In general, what types of material are usually used as a sub-base?
A

Gravel and sand mixture

46. What is regarded as the commonest cause for poor compaction?
A

Compacting too thick a layer of material

47. What is meant by consolidation?
A

The removal of WATER to increase soil density

48. What thickness of soil should be compacted before another layer is laid?
A

Approximately 200 mm

49. If compacting on a gradient: a) what is the rolling procedure and b) explain why.
A

a) Up and down the slope and not across and b) the machine is in danger of tipping
over, particularly on rough terrain

50. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Emergency stop
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Completing work

Technical Test – Theory
51. Before leaving the cab or seat for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine,
what final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

52. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the ride-on
roller should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

Shutdown

53. Why should a ride-on roller be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system

54. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of The Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) Take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) Not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others

continued…
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a compactor?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to use a new model of compactor that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted (by judicial bodies) for not complying
with legislation and regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. Give TWO examples of where The Work at Height Regulations 1995 may apply to
compactor operations.
A

Access/egress to the cab, access/egress to the engine compartment, maintenance,
greasing components etc.

14. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a compactor operator can contribute in maintaining business with
the client or contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

16. Where should the compactor’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?

Preparing for work

A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. If the operator has to top-up the hydraulic oil, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness
of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area before removing and transfer oil into the tank
using clean equipment

18. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

continued…
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p
ing for
work
contin

Technical Test – Theory

For questions 19 and 20 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
19. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the procedures for cleaning the radiator.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

20. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

21. Name: a) FOUR health hazards that are particular to landfill areas and b) what precautions
may be taken.
A

a) Dust, gases, unstable ground, poisons, liquids, sharp objects etc. and
b) respiratory systems, clothing, boots, gloves, eye protection (as specified in the
risk assessment)

22. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

23. a) What is meant by blade capacity and b) how is it determined?
A

a) The amount of material able to be moved by the blade and b) the width times the
height

24. What are the TWO aims of compaction?
A

To remove air voids (empty spaces) and minimise settlement

25. What is the purpose of the ‘striker bars’?
A

Stop large debris from carrying over the wheels, keeps wheels free for better
penetration

26. Name three different types of landfill methods.
A

Trench, cell and area types

27. What is the result of well compacted fills?
A

Material stability, reduces wind-blown litter, methane migration, reduced settlement
and increased permeability etc.

28. What is meant by ‘inert waste’?
A

Waste that does not decompose i.e. plastics, rubber etc.

continued…
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29. On soil compaction, what type of soil is a sheepsfoot compactor best suited to?
A

Clay, or up to 50% mixture of sand/clay

Preparing for work continued

30. Which main component parts of the compactor is subject to trash or waste build-up?
A

Radiator(s), wheels, drive shafts, axles etc.

31. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

32. Describe one method that keeps debris from sticking to the wheel tips.
A

Tapered and ‘plus’ shaped tips

33. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

34. Most compactors have an articulated chassis that swivels or pivots in the centre. One pivot
plane or angle (looking from the top) provides the steering (articulation), what is the
function of the other pivot plane or angle i.e. looking from the front (oscillation)?
A

Allows the wheels to follow the terrain on uneven ground and provides TRACTION

35. a) Give ONE advantage and b) TWO disadvantages of rear mounted cameras.
Travelling and manoeuvring

A

a) Provides visibility directly behind the machine to areas not covered by the mirrors
and b) only covers a LIMITED area, can be ‘blinded’ by sunlight, prone to damage,
camera lens susceptible to dirt/dust etc.

36. Name THREE conditions that mirrors must be in, on the machine.
A

Fitted, unbroken, clean and adjusted correctly

37. Why must the seat belt be worn, even with the cab door closed?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

38. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to a loaded compactor?
A

Slows the speed of the machine, difficult to drive through, can sink and machine can
get stuck, tip-over sideways etc.

continued…
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39. a) Name THREE purposes of the raised tips on the wheels and b) what can happen to a
compactor if they are severely worn?

Travelling and manoeuvring continued

A

a) Provide TRACTION/GRIP for moving, steering and braking in soft conditions and
are able to exert extra ground pressure and b) Can have a reduction of traction,
steering and braking, compacting

40. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near any open trenches when travelling with a
compactor and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

41. On articulated compactors, steering is achieved by actuating a hydraulic ram (or rams)
which is controlled by turning the steering wheel. a) How does the engine supply the oil
flow and b) what happens to the steering when the engine stops?
A

a) Via an engine-driven pump and b) there is no, or very limited, steering

42. Give THREE reasons that may cause the compactor to tip over sideways.
A

Soft ground, travelling along slopes, turning on slopes, travelling too fast on
corners, severe uneven ground etc.

43. Before manually changing any blade: a) where should the blade be positioned (in relation
to the ground) before removing the final pin and b) why?

Setting up for work

A

a) Resting on the ground so UNABLE TO FALL and b) could strike or trap any part of
the body

44. What is the recommended maximum slope ratio?
A

1 : 6 or 16%.

45. Why should the compactor operator have an understanding of the type of material being
moved and spread?
A

It can affect the way it is moved

46. When working in a confined area or space, name THREE hazards that can occur.

Working tasks

A

Fumes, noise, limited visibility, proximity hazards, excessive manoeuvring etc.

47. What are the purposes of the refuse screen mounted on top of the blade?
A

Allows large quantities of refuse to be pushed whilst allowing the operator to view
forward and protects the operator that may be caused by stray waste material

48. When would a ‘U’ blade be used over a straight blade?
A

When pushing larger loads over longer distances

continued…
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49. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when working and b) explain why a distance should be
kept.
A

a) 9 metres and b) High voltage electricity can arc across large gaps in certain
conditions

50. If fitted, what can the float function on the blade allow?
A

Allows the blade to follow ground contours (unless tilted down moving forward)

Working tasks continued

51. Wherever possible, why should the compactor be aligned before making the next pass or
cut?
A

It may be hard to align once pushing material and may cause partial loss of load

52. What is the ideal thickness to spread and compact material during each phase?
A

Approximately 300 mm

53. What could happen if incompatible waste was mixed?
A

Release of toxic gases and possible combustion

54. What determines the number of passes?
A

Type of material and desired compaction

55. Why is moisture a benefit to soil and material compaction?
A

Acts as a lubricant and helps material slide into most dense position

56. When pushing material, why should the blade be feathered before reaching the end of the
run?
A

Creates a firm base at the edge of the run and minimises overrunning

Shutdown

Completing work

57. What is the recommended depth of earth cover which is spread over a compacted waste
area at the end of the day?
A

Approx 150 mm depending on the waste compaction rate

58. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

59. Many compactors have a turbo-charged engine. a) What is the normal procedure before
switching off the engine after working and b) what happens if the procedure is not followed?
A

a) Idle the engine for a few minutes and b) turbocharger life is shortened

continued…
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60. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

Shutdown continued

61. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

62. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the cab?
A

The machine and components (e.g. blade) are in the AGREED position, blade
grounded and pressure removed, cab door (where applicable) fully shut, windows
(where applicable) shut etc.

63. Why should a compactor be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) Take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied to plant operators
who do not comply with, or follow legislation and regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of waste,
no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency etc.

Roles and responsibilities continued

10. Where required, in what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating an
agricultural tractor?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab/structure that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to use a new type of implement that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

14. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with the
client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, co-operation
with other workers etc.

15. Where should the agricultural tractor’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

16. What is a possible consequence of using a tyre with a deep cut in the sidewall?

Preparing for work

A

Sharp stones or other debris could enter the cut and cause failure of the sidewall,
leading to rapid deflation and possible loss of control

17. If the operator has to top-up the transmission oil, state TWO precautions to ensure
cleanliness of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area before removing and transfer oil into the tank
using clean equipment
For questions 18 and 19 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate

18. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for tyres’ operating pressure.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

19. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)
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20. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

21. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

22. What is the purpose of a ROPS cab?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

Preparing for work continued

23. How are agricultural tractors classified?
A

The horsepower of the engine

24. Why should a linch pin/safety pin be fitted to the drawbar pin after connecting a trailer?
A

Without the safety pin in, the drawbar pin could fall out

25. What speeds may PTO shafts be normally driven at?
A

540 rpm and 1000 rpm

26. What is the function of an ‘automatic pick-up hitch’?
A

Allows trailed implement to be hitched without the operator needing to leave the cab

27. Describe one application when the hand throttle can safely be used
A

Driving PTO driven implements whilst static, and while driving at very low speeds for
straight-line applications

28. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

29. a) Name THREE purposes of the raised lugs on tyres and b) what can happen to an
agricultural tractor if the lugs are severely worn?
A

a) Provide TRACTION/GRIP for moving, steering and braking in soft mud and b) Can
have a reduction of traction, steering and braking

30. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to an agricultural tractor?
A

Slows the speed of the tractor, difficult to drive through, machine can sink and can
get stuck, tip-over sideways etc.
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31. An operator has to travel the tractor on the public highway, for which The Road Traffic Act
applies. List SIX requirements that must be followed.
A

The machine must be taxed, insured, tyres must be free from damage and have
sufficient tread, all fitted lights must work, no load must be carried, operator hold the
relevant licence etc.

32. a) When should 4-wheel drive not be selected and b) explain why?
A

On hard surfaces and b) excessive tyre wear can take place

33. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with an
agricultural tractor and b) explain why.

Travelling and manoeuvring continued

A

a) The minimum distance to be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

34. If the machine is being travelled or working on the public highway, including adjacent
pavements and verges, the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and which
class should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and b) 18 years of age for
vehicles up to 7.5 tonnes MAM and 21 for tractors exceeding 7.5 tonnes (note: for
agricultural purposes, category F and 16 for tractors up to 2.45 metres wide and 17
for wider machines)

35. When travelling on wet clay, what effect does this have on the agricultural tractor?
A

Tyre grip is REDUCED which may cause loss of control

36. Why must the seat belt be worn at all times, even with the cab door closed?
A

In the event of a roll over (as is reasonably practical), keeps the main body of the
operator within the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not
being flung around the cab

37. Give THREE possible reasons why agricultural tractor should not stray off the designated
travel routes.
A

Can damage underground services, ruin unspoilt ground, ruin ground prepared for
works, get stuck due to soft conditions, may stray onto designated routes for other
plant, may increase the journey time between loading and discharging points etc.

Setting up for work

38. If setting up to work in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to be taken
into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from work, machine movement, noise, fumes
etc.

39. If applicable, whenever possible, who should decide the positioning of the tractor and trailer
when being loaded?
A

The excavator operator
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Setting up for work continued

40. The operator is asked to tip material from a trailer into a trench. State FIVE different
requirements that must be considered or implemented before tipping commences.
A

Trench edge collapse/shoring requirements, checking for surrounding hazards,
authorisation to tip/permit to work (where required), trench clear of people,
access/egress routes and supporting ground, physical stop to prevent reversing into
the trench etc.

41. On trailer operations, give TWO reasons why the tractor operator should have an
understanding of the type of spoil being transported.
A

It can affect the way it is transported i.e. fluid or semi-fluid materials, a denser
material may overload the trailer tyres before full, the load may stick to the body if
tipping, the load (semi-fluid or light soils) may spill during transporting/turning, it
may need to be tipped at a different location etc.

42. Why should hydraulic pipe connections be cleaned before re-connecting to the implement
and/or tractor?
A

Prevents contamination of oil and ensures a good seal between male/female parts of
the connector

43. Before uncoupling a trailed implement, what should be ensured?
A

The ground is firm and clear of hazards and that the trailer will be safe after
uncoupling

Working tasks

44. Why should the driven speed of a PTO driven implement be checked before attaching to
the tractor?
A

The implement could be driven at the wrong speed

45. Which parts of the shaft must PTO shaft guarding cover?
A

The whole shaft must be covered by the guard or guards

46. If a higher operating speed (1000 rpm) is selected for an implement designed to run at the
lower speed (540 rpm), what may occur during operation?
A

The implement would overspeed and may disintegrate causing possible damage and
injury.

47. What may happen if turning too tight whilst driving a PTO trailed implement?
A

The PTO shaft will be at increased angle and may be damaged or fail

48. When working in a confined area or space, name THREE hazards that can occur.
A

Fumes, noise, limited visibility, proximity hazards, excessive manoeuvring etc.
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49. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles if tipping loads and b) explain why a distance should be
kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the tipping height and length of any trailer and b) High voltage
electricity can arc across large gaps in certain conditions

50. a) Why should the body of the trailer be raised slowly/carefully when discharging wet or
sticky material and b) what would be a consequence if this was not done?
A

a) Material could jam and b) trailer could tip sideways or rearwards

51. Who should determine the maximum load that should be placed into the trailer?

Working tasks continued

A

The agricultural tractor operator

52. State TWO requirements of using a stop block or earth bank (berm) at a trench discharging
point.
A

To indicate the stopping point and to prevent (as far as is reasonably practical) the
machine/trailer overrunning into the trench

53. When tipping a load, the centre of gravity of the trailer changes. a) How does this affect the
trailer and b) state TWO actions to avoid accidents?
A

a) Weight is transferred both further to the REAR and HIGHER and b) tip SLOWLY
and on level ground (WHEREVER POSSIBLE)

54. If a load has to be tipped on a slope, what may happen if the load is tipped downhill?
A

Weight transfer can cause the trailer to tip rearwards

55. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Emergency stop

56. Operators should lower the trailer fully before driving away. Give TWO possible
consequences if this is not carried out.
A

The trailer could tip over sideways especially on uneven ground and the raised body
could strike overhead objects

Completing work

57. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

58. On tractors equipped with powershift transmissions, manufacturers state that the parking
brake is to be fully applied when parking, and not just leaving the machine in gear. Explain
why.
A

Hydraulic transmissions (in most cases) do not hold the tractor, particularly on
slopes
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59. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the tractor
should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

Shutdown

60. Larger agricultural tractors tend to have a turbo-charged engine. a) What is the normal
procedure before switching off the engine after working and b) what happens if the
procedure is not followed?
A

a) Idle the engine for a few minutes and b) turbocharger life is shortened

61. Why should an agricultural tractor be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system

62. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

Roles and responsibilities continued

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a crawlertractor/dozer?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to use a new dozer that they are unfamiliar with. What do Regulations
(i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted (by judicial bodies) for not complying
with legislation and regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

14. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

15. Where should the dozer’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

Preparing for work

16. If the operator has to top-up the hydraulic oil, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness
of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area before removing and transfer oil into the tank
using clean equipment

For questions 17 and 18 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
17. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for setting track tension.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

18. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)
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19. a) What is the purpose of the track guard or guards and b) where would it/they be located?
A

a) Keeps track in line with rollers and sprocket and b) lower part of the track frame

20. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

21. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

22. List FIVE checks that should be made to the tracks and running gear.

Preparing for work continued

A

Condition of the track chains, tension of track chains, track pad wear and security,
sprockets, rollers, idlers conditions, leaks (around final drives and rollers) etc.

23. a) How do low ground pressure units differ from standard type dozers and b) where would
they be used?
A

a) Having wider tracks and/or longer frame and b) soft ground

24. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

25. a) What is the function of ‘Grousers’ or ‘Cleats’ as found on track pads and b) what is the
result if excessively worn?
A

a) Provide traction/grip and b) track slip will occur resulting in inefficient working

26 During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

27. How does a PAT blade work?
A

By angling and tilting using hydraulic operations controlled from the cab

28. What is the difference between a tilting blade and an angle blade?
A

A tilt blade moves vertically either side of a central pivot point whilst an angle blade
moves horizontally either side of the central pivot point

Travelling and
manoeuvring

29. What action does ‘counter-rotation’ of the tracks produce?
A

The dozer may be able to slew or rotate within its own space or area

30. Why do dozers have an undercarriage suspension system?
A

Allows each track to move independently and maintain ground contact for traction
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31. Why must the seat belt be worn, even with the cab door closed?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

32. Name TWO types of equipment used to ensure that excavation levels, measurements and
positions are to the required specification.
A

Travellers and boning rods, laser levelling devices or GPS/boom height sensor
devices

33. Before removing a blade: a) how should the blade be positioned (in relation to the ground)
before removing the final pin and b) why?
A

a) Resting and supported so UNABLE TO FALL b) could strike or trap any part of the
body

34. Cable avoidance tools (CATs) can detect a variety of buried services. What type of material
do they have limitations in locating?
A

Plastic (piping)

35. a) What is meant by blade capacity and b) how is it determined?

Setting up for work

A

a) The amount of spoil able to be moved by the blade and b) the width times the
height

36. If setting up to excavate a slot in a confined area, name TWO things that should be taken
into account before starting.
A

Spoil placing, egress of the machine after excavating, proximity hazards, able to
excavate to required length/depth etc.

37. What particular and specific hazards can affect the stability of the machine when working
on old industrial (Brownfield) sites?
A

Old workings, soft ground due to contamination etc.

38. If setting up to work next to a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to be
taken into account.
A

PHYSICAL segregation of pedestrians from work, machine movements, noise, fumes
etc.

39. The operator is asked to cut a new trench. State FIVE different requirements that must be
considered or implemented before work commences.
A

Shoring requirements, checking for underground services and hazards,
authorisation to work/permit to work, proximity hazards, access to method
statement, spoil location, trench specification and location, access/egress routes for
the machine, starting and finishing points of the trench etc.
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40. What THREE things should be checked out before carrying out embankment work?

Setting up for work continued

A

Authorisation to work, required specifications, angle of slope and machine capability
to work at the required angle, access and egress routes etc.

41. What problem may occur if the wearing plates on the blade are at the maximum wear limit?
A

Wearing of the blade frame (non-wearing parts) could occur

42. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when setting up the machine and b) explain why a
distance should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres and b) High voltage electricity can arc across large gaps in certain
conditions

43. If a trench has a depth of 2.0 metres: a) what is the minimum distance to maintain from the
edge of the trench when travelling and b) explain why.
A

a) at least 2.0 metres and b) lesser distance may cause trench collapse

44. Why should different soils be segregated during excavating?
A

For re-use on or off-site

45. When working on a diagonal side hill cut, how should the blade be angled?
A

Uphill

46. Why is it poor practice to reverse the dozer at high speed?

Working tasks

A

Excessive wear of the sprockets chain and idlers may occur

47. Why is ‘back-blading’ (using the back of the blade to drag material) not considered good
practice?
A

The rear of the blade is a non-wearing part and could damage the frame

48. Give TWO reasons why the operator should have an understanding of the type of material
being dozed.
A

It can affect the way it is excavated or graded e.g. sticky, dry or fluid materials

49. What hazards might arise whilst filling in an excavation with soil?
A

The edges could collapse, could overrun over the trench, new services could be
crushed, etc.

50. If fitted, what function can the float on the blade allow?
A

Allows the blade to follow ground contours (unless tilted down moving forward)
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51. Give TWO reasons why, wherever possible, operators should excavate ground in layers.
A

Creates a cleaner cut, minimises overspill, more efficient blade fill, reduces risk of
damaging unknown buried services etc.

52. If a yellow coloured marker tape is unearthed during excavating, which two types of
services could this indicate?
A

Gas and electricity

53. What is the nearest distance allowed to gas pipes when excavating with the machine?

Working tasks continued

A

0.5 metres

54. a) What effect on dozer operations does making too deep a cut have and b) what effect
does making too shallow a cut have?
A

a) produces track slippage and inefficient working and b) moves insufficient material
for the capability of the machine

55. Wherever possible, why should the dozer be aligned before making the next pass or cut?
A

It may be hard to align once dozing and may cause partial loss of load

56. When backfilling trenches, why should the blade be feathered before reaching the trench?
A

Creates a firm base at the edge of the trench and minimises overrunning

57. Describe TWO actions to be taken for an open trench at the end of a working day.
A

Barriers and warning signs indicating an open trench etc.

58. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

Shutdown

59. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

60. How can tracks be prevented from becoming frozen to the ground during cold weather?
A

By cleaning the tracks at the end of the day and parking on dry ground
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61. Many dozers have a turbo-charged engine. a) What is the normal procedure before
switching off the engine after working and b) what happens if the procedure is not followed?
A

a) Idle the engine for a few minutes and b) turbocharger life is shortened

Shutdown continued

62. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

63. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the cab?
A

The machine and components i.e. dipper etc. are in the AGREED position, hydraulicoperated components grounded and pressure removed, cab door (where applicable)
shut etc.

64. Why should a dozer be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of The Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations?
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Sideboom operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this
mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning of work task for efficiency
etc.

10. State the functions or job role of the following personnel:
a) Appointed Person, b) Crane Supervisor, c) Slinger, d) Signaller
A

a) plan the lift
b) supervise the lift
c) attach and detach the load to the sideboom

d) guide the load and give directions to the sideboom operator

Roles and responsibilities continued

11. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a sideboom?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab or structure that meets FOPS criteria

12. The operator has to use a new model of sideboom that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. LOLER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

13. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

14. Give TWO examples of where The Work at Height Regulations may apply to sideboom
operations.
A

Access/egress to the cab, access/egress to the engine compartment/winching area,
boom/jib maintenance, re-configuration, greasing boom/jib components etc.

15. How can a qualification or card benefit a sideboom operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

16. Name THREE ways that a sideboom operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business
with the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements/lift plans, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.
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17. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

18. What is the difference between a contract lift and a ‘standard’ hire?
A

Contract lift – the sideboom company plans and supervises the lift. Standard hire –
sideboom and operator to work to customer’s instructions via lift plan

Preparing for work

19. a) What is meant by the lifting capacity of the sideboom and b) who determines it?
A

a) The maximum lifting capacity of the sideboom for a PARTICULAR configuration
and b) The manufacturer

20. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the even of an overturn of the machine

21. List FIVE checks that should be made to the tracks and running gear.
A

Condition of the track chains, tension of track chains, track pad wear and security,
sprockets, rollers, idlers conditions, leaks (around final drives and rollers) etc.

22. What are the THREE actions or stages that a side boom operator undertakes during preuse inspections?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURERS’ requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks have been performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY

For questions 23 and 24 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
23. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for setting the track tension.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

24. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

25. What is the purpose of extending the counterweight?
A

To counteract the load by keeping the centre of gravity central

26. A sideboom has been delivered to site, assembled and configured for lifting. What must be
carried out before lifting starts and by whom?
A

The sideboom must be INSPECTED/EXAMINED before use by an AUTHORISED
competent person

continued…
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27. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?

Preparing for work continued

A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

28. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

29. a) How does the number of lines or falls of rope affect the lifting capacity for the sideboom
and b) how is hoist speed affected when the number of lines (or falls of rope) is reduced?
A

a) Increasing the lines can increase lifting capacity (for a PARTICULAR
CONFIGURATION), b) reducing lines increases hoist speed

30. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

31. If the sideboom has to cross the public highway, the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type
of licence and which classes should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age
allowed?

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence (car) bearing class B and class H (tracked
endorsement) and b) 21 years of age

32. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling the sideboom
and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE than the depth of the trench b) any less can
cause a trench collapse

33. When MUST a banksman or signaller be used before moving a sideboom?
A

When the operator is unable to see clearly in the intended direction of travel i.e.
reversing

34. Why must the seat belt be worn if a ROPS frame or cab is fitted?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

Setting up for work

35. a) Which part of the sideboom applies loading or pressure to the ground and b) name TWO
ways that pressure can be reduced.
A

a) Tracks and b) reduce the overall sideboom weight, increase the track surface area
(wider tracks or with timber matting etc.)

36. If a load of 20 tonnes is lifted on 4 falls or lines of rope, what is the tension in each fall or
line?
A

5 tonnes

continued…
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37. When travelling with a suspended load, name FIVE factors that must be taken into account
by the operator before moving.
A

The sideboom is capable and within limits, travelling with a load is authorised at that
site, the travel route is clear of overhead hazards, the travel route ground is suitable,
the sideboom is configured correctly, environmental conditions i.e. wind, are
suitable, sufficient help is available, all actions meet lift plan criteria etc.

38. What is meant by load overhang?

Setting up for work continued

A

The distance from the pivot point of the boom to the centre of the hook

39. Wind speeds can be variable throughout the working day. What action must be taken to
ensure safe working conditions are maintained?
A

Wind speeds must be constantly monitored

40. What is the main purpose of the Rated Capacity Indicator (RCI)?
A

A device that automatically provides the operator, within a specified tolerance,
warnings that the load is both approaching rated capacity and has exceeded the
rated capacity

41. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on metal pylons when setting up the machine and b) explain why a distance
should be kept.
A

a) 15 metres PLUS the length of the boom and b) High voltage electricity can arc
across large gaps in certain conditions

42. On a busy site, how would the slinger/signaller be identified to the sideboom operator?
A

Wearing special and unique coloured clothing

43. The number of falls has been changed on the hook block. How has this action affected the
RCI?
A

The RCI will need re-programming

Working tasks

44. The safe working load or working load limit (SWL/WLL) of a multi-leg sling only applies in
what TWO conditions or configuration?
A

When each leg is equally loaded and each leg is within 90 degrees of each other

45. Name TWO things that happen if the hoist rope is not vertical when lifting a load.
A

Load can drag/slide and an excess load can be placed on the jib and/or frame

46. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the sideboom to overturn.
A

Excessive load swing, soft ground, working on slopes, excessive load, insufficient
counterweight etc.

continued…
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47. If radios are to be used during the lifting operations, what FIVE actions and checks must be
made by the sideboom operator before use?
A

They know how to USE the radio, the batteries will last for the operation and/or spare
batteries and supplied, the correct frequency is selected, the signal strength is
sufficient, allocation of a call sign for SENDER and RECEIVER, AGREEING special
codes between sender and receiver

48. What makes up the total (or gross) weight of a load that is to be lifted?
A

Weight of the load itself, weight of the lifting accessories and weight of the hook
block

49. During the lifting operation, part of the task cannot be carried out as detailed in the lift plan.
a) What initially must happen to the lifting operation and b) who authorises any changes?

Working tasks continued

A

a) The operation MUST stop until the plan is amended and b) The appointed person
(lift planner)

50. If the hook block inadvertently (accidentally) lands, what course of action should be taken?
A

The hoist drum and pulleys MUST be checked for rope crossover and rope alignment
on the pulleys etc.

51. What effect can a swinging load have on a sideboom?
A

Can cause an increase in radius and create INSTABILITY

52. If the words STOP NOW are given to the sideboom operator by radio during the lift, what
action must the operator take?
A

Stop IMMEDIATELY

53. Only two legs of an 8 tonne 4 legged chain sling are being used. What is the maximum load
that can be lifted?
A

4 tonnes

54. State the possible effect of lifting downhill on a slope.
A

Radius can increase causing possible instability

55. Sidebooms are working in the same vicinity that encroach the operating radius of a crawler
crane. What actions would the lift plan or method statement normally specify?

Completing
work

A

Co-ordination of the two lifting operations via the crane supervisors or crane
co-ordinator, and possibly limits on slewing on the crawler crane

56. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine
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57. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

58. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.

Shutdown

A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.

59. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the cab?
A

The machine and components (i.e. dipper etc.) are in the AGREED position,
hydraulic-operated components grounded and pressure removed, cab door (where
applicable) fully shut, windows (where applicable) shut etc.

60. Why should the sideboom be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of The Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Lorry loader operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this
mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning of work task for efficiency
etc.

10. State the functions or job role of the following personnel:
a) Appointed Person, b) Crane Supervisor, c) Slinger, d) Signaller

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

a) plan the lift
b) supervise the lift
c) attach and detach the load to the loader crane
d) guide the load and give directions to the lorry loader operator

11. If required, in what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn on site when operating a
lorry loader?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab that meets FOPS criteria

12. The operator has to use a new attachment that they are unfamiliar with. What do Regulations
(i.e. LOLER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

13. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

14. Give TWO examples of where The Work at Height Regulations may apply to lorry loader
operations.
A

Access/egress to the cab, access/egress to the loader controls area, boom
maintenance, load bed etc.

15. How can a qualification or card benefit a lorry loader operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

16. Name THREE ways that a lorry loader operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business
with the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements/lift plans, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

17. Where should the Operator’s Manual be kept and why?

Preparing for work

A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

18. a) What is meant by the lifting capacity of the lorry loader and b) who determines it?
A

a) The maximum lifting capacity of the crane for a PARTICULAR configuration and b)
The lorry loader manufacturer

19. What are the THREE actions or stages that a lorry loader operator undertakes during preuse inspections?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURERS’ requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks have been performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY
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For questions 20 and 21 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
20. Using the Operator’s Manual, state which components may need greasing.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

21. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the hydraulic tank oil capacity OR oil type.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

22. Which parts of the lorry loader is the radius (for lifting) measured from?
A

From the centre of rotation of the loader to the central point of the hook (usually)

23. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?

Preparing for work continued

A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

24. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff etc.

25. What is the purpose of stabilisers on the lorry loader?
A

To minimise the overturning effect of the load for the configuration

26. What are the THREE actions that should be undertaken during pre-use inspections on
lifting accessories?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURERS (as a minimum) requirements,
RECORD when checks performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY

27. As stamped on lifting accessories, what do the letters SWL signify?
A

The maximum load that the accessory is allowed to lift in certain configurations

28. Polyester webbing slings are coloured and have black lines. What do the different colours
and number of lines indicate?
A

The SWL of the sling

29. a) What is meant by a ‘knuckle-boom’ crane and b) what advantage do they have over
straight boom cranes?
A

The crane has two or more articulating joints and b) can fold in on itself when not
being used and take up little space

30. Name FOUR attachments that may be fitted to a lorry loader.
A

Clamshell grab, brick clamp, lifting hook. tined grab, grapples, winches, buckets etc.

continued…
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31. What information must be found on the loader’s rating plate?

Preparing for work continued

A

The rated capacity in all configurations

32. What is the function of a motion limiter?
A

Limits the slewing ability of the boom

33. When would an extension be fitted and used?
A

When extra height or reach is required

34. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

35. Prior to travelling the machine on the public highway, describe four items to be taken into
account when planning a route.

Travelling and manoeuvring

A

Size of road, local weight restrictions, height restrictions, journey length (tacho
hours), size of load if picking up at destination etc.

36. If the lorry loader host vehicle is being used on the public highway, the Road Traffic Act
applies. a) What type of licence and which classes should the operator hold and b) what is
the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence bearing class C or C1 and b) 18 years of age for
vehicle up to 3.5 tonnes MAM and 21 years of age for vehicle over 3.5 tonnes MAM

37. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling the lorry
loader on a site and b) explain why.
A

a) The minimum distance must be MORE than the depth of the trench b) any less can
cause a trench collapse

38. On many construction sites, when MUST a banksman or signaller be used before moving a
lorry loader?
A

When reversing

39. a) Which part of the lorry loader applies loading or pressure to the ground and b) name
TWO ways that pressure can be reduced.

Setting up for work

A

a) Stabilisers and b) reduce the overall lorry loader weight, increase the pad surface
area (with timber matting etc.)

40. If fitting an extension to the lorry loader, why is it important that the manufacturers’
procedures are followed precisely?
A

To avoid any incidents, accidents and damage

41. What is the main purpose of the Rated Capacity Indicator (RCI)?
A

A device that provides the operator, within a specified tolerance, warnings that the
load is both approaching rated capacity and has exceeded the rated capacity

continued…
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42. If setting up to lift loads in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to be
taken into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from overhead loads, vehicle movement, noise,
fumes etc.

43. Who only can authorise partial stabiliser extensions and b) what is the effect on lifting
capacity if partially extending the outriggers?
A

a) The manufacturers and b) lifting capacity is normally reduced

44. What information is needed when estimating the weight of a load?
A

Size (volume), material type (or density) and structure (hollow or solid)

45. What is meant by ‘outreach’?
A

Measured distance between the hook and edge of the vehicle

Setting up for work continued

46. Describe FIVE factors to be taken into account when planning a lift.
A

Weight of the load, load placing point, load stability and condition, types and
condition of lifting accessories, ground conditions, vehicle/loader configuration,
proximity hazards, environmental factors etc.

47. Prior to placing loads on to the vehicle bed, explain FOUR items to be taken into account.
A

Weight of the load, vehicle bed condition, weight distribution, axle/tyre loadings, etc.

48. Name THREE possible underground hazards which may affect the stability of the vehicle
during lifting operations.
A

Manhole/other type covers, utility ducts/pipes, uncompacted terrain, near open
excavations, etc.

49. If using a lorry loader from a fixed position operating station, what should be ensured for
the safety of the operator?
A

The operator is clear of ALL boom movements

50. a) What should be fitted to the hook of a lorry loader and b) why?
A

a) Spring-loaded safety catch and b) prevent the load or lifting accessory detaching
from the hook

51. What checks should be made to the transmitter of a remote-controlled loader before work?
A

Battery power, transmitting range and control functions

52. What is meant by centre of gravity, or how is the Centre of Gravity determined, on a load to
be lifted?
A

The point that it is in balance
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Setting up for work continued

Technical Test – Theory
53. If setting up to work near a bank, what is the recommended minimum distance between the
stabilisers and the top of the bank?
A

In summary – height of the slope plus width of the slope (top to bottom) times two
and edge of the pad to edge of the slope. The largest distance applies (note – formal
calculations are contained from many sources including CIRIA publication C703)

54. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden pylons when setting up the machine and b) explain why a
distance should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the length of the boom and b) High voltage electricity can arc
across large gaps in certain conditions

55. The safe working load or working load limit (SWL/WLL) of a multi-leg chain sling only
applies in what TWO conditions or configuration?
A

When each leg is equally loaded and each leg is within 90 degrees of each other

56. Name TWO things that happen if a load is not lifted vertically.
A

Load can drag/slide and an excess load can be placed on the boom

57. Give FOUR reasons that may cause the lorry loader to overturn.
A

Excessive load swing, soft ground, working on slopes, excessive load, insufficient
stabilisers support, stabilisers not fully out etc.

Working tasks

58. What makes up the total (or gross) weight of a load that is to be lifted?
A

Weight of the load itself and weight of any lifting accessories

59. During the lifting operation, part of the task cannot be carried out as detailed in the lift plan.
a) What initially must happen to the lifting operation and b) who authorises any changes?
A

a) The operation MUST stop until the plan is amended and b) The appointed person
(lift planner)

60. If a heavy load is being slewed at high speed over at least 180 degrees, what TWO factors
must the operator take into account?
A

The length of time or distance needed to stop the slew and the expected load swing

61. a) When is a trial lift carried out and b) name THREE checks to be made?
A

a) Just after the weight of the load is taken on EACH lift and b) to ensure the load is
supported, level and that the lifting accessories are attached

62. After unloading brick and block type material from the vehicle bed, what action should the
operator carry out before rejoining the public highway?
A

Clean loose material from the vehicle bed

continued…
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63. If a load has to be held suspended, what must the operator do?
A

Remain at the controls and near the load

64. Name THREE ways in which wind speed can affect the lifting operation.
A

Cause load swing, can slow or increase the slew speed of the crane, can shut down
lifting operations

65. If the words STOP NOW are given to the crane operator by radio during the lift, what action
must the operator take?

Working tasks continued

A

Stop IMMEDIATELY

66. Only two legs of an 8 tonne 4 legged chain sling are being used. What is the maximum load
that can be lifted?
A

4 tonnes

67. When slewing with a load, where should the operator be looking?
A

Ahead of the load

68. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Slew in the direction shown

69. State the possible effect of lifting downhill on a slope.
A

Radius can increase causing possible instability

70. A lorry loader is working in the same vicinity of another crane, encroaching on the operating
radius. What actions would need to be taken?
A

Co-ordination of the two cranes via a crane supervisor or crane co-ordinator, and
possibly limits on slewing

71. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the vehicle, what
final action must be carried out?

Completing work

A

The vehicle must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

72. Where the loader crane cannot be folded e.g. bucket or clamshell equipped, what TWO
checks must be carried out before the vehicle rejoins the public highway?
A

The attachment must be secured to prevent movement during travel and the height
of the loader boom is checked

73. Before rejoining the public highway after completing work, what check must be made to the
stabilisers?

Shutdown

A

The pads are fully retracted (and hyd valves closed if applicable), the stabilisers fully
retracted (and folded back if applicable) and locked in the retracted position

74. Name THREE places where the vehicle should NOT be parked after completion of the
lifting operation.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to plant operators who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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Technical Test – Theory

9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

Roles and responsibilities continued

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a trencher?
A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab or frame that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to use a new type trencher that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted (by judicial bodies) for not complying
with legislation and regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

14. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

Preparing for work

15. Where should the trencher’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?
A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

16. If the operator has to top-up the hydraulic oil, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness
of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area before removing and transfer oil into the tank
using clean equipment
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For questions 17 and 18 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
17. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for setting the digging chain tension.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

18. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

19. What is the purpose of a roll or ROPS frame?
A

To provide some protection to the operating position (as far as is reasonably
practical) in the event of an overturn of the machine

Preparing for work continued

20. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

21. What is the purpose of the ‘creep speed’ transmission?
A

Provides extra low gear ratios for very slow forward speed

22. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the machine’s Operator’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff, low loader drivers etc.

23. What is the purpose of the crumber?
A

Scoops spoil missed by the chain back onto the chain

24. Name the main parts of the trenching unit.
A

Boom/frame, chain jaw/teeth, sprockets, guides, crumber, drive motor etc.

25. Why do most trenchers use hydrostatic transmission drive?
A

Step-less and variable drive speeds relative to constant engine speed

25. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.

Travelling and
manoeuvring

A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

27. If the machine is being travelled or working on the public highway, including adjacent
pavements and verges, the Road Traffic Act applies. a) What type of licence and which
classes should the operator hold and b) what is the minimum age allowed?
A

a) UK (or approved) driving licence bearing class B and class H – tracked
endorsement (wheeled machines do not require class H) and b) 21 years of age, or
17 if MAM of trencher is under 3.5 tonnes (tracked only), or 18 if between 3.5 tonnes
and 7.5 tonnes
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Travelling and manoeuvring continued

Technical Test – Theory
28. Name: a) TWO advantages of using a wheeled-chassis trencher and b) TWO advantages
of using a tracked-chassis trencher.
A

a) Wheeled chassis – manoeuvring, travel speeds etc. b) Tracked units – traction,
stability, load carrying capacity etc.

29. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to a trencher?
A

Slows the speed of the trencher, difficult to drive through, machine can sink and can
get stuck, tip-over sideways etc.

30. Why must the seat belt be worn, even though a ROPS frame or cab is fitted?
A

In the event of a roll over (as far as reasonably practical), keeps the operator within
the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not being flung
around

31. Name FIVE possible underground services that may be encountered prior to excavating.
A

Gas, electrical, telephone, water, sewerage, fibre-optic, oil, air etc.

32. What sort of spoil can be extracted if there is one tooth for every second chain segment on
the digging chain?
A

Soft soils

33. What may happen if the digging chain tension is too tight?
A

Loss of power and overstressed components, premature chain wear etc.

Setting up for work

34. Give TWO instances of using the off-set position of the trenching unit.
A

Working close to building or other trenches. footings etc.

35. How is the spoil prevented from falling back into the trench?
A

Using side augers and conveyors, and side ploughs

36. Give TWO reasons why the operator should have an understanding of the type of spoil
being excavated.
A

It can affect teeth selection, cutting angles, cutting speed, travel speed etc.

37. Cable avoidance tools (CATs) can detect a variety of buried services. What type of material
do they have limitations in locating?
A

Plastic (piping)

38. Name TWO types of equipment used to ensure that excavation levels, measurements and
positions are to the required specification.
A

Travellers and boning rods, laser levelling devices or GPS/boom height sensor
devices
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39. If setting up to excavate in a confined area, name TWO things that should be taken into
account before starting.
A

Spoil placing, egress of the machine after excavating, proximity hazards, able to
excavate to required length/depth etc.

40. What particular and specific hazards can affect the stability of the machine when working
on old industrial (Brownfield) sites?
A

Old workings, soft ground due to contamination etc.

Setting up for work continued

41. If setting up to work in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that need to be taken
into account.
A

PHYSICAL segregation of pedestrians from work, machine movements, noise, fumes
etc.

42. The operator is asked to excavate a new trench. State FIVE different requirements that must
be considered or implemented before work commences.
A

Shoring requirements, checking for underground services and hazards,
authorisation to work/permit to work, proximity hazards, access to method
statement, spoil location, trench specification and location, access/egress routes for
the machine, starting and finishing points of the trench etc.

43. Before manually changing the chain: a) where or how should the frame be positioned (in
relation to the ground) and b) why?
A

a) Resting on the ground so UNABLE TO FALL and b) could strike or trap any part of
the body

44. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when setting up the machine and b) explain why a
distance should be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the length of the frame/boom and b) High voltage electricity can
arc across large gaps in certain conditions

45. If the teeth become blunt, what effect does it have on trenching operations?
A

Decrease in cutting rate and can shock-load other components

Working tasks

46. Why do sticky or wet materials normally require a higher chain wheel speed?
A

‘Throws off’ the sticky spoil from the cups/teeth

47. What would be the procedure to start the cut on a tarmac surface road?
A

Start (if possibly) on the soil at the edge of the road for penetration and then keep
the boom/frame at the deepest cut

48. If allowed, what is the effective way to create a cut during a turn?
A

By keeping the boom/frame at full depth

continued…
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A37
Technical Test – Theory

49. If an object becomes jammed in the chain, what procedures would be used?
A

Stop the cut, raise the boom/frame clear of the trench and reverse the chain. If the
blockage is unsuccessful, the machine MUST be stopped and cleared by hand

50. When cutting concrete, name ONE danger to the operator and others in the working area.
A

Silica dust and other respiratory hazards

Working tasks continued

51. If fitted, what is the purpose of the flywheel on the digging chain?
A

Maintains momentum to minimise chain stall and pressure spikes

52. What TWO ways are there of keeping the cut vertical on uneven ground on a tracked
trencher?
A

Tilt the upper structure or tilt the trenching unit itself

53. If a yellow coloured marker tape is unearthed during excavating, which two types of
services could this indicate?
A

Gas and electricity

54. What is the nearest distance allowed to gas pipes when excavating with the machine?
A

0.5 metres

55. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the tester)?
A

Emergency stop

Completing work

56. Describe TWO actions to be taken for an open trench at the end of a working day.
A

Barriers and warning signs indicating an open trench etc.

57. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine

58. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the machine
should NOT be parked.

Shutdown

A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

59. The operator has been asked to drive the machine onto a transporter/trailer. a) Who is
responsible for the loading operations and b) state FOUR actions to be considered by the
operator before loading commences.
A

a) The transporter driver and b) Ground support, trailer ramp condition, ramp grip
and incline, overhead and other proximity hazards, positioning on the trailer,
machine configuration for loading, condition of the machine for loading, direction for
travel onto trailer etc.
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Shutdown continued

Technical Test – Theory
60. If the operator has loaded the machine onto a transporter/trailer on behalf of a driver, what
checks must be carried out before they leave the machine?
A

The machine and components are in the AGREED position, hydraulic-operated
components grounded and pressure removed, cab door (where applicable) fully
shut, windows (where applicable) shut etc.

61. Why should a trencher be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of the Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) Take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does the Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the operator?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied to plant operators
who do not comply with, or follow legislation and regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Plant operators are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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9. Name THREE ways in which an operator can minimise their impact upon the environment
whilst using the machine.
A

Efficient use, lower engine speed, well maintained machine, correct disposal of
waste, no spillage of fluids, bio-oils/fuels, prior planning for work task for efficiency
etc.

10. In what situation does a hard hat NOT need to be worn when operating a skip handler?

Roles and responsibilities continued

A

Only when sitting in an enclosed cab/structure that meets FOPS criteria

11. The operator has to use a new type of skip handler that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. PUWER 98) and other guidance require the operator to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. Give TWO examples of where The Work at Height Regulations may apply to skip handlers.
A

Access/egress to the cab, access/egress to the bed area, loader arms maintenance
etc.

14. How can a qualification or card benefit a plant operator?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a plant operator can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

16. Where should the skip handler’s Operator’s Manual be kept and why?

Preparing for work

A

At a place (preferably on the machine) where the operator can have
EASY/UNHINDERED ACCESS to the manual

17. What is a possible consequence of using a tyre with a deep cut in the sidewall?
A

Sharp stones or other debris could enter the cut and cause failure of the sidewall,
leading to rapid deflation and possible loss of control

18. If the operator has to top-up the hydraulic oil, state TWO precautions to ensure cleanliness
of the system.
A

Clean the filler/access cap and area before removing and transfer oil into the tank
using clean equipment
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For questions 19 and 20 the Operator’s Manual for the machine being used for the test
MUST be available for reference by the candidate
19. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the figure for tyres’ operating pressure.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

20. Using the Operator’s Manual, state the cold-starting procedure for the machine.
A

As per the manual (note: the page number of the manual must be quoted by the
candidate verbally for the recording)

Preparing for work continued

21. If checking the oil level using a dipstick, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases and prevents contamination of oil onto the operating
controls and cab

22. Apart from the operator, who else may need to use the Driver’s Manual?
A

Supervisors, planners, maintenance staff etc.

23. What checks should be made to the lifting accessories (chains)?
A

Undamaged links, not knotted, hooks unbent, shackles undamaged etc.

24. Name THREE conditions that the mirrors on the machine must be in.
A

Fitted, unbroken, clean and adjusted correctly

25. On start up, the air pressure on the machine is low. What actions must the operator carry
out before work and during work?
A

Ensure air pressure is full BEFORE starting work and check pressure
CONSTANTLY during work

26. During work, the engine starts to overheat. Explain the danger if someone tries to remove
the radiator or expansion tank cap.
A

The cooling system is normally pressurised and removing the cap can allow hot
water to escape uncontrollably with the potential for causing severe burns

Travelling and manoeuvring

27. Prior to planning a route using the public highway, what FOUR items should be taken into
account?
A

Restrictions for height, weight, width, hours of operation (i.e. in residential areas),
etc.

28. What problems and hazards can soft ground cause to a loaded skip handler?
A

Slows the speed of the truck, difficult to drive through, machine can sink and can
get stuck, tip-over sideways etc.

29. a) Give ONE advantage and b) TWO disadvantages of rear mounted cameras.
A

a) Provides visibility directly behind the machine to areas not covered by the
mirrors and b) only covers a LIMITED area, can be ‘blinded’ by sunlight, prone to
damage, camera lens susceptible to dirt/dust etc.
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30. a) What is the minimum distance allowed near open trenches when travelling with a skip
handler and b) explain why.
Travelling and manoeuvring continued

A

a) The minimum distance to be MORE than the depth of the trench and b) any less
can cause a trench collapse

31. When travelling on wet soil on site, what effect does this have on the skip handler?
A

Tyre grip is REDUCED which may cause loss of control

32. Why must the seat belt be worn at all times, even on site?
A

In the event of a roll over (as is reasonably practical), keeps the main body of the
operator within the confines of the operating seat which may MINIMISE injury by not
being flung around the cab

33. Give THREE possible reasons why skip handlers should not stray off the designated haul
routes.
A

Can damage underground services, ruin unspoilt ground, ruin ground prepared for
works, get stuck due to soft conditions, may stray onto designated routes for other
plant, may increase the journey time between loading and discharging points etc.

34. If setting up to load or deposit skips in a pedestrianised area, state THREE factors that
need to be taken into account.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from work, control of vehicle movement, noise,
fumes etc.

35. Whenever possible, who should decide the positioning of the skip handler if being loaded
by a machine?
A

The machine operator

Setting up for work

36. The operator is asked to tip material into a new trench. State FIVE different requirements
that must be considered or implemented before tipping commences.
A

Trench edge collapse/shoring requirements, checking for surrounding hazards,
authorisation to tip/permit to work (where required), trench clear of people,
access/egress routes and supporting ground, physical stop to prevent reversing into
the trench etc.

37. Before accepting a loaded container for transport, give TWO pieces of information that a
skip driver should know.
A

Type or content of load, overall weight, centre of gravity etc.

38. What do the letters SWL, as stamped on lifting accessories (chains), signify?
A

The maximum load that the accessory is allowed to lift in certain configurations

39. Give TWO reasons why the skip handler operator should have an understanding of the
type of material being transported.
A

It can affect the way it is transported i.e. fluid or semi-fluid materials, a denser
material may overload the tyres before full, the load may stick to the body when
discharging, the load (semi-fluid or light soils) may spill during transporting/turning,
it may need to be tipped at a different location etc.
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40. When working in a confined area or space, what danger can be present with an articulated
skip handler with regards to steering?
A

The rear of the vehicle contacting structures and vehicles when turning sharply (tail
swing)

41. When working in a confined area or space, name THREE hazards that can occur.
A

Fumes, noise, limited visibility, proximity hazards, excessive manoeuvring etc.

42. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on wooden poles when tipping loads and b) explain why a distance should
be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS height of the body or lifting arm(s) and b) High voltage electricity
can arc across large gaps in certain conditions

43 a) Why should a skip be raised slowly/carefully when discharging materials, especially with
wet or sticky material and b) what would be a consequence if this was not done?
A

a) Material could jam and b) rear chassis/body could tip rearwards

Working tasks

44. Only two legs of an 8 tonne 4 legged chain sling are being used. What is the maximum load
that can be lifted
A

4 tonnes

45. When would the tip hooks be used?
A

During tipping

46. What may occur if short bodies are being loaded on to a demountable chassis unit?
A

The body rear rollers may contact the chassis rollers and jam

47. What makes up the total (or gross) weight of a load that is to be lifted?
A

Weight of the load itself, weight of the lifting accessories (chains) and weight of the
skip

48. Who should determine the maximum load that should be placed onto the vehicle bed?
A

The skip handler operator

49. If using more than one sheet for load security, how should the sheets be placed?
A

Over the load, rearmost sheet on first, last sheet at front with adequate overlap, fully
tied down and ropes fully stowed

50. What effect can a swinging skip have on the vehicle?
A

Can cause an increase in radius and create INSTABILITY
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51. a) When is a trial lift carried out and b) name THREE checks to be made?
A

a) Just after the weight of the skip is taken on EACH lift and b) to ensure the skip is
supported and level, and that the lifting accessories (chains) are attached correctly

52. State TWO requirements of using a stop block or earth bank (berm) at a trench discharging
point.
A

To indicate the stopping point and to prevent (as far as is reasonably practical) the
machine overrunning into the trench

53. When should the stabilisers or bogie blocking systems be used?

Working tasks continued

A

When loading or unloading loaded skips

54. When tipping a load, the centre of gravity of the machine changes. a) How does this affect
the skip handler and b) state TWO actions to avoid accidents?
A

a) Weight is transferred both further to the REAR and HIGHER and b) tip SLOWLY
and on level ground (WHEREVER POSSIBLE)

55. Name FOUR checks that should be made to any netting before use.
A

Maximum rated loading of netting, mesh size, no of lashing points, netting and
lashing ropes in good condition (i.e. not torn, frayed, cut) etc.

56. If a load has to be tipped on a slope, what may happen if the load is tipped downhill and
why?
A

Weight transfer can cause the machine to tip rearwards due to the movement of the
centre of gravity

57. What is regarded as the most productive position for the skip handler to be in when being
loaded by a wheeled loading shovel working from a stockpile?
A

45 degrees to where the loading shovel is entering the stockpile

58. What is the meaning of this hand signal (being demonstrated by the Tester)?
A

Emergency stop

59. A skip is to be placed in a pedestrian area. What precautions must be undertaken after
depositing the skip?

Completing work

A

Set up exclusion zone, skip positioning does not infringe on pedestrian routes,
signing and lighting (if required) etc.

60. After tipping a skip at a landfill site, state THREE precautions to be taken before rejoining
the public highway.
A

Tyres are clean, sheeting/netting is secure or doors closed and locked, skip is
secure etc.

61. Before leaving the cab for a rest break, after parking and switching off the machine, what
final action must be carried out?
A

The machine must be isolated to PREVENT unauthorised individuals from
starting/moving/operating the machine
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62. When parking the machine at the end of the shift, name THREE places where the skip
handler should NOT be parked.
A

Site roads, access/egress routes from buildings, pedestrian routes, soft ground, wet
ground, steep ground etc.

63. Why should a skip handler be re-fuelled at the end of the day?
A

To minimise condensation build-up in the fuel system

64. If the machine is being travelled or working on the public highway, the Road Traffic Act
applies. a) What type of licence and which class should the operator hold and b) what is the
minimum age allowed?

Shutdown

A

In summary: a) UK (or approved) driving licence bearing class C and b) 18 years for
vehicles up to 7.5 tonnes MAM and 21 years of age for vehicles exceeding 7.5 tonnes
MAM (concessions do exist for C1 drivers – further info must be sought from the
DSA)

65. How are axle loadings calculated?
A

Gross vehicle weight, the number of axles and number of wheels per axle

66. When is the only time that an overloaded vehicle is allowed to be driven on the public
highway?
A

When driving to the nearest weighbridge

67. What is meant by Maximum Authorised Mass (MAM)?
A

The weight of the vehicle plus the load carrying capacity

68. What does the (new) driver Certificate of Professional Competence (CPC) require a driver
to undertake every five years?
A

35 hours of training
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1. What is the definition of, or how can a hazard be described?
A

A hazard is a situation where there is a potential threat (or risk) to life, health,
property or the environment

2. What is the purpose of a risk assessment?
A

To IDENTIFY and PLACE control measures on hazards

3. List SIX typical subject areas that should be covered in a site induction.

Roles and responsibilities

A

(In no particular order of importance) Access and egress, accident reporting,
confined spaces, buried services, contamination, welfare facilities, electricity,
emergency procedures, escape routes, first aid facilities, excavations, fire
procedures, method statements, plant and equipment use, lifting operations,
working from/at height, reporting procedures, reporting structure,
restricted/prohibited areas, safety signs and signals, site layout, waste disposal,
smoking, toilets, traffic routes etc.

4. What THREE main duties of The Health and Safety at Work Act must employees follow?
A

(In summary) a) take reasonable care for THEMSELVES and OTHERS who may be
affected by their actions, b) CO-OPERATE with the employer, c) not intentionally or
recklessly INTERFERE with health and safety issues etc.

5. What does The Health and Safety at Work Act require employers to do with regards
specifically to plant?
A

(In summary) PROVIDE and maintain plant that is SAFE and without risk to health

6. a) What is the purpose of a Method Statement and b) what is required of the
slinger/signaller?
A

a) A document that gives specific instructions on how to SAFELY perform a work
related task and b) COMPLY with the method statement

7. Name FOUR different types or levels of sanctions that can be applied (by employers and
judicial bodies) to slingers/signallers who do not comply with, or follow legislation and
regulations.
A

Verbal warning, written warning, dismissal, prosecution

8. Slingers/signallers are generally regarded as ‘safety-critical’ workers. What does this
mean?
A

Their actions (with the machine) could have SIGNIFICANT health and safety
CONSEQUENCES on themselves and others
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9. Name THREE ways in which a slinger/signaller can minimise their impact upon the
environment during lifting operations.
A

Efficient working, correct disposal of waste, prior planning of work task for
efficiency etc.

10. State the functions or job role of the following personnel:
a) Appointed Person, b) Crane Supervisor, c) Crane operator
A

a) PLAN the lift
b) SUPERVISE the lift

Roles and responsibilities continued

c) Set up and operate the crane to GIVEN instructions
11. The slinger has to use new lifting accessories that they are unfamiliar with. What do
Regulations (i.e. LOLER 98) and other guidance require the slinger/signaller to have?
A

Sufficient information, instruction and training on that type

12. What are the possible outcomes if being prosecuted for not complying with legislation and
regulations?
A

Case dismissal, fine, imprisonment

13. Give TWO examples of where The Work at Height Regulations may apply to lifting
operations.
A

Access/egress to the lifting area, access/egress to placing the accessories to the
load, removing accessories from the load etc.

14. How can a qualification or card benefit a slinger/signaller?
A

Credibility, proof of skills, employment prospects, promotional prospects etc.

15. Name THREE ways that a slinger/signaller can contribute in ensuring repeat business with
the client or main contractor.
A

Work safely, efficiently, complying with method statements/lift plans, punctuality, cooperation with other workers etc.

16. What is the difference between a contract lift and a ‘standard’ crane hire?
A

Contract lift – the crane company plans and supervises the lift. Crane hire – crane
and operator to work to customer’s instructions via lift plan

Preparing for work

17. a) What is meant by the lifting capacity of the crane and b) who determines it?
A

a) The maximum lifting capacity of the crane for a PARTICULAR configuration and b)
The crane manufacturer

18. What are the THREE actions that a slinger/signaller undertakes on lifting accessories
during pre-use inspections?
A

Carry out checks according to MANUFACTURERS’ requirements (as a minimum),
RECORD when checks have been performed and REPORT all defects IMMEDIATELY

19. Which parts of the crane is the radius (for lifting) measured from?
A

From the centre of the slew ring to the central point of the hook (usually)
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20. When checking the condition of lifting accessories, why must gloves be worn?
A

Can prevent skin diseases, there may be sharp parts and prevents contamination of
oil or grease onto loads etc.

21. On what type of loads would a spreader beam be used?
A

Long loads

22. a) How does the number of lines or falls of rope affect the lifting capacity for the crane and
b) how is hoist speed affected when the number of lines (or falls of rope) is reduced?

Preparing for work continued

A

a) Increasing the lines can increase lifting capacity (for a PARTICULAR
CONFIGURATION), b) reducing lines increases hoist speed

23. a) Name the component A of the lifting accessory on Annex A and b) state its function.
A

The Annex will be provided by the Tester at the Test

24. What do the letters SWL signify, as stamped on lifting accessories?
A

The maximum load that the accessory is allowed to lift in certain configurations

25. a) Name THREE different types of lifting accessories and b) state ONE advantage of each
compared to other types of available lifting accessories.
A

The list and advantages are numerous and to be determined by the Tester

26. When would a fly jib or lattice extension be fitted and used on a crane?
A

When extra height or reach is required

27. Polyester webbing slings are coloured and have black lines. What do the different colours
and number of lines indicate?
A

The SWL of the sling

28. a) Who is allowed to issue lifting accessory test certificates and b) when are they issued?
A

a) AUTHORISED and COMPETENT individuals and b) after testing

29. a) Which part of the crane applies loading or pressure to the ground and b) name TWO
ways that pressure can be reduced.

Setting up for work

A

a) Tracks or stabilisers and b) reduce the overall crane weight, increase the track or
stabiliser surface area (with timber matting etc.)

30. If assisting in fitting a fly jib to the crane, why is it important that the manufacturers’
procedures are followed precisely?
A

To avoid any incidents, accidents and damage

31. Wind speeds can be variable throughout the working day. What action must be taken to
ensure safe working conditions are maintained?
A

Wind speeds must be constantly monitored
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32. On a busy construction site, how would the slinger/signaller be identified to the crane
operator?
A

Wearing special and unique coloured clothing

33. If the legs of a chain sling are more than 90 degrees apart from each other, what happens
to the SWL?
A

It is reduced

34. What is meant by centre of gravity, or how is the centre of gravity determined, on a load to
be lifted?
A

The point that it is in balance

35. If setting up to lift loads in a pedestrianised area, state ONE factor that needs to be taken
into account by the slinger/signaller.
A

Physical segregation of pedestrians from OVERHEAD loads

Setting up for work continued

36. During inspections, damage has been found to a lifting accessory. What TWO actions must
be taken?
A

Taken out of service and CLEARLY marked as unusable

37. A 1 tonne webbing sling is attached to a load using a choke hitch. What is the maximum
weight the accessory is allowed to lift?
A

0.8 tonne (800 Kgs)

38. What information is needed when estimating the weight of a load?
A

Size (volume), material type (or density) and structure (hollow or solid)

39. When using more than one lifting accessory, how should they be secured to the crane
hook?
A

Using a shackle

40. a) What is the recommended minimum distance to be kept away from overhead power
lines mounted on metal pylons when setting up the lift and b) explain why a distance should
be kept.
A

a) 9 metres PLUS the length of the boom and b) High voltage electricity can arc
across large gaps in certain conditions

41. During a lift, it is suspected that a lifting accessory exceeded the rated capacity. What
would be the course of action?
A

The load to be landed and the accessory to be taken out of service IMMEDIATELY
and thoroughly inspected or examined

42. a) What is the type of sling shown as item B on the annex and b) what type of hitch is
shown?
A

The Annex will be provided by the Tester at the Test
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43. When must the signaller be used before moving a crane?
A

When the operator is unable to face the intended direction of travel i.e. reversing

44. The safe working load (SWL) of a multi-leg chain sling only applies in what TWO conditions
or configuration?
A

When each leg is equally loaded and each leg is within 90 degrees of each other

45. Give FOUR reasons that may cause a mobile crane to overturn.
A

Excessive load swing, soft ground, working on slopes, excessive load, insufficient
counterweight etc.

46. If guiding a crane which is carrying a load near an open trench and the trench has a depth
of 2.0 metres, what is the minimum distance to maintain?
A

At least 2.0 metres (guidance suggests 2 x distance to depth)

Working tasks

47. If radios are to be used during the lifting operations, what FIVE actions and checks must be
made by the slinger/signaller before use?
A

They know how to USE the radio, the batteries will last for the operation and/or spare
batteries are supplied, the correct frequency is selected, the signal strength is
sufficient, allocation of a call sign for SENDER and RECEIVER, AGREEING special
codes between sender and receiver

48. When working in a confined area or space: a) what danger can be present with regards to
the counterweight of the machine, b) what is the recommended minimum distance and c)
what measures must be implemented if the gap is less?
A

a) The gap between the counterweight and a structure being reduced or contacted
the object/structure when slewing b) at least 600 mm and c) ensure sufficient
clearance or block-off access routes

49. What makes up the total (or gross) weight of a load that is to be lifted?
A

Weight of the load itself, weight of the lifting accessories and weight of the hook
block

50. During the lifting operation, part of the task cannot be carried out as detailed in the lift plan.
a) What initially must happen to the lifting operation and b) who authorises any changes?
A

a) The operation MUST stop until the plan is amended and b) The appointed person
(lift planner)

51. If the hook block inadvertently (accidentally) lands, what course of action should be taken?
A

The hoist drum and pulleys MUST be checked for rope crossover and rope alignment
on the pulleys etc.
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52. a) When is a trial lift carried out and b) name THREE checks to be made?
A

a) Just after the weight of the load is taken on EACH lift and b) to ensure the load is
supported and level, and that the lifting accessories and attached correctly

53. A tower crane is slewing a heavy load at high speed over at least 180 degrees. What TWO
factors must the slinger take into account?
A

The length of time or distance needed to stop the slew and the expected load swing

54. How does the rope or line length affect loads swings?
A

The longer the rope/line, the slower the load will swing

55. Name THREE ways in which wind speed can affect the lifting operation.

Working tasks continued

A

Cause load swing, can slow or increase the slew speed of the crane, can shut down
lifting operations

56. Why must the hoist rope of the crane be kept vertical before lifting loads?
A

The load may slew sideways and also put parts of the crane out-of-balance etc.

57. If a load is slewed rather quickly, what TWO initial effects does it have on the load whilst
slewing?
A

The load centre moves outwards (increases radius) and trails the jib/boom

58. If the words STOP NOW are given to the crane operator by radio from the signaller during
the lift, what action must the operator take?
A

Stop IMMEDIATELY

59. Only two legs of an 8 tonne 4 legged chain sling are being used. What is the maximum load
that can be lifted with that sling?
A

4 tonnes

60. What possible effects does excessive rain have on the lifting operation?
A

Visibility between the crane operator and signaller can be reduced, loads may be
heavier, loads may be more slippery especially if using fibre slings

61. State the possible effect of lifting downhill on a slope.
A

Radius can increase causing possible instability
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Completing work

Working tasks continued

Technical Test – Theory
62. How does the deflection of the boom or jib affect lift?
A

The boom deflection can cause an increase in the radius

63. Two cranes are working in the same vicinity that encroach the operating radius of each.
What actions would the lift plan or method statement normally specify?
A

Co-ordination of the two cranes via the crane supervisors or crane co-ordinator, and
possibly limits on slewing

64. What are the ideal conditions for lifting accessories to be stored?
A

Dry conditions and preferably off the ground and hung

65. What checks should be made to lifting accessories after work has ceased?
A

To ensure no damage has occurred during work
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